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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the results of the first phase of a two-

phase study of the programming of Army military and civilian manpower

A. within Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQ DA), and the Office

"of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development (OACSFOR). The

report provides the background and factors currently influencing mili-

"tary and civilian manpower programming and a concept for an integrated

manpower programming system.

The main goal of the IMP-I study is to develop a general approuch

for integrated programming within the annual planning cycle in Hq DA.

This approach and concept, if implemented as an operating system,

could overcome problems with current military and civilian manpower

programming. Additional benefits would be in increased efficiency of

OACSFOR manpower programming activities, improved control of military

and civilian manpower data from existing automated data systems,

and better response to the data needs within OACSFOR and higher echelons

of Army management. In highlighting problems, the report provides CL

basis for management evaluation and action by the study sponsor or

other H1Q DA egenctes.

Albert 1). Tholnr
Heod, Resoarce Analysiz 1Yepurtment
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SUNAHRY

PROBLEM

To determine the most efficient method for the integrated pro-

gramming of military and civilian manpower authorizations.

FACTS

Military and civilian manpower authorizations are deter:nined

by different systems under separate agencies in th, Office of' the

Secretary of Defense (OSD). No method currently exists for the

integrated programming of miLitary and civilian manpower. Thd

rationale for determining munpowur authorizations is difficult to

explain and defend. As a result, arbitrary adjustmentz. to Army man-

power programs are made by OSD, the Office of Management and Budget

S* (OMB) and the Congress. More than half the Army budget is spent for

personnel.

DISCUSSION

Integrated Manpower Programming (IMP) is a two-phase study to

develop a systematic method for determining Army manpower authoriza-

tions and for achieving an efficient means of integrating the pro-

gramming of military and civilian manpower authorizations. The

"Phase I study (IMP-I) analyzed existing systems for determining

"military and civilian manpower authorizations, and developed an

approach for integrating the programming of military and civilian

!; manpower authorizations. Phase II (IMP-II) will determine in detail

the methods to be used for integrating the programming of Army

military and civilian manpower, and develop disolay formats and

rationale for explaining and defending military and civilian manpower

S-1
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authorizations. Recommendations for changes in OSD management control

to permit more efficient manpower progremming will be considered.

This report addresses the IMP-I phase and provides the basis for

IMP-II.

The development of Army manpower authorizations for the annuuL

Department of Defense (DOD) PlanninrG, Programming, and Ludgeting System

(PPBS) cycle is a highly complex, constrained, and fragmented procesn

within the Department of the Army (DA). The current approach to military

and civilian manpower programming; I.s predicated on differing bases Ond

procedures within this cyc)]. The requirement to develop and evaluate

Army military and civilian manpower in several different program

classification systems, imposed for purposes of highe!r mnanagement

controls and fiscal constraints, is a major factor hindering efficient

manpower programming. The present multiple program classi'ication

systems confuse the military and civilian space-cost mix analyses

within the Army. This condition also results in a lag between force

and military manpower programming and civilian manpower programming,

which makes DA evaluation of military and civilian manpower allocations

and tradeoffs difticult.

The IMP-I approach is based on the premise that civilian manpower

is an integral element of the Army force structure and the programmed

units of which it is composed. Further, civilian manpower authoriza-

tions would be developed in force structure classifications and unit-

derived terms comparable with military maripower in DA planning aetivitieg,.

Use of an integrated force and manpower data base and 'leta structure

would permit force-structure-derived military and civilian manpower

data to be translated to the other program classification systems on

a consistent basis. The utility of the Land Force Classification

System (LFCS) as the Army vehicle for integrating manpower programmirng

is examined, with the support of the Army Force Accounting Syotem (FAS),

as the standard programming data base. The approach is oriented toward

generating output data and information for the display and evaluation

of integrated military and civilian authorizations in leveLs )f aggre,-

gation appropriate for DA management, staff, and programming activities.

It stresses improved interfaces between the programming staff and

S-2



supporting data systems, intensive control of manpower data, and the

use of computer-supported analytical techniques for manpower program-

Ming activities.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Land Forces Classification System (rFCS) provides a

meaningful basis for the integrated development and progvrammingý of

military and civilian manpower authorizations w;ithin the DA. It can

provide consistent and comparable visibility of the aili-ary and

civilian manpower of the units that make up the Army.

2. EffectIve and valid manpower programming requires, first,

the use of a single integrated and unit-oriented data sy!3tcm anld,

second, int-ensive programming staff managemeit anul control if, and

proponent responsibility for, military and civilian m-n!awr dute *sn

information inputs and outputs.

3. Manpower planning and progrumming uctivities arrfl th, l,1ta

system must interact to produce related aferegatc, program informatiorn

for use by higher echelons of the DA throughout the PP1S' cy'kV it ul 1

required DOD program classifications, u~sin the LFCS as the central

point of reference.

4. The translation of military and civilian manpower program

authorizations into budget detail will continue to roquire differing

outputs, owing to the diverse ways military and civilian manpower are

funded in the appropriations and budget structures. However, integrated

program development-begun early in the PPRS cycle-and consistent

operations on a continuously updated force and manpower program data

base will permit greater responsiveness through use of automation to

produce budget program detail.

5. The FAS data system, together with existing but rudimentary

analytical tools and methods available, can provide a usable basis

"for development of a force-structure-oriented computer-supported

"integrated manpower programming system. The technical levelopment of

an integrated system capability is feasible and attainable by computer

system analysis methods and analytical mode] design techniqLes.

3-3
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I
Internal review and adjustment of DA programming organiL'.ational

activities and military and civilian manpower 1polici'.s will be required

for system implementation.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

THE PRODI04

The IMP study was generated by the following statement of the

problem by the study sponsor:

Military and civilian manpower authorizations are
determined by different systems under the aegis of separate
agencies in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. There
is no method currently available for tne integrated pro-
gramming of military and civilian manpzwrwr. The rationale
for determining manpower authorizutions is difficult to
explain and defend; as a resuLt, arbitrary adjustments to
Army manpower programs are made by OSD, OM13 and the Congress.
Since more then half of the Army budget is spent for personnel,
an effort shoald be made to determine the most efficient
method for the integrated programming of military and civil-
ian manpower authorizations.l

The term "authorizations," in the sense in which it. is uscd in

the IMP study, refers to program authorizations for future manpower for

which the Army seeks approval in terms of spaces and funds in the

annual Army program development-budget formulatiun cycle with the

Department of Defense (DOD) and the Congress. This term is used rather

than "requirements" since it was established during formulation of the

study problem that requirements relate to broad, relatively unconstrained

strategic objective planning. Programming, on the other hand, is the

transitional process that finitely adjusts planning requirements to fit

fiscal, resource, and policy constraints. Thus programmed authoriza-

tions become a premise for Army budget deveiopment and, when approved

and funded, provide the authorization basis fir the currenrt Army.

1-1
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OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

Overall IMP Objective

IMP was conceived as a two-phase study to be guided by the following

overall objective:

"To develop a systematic method for determining Army
manpower authorizations and for achieving an efficient means
of integrating the programming of military and civilian man-
power authorizations ."i

Time-Phased Objectives

The overall objective above breaks down into the subordinate

objectives for the two study phases of IMP, below:

Phase I - Will analyze systems currently in use for determining
military and civilian manpower authorizations, and determine a
general approach for integrating the programming of military and
civilian manpower authorizations, assuming no change in OSD
management or controls.

If the results of Phase I are promising:

Phase II - Will then determine in detail the methods to be used
for integrating the programming of Army military and civilian
manpower, and develop appropriate display formats and rationale
for explaining and defending military and civilian manpower authori-
zations. Recommendations for appropriate changes in OSD manage-
ment control, to permit optimum integrated manpower programming,
will be considered. 1

This report covers the RAC study effort addressed to the Phase I

objective (IMP-I) during the period 1 Sep 70-31 Aug 71, based on

the following tasks:

IMP-I Study Tasks

Four study tasks were assigned for the accomplishment of the IMP-I

objective. These tasks are summarized as follows:

(a) Define the controls and constraints influencing manpower

programming.

(b) Determine how current military and civilian manpower program-

ming systems are working.

(c) Compare and analyze the military and civilian manpower

programming systems.

(d) Devise a general methodology for overcoming system

deficiencies and integrating military and civilian manpower programs.

1-2
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APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Background

The Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) process

-- within which the development of Army manpower authorizations programs

is accomplished-is a complicated, cyclic interaction of system:s,

data structures, organizations, and channels of communication both

between and within DOD and the Department of the Army (DA). This

complexity 13 further compounded by the various concurrent or over-

lapping PPBS activities in progress at any time at all levels of the

DOD-DA organizational hierarchies. Each of these activities has a

dependent relation to the other, but with different objectives, time

bounds, and organizational. co. 'ce. Addit.onally, the DOD-prescribed

PPBS procedures in effect at tn. line the IfAP-I study was initiated

represented some major departures from those previously applicable.

Therefore from the outset a principal research effort involved the

acquisition of detailed information bearing on military and civilian

manpower programming. This effort was made in order to isolatc from

the complex pattern those salient aspects which affect the efficient

development of Army manpower programs at the level of management and

technical activity where programming io performed within the Office

of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Pbree Development (OACSFOR), anti

specifically the OACSFOR Manpower and Forces Directorate (MFD).

Research Methods

These methods entailed the acquisition and review of a w•ide range

of official literature dealing with poLicies, mcthods, and procedures

bearing on manpower programming. A complete bibliography is included

in App A. This literature search was augmented by an extensive inter-

view program within Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQ DA). The

IHQ DA staff agencies and offices wherein interviews were conducted are

shown in App B. A total of 16 organizational elements was involved,

represented by 26 individuals interviewed. These ranged from military

and civilian action officer,- throtgh branch and division chiefs to

general officer and senior civilian levels. The goal was to interview

the most knowledgeable persons at each levei in order tc loarn as much

as possible of that segment of the system with which they were ilnvolvcd.

1-3
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As shown In App B, interviews were extended beyond OACSFOR, in recogni-

tion of the fact that there are other DA agencies whose functions

affect or influence manpower programming activities.

In addition to the foregoing, it was necessary to obtain a better

understanding of some o1 the key ACSFOR, Force Development Management

Information Systems (I.]3MIS), relative to their automated data and

acquisition and retrieval capabilities. Thus briefing.; were arrangeld

with the ACSFOR Infornmation Data Systems Office (FOR IDSO) and the

US Army Management Systems Support Agency (USAMSSA), the computer

facility supporting the FWAIS. Discussions were also held with the

ACSFOR FMIIS system managers for unit and manpower authorizations

systems. Valuable insights were gained thereby into the volume, scope,

and nature of the data available within and processed by the FMAIS, as

well as system potentials.

As research and analysis of background information progressed uirdi

new avenues of inquiry wer,- uncovered, additional informal discussions

were conducted. These were principally with MFD staff action personnel

who work with the detailed technical aspects of military and civilian

manpower programming or system support. These technical discussions

were most useful in evaluation of results of previous analysis and in

clarifying important details or problems in tur ent programming syte:,

operations.

PURPOSE AID SCOPE

Purpose

This report synthesizes the results of research required by the

[11P-I study tasks stated in the preceding section. In response to the

IMP-I objective it provides both the background and a conceptual

approach as the basis for detailed development of a system for integrated

military and civilian manpower programming as contemplated for IMP

Phase II (nIAP-IT). The main goal of the report is to present a

technically feasible general approach and ethodological concept that,

when developed as an operating system. would serve to overcome

deficiencies perceived in current system operations. However, in

highlighting certain problems it may also provide a basis for internal

1-4
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management evaluation and action by the study sponsor or other DA

agencies, pending development of the detailed system design in the

follow-on IMP-II study.

Scope

Chapter 2 summarizes and evaluates the principal factors affecting

manpower programming under the DOD-DA management controls, constraints,

and procedures in effect for the Army PPBS cycle that commenced in

calendar year (1970) for the development of the budget year FY72 Army

force, resource, and manpower programs. Further anulysi: of these

controls and constraints is in App C. The operation of the current

programming system in the above cycle is summarized through a task

analysis and system evaluation in App D.

Chapter 3 presents the proposed general approach for an integratcd

manpower program.rming system. The basic premise is that civilian man-

power is an integral clement of the Army force structure and the unitis

that compose it. Civilian manpower should be presented in comparable

force structure terms with military manpower in programming operation.s

and DA management reviews and decoion making in all phases of the PP.13

cycle, while consistently tracking to the other fiscal and budget.

program classifications used for DOD and HQ DA management control. I
The utility of the Land Forces Classification System (LFC3) structure

-- as the integrating link for .cmilitary and civilian manpower--and the

role of the ACSFOR FD4IS Force Accounting System (FAS) unit-oriented

data base and data element structure arc discussed. The applicability

of automated modeling techniques and programming factors is indicated

to support a logical approach to the development of force-structure-

derived military and civilian manpower programs. The role of staff

programming activities in the intensive management and control of data
as a function of data base viability is emphasized.

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the methodological concept

visualized as the basis for an integrated manpower system, based on the

general approach in the preceding chapter. The concept is directed

toward generating output information to permit the display and evalua-

tion of military and civilian manpower in the DOD-DA program classifica-

tion structures in appropriate aggregation or detail for management,

1-5
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staff, or programming activities. The relations of outputs, inputs,

and the interfaces with programming and data management procedures

and the supporting data system are described, together with a general

system logic and representative processing routines. Supporting details

are included in App E.

Chapter 5 summarizes major conclusions concerning the advantages

requirements, and foreseeable impacts of' the TIP-I approach and concept

relative to current system operations and the attainment of the overall

DMP objective. Recommendations are made for subsequent OACSFOR-RAC

actions to be undertaken in the follow-on IMP-II system development

study, if funded.

Chapter 6, added after completion of the Phase I study, offers

some preliminary observations based on work on Phase II performed

prior to the unanticipated termination of the latter effort because

of a Congressionally-imposed reduction in RAC funding for Work Year 19'(2.

1-6
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Chapter 2

FACTORS AFFECTING MANPOWER PROGRAMING

GEERAL

The factors affecting military and civilian manpower programming

by the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Devwebpmrnt

(OACSFOR) relative to the other functional Army staff agencien unui th,

higher management echelon of Headquarters, Department of' the Army

(11Q DA), are a complex intermingling of the co3ntrols and constraint.5

applied by Department of Defense (DOD) management and their implenien-

tation within the DA. These controls and constraints have a direct

bearing on Army programming system operations in the annual Plannirig,.

Programming, and Budgeting System (PPDS) cycle in that they perpetuate

differing approaches to the development of military and civilian lr.anpower

authorizations and currentLy preclude integrated manpower programming.

This condition is further affected by the stringent time constraints

inherent in the DOD-DA control methods and the highly complex DA

organizational environment witnin which manpower programming is done

and DA reviews and decisions on programmed manpower all.ocations are

made. A summary of the principal findings of the IMP-I study relative

to the foregoing factors is presented in this chapter as background for

the general approach and methodological concept for integrated Army

manpower programming developed subsequently in this report.

CONTROLS AID CONSTRAINTS ON ARMY PROGRAM DEVELOPMK1,T

The controls and constraints on Ar:my programs are of two types

applied at two levels: First are tnose imposed by the DOD as the mleans

of bringing the Army into a system for exercising centralized control

over the resource programs and budgets of all the Service departments

2-1
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and DOD agencies. Next are those resulting from the needs of DA

management to obtain the necessary information and reopo-nses from Army

staff agencies in order that aenior Di. management cfficlals can evaluate

and act on pro~losed Army manpower and resource! progrrams within theý

constraints imposed by DOD. A detailed reviuw of the nature aind

application of these two 'Levels otf controls anti conotrulti!., i5 contuliti211
in App C.

DOD Mana gement Controls and Constraints

The Planning, P'rogiamming, and B~udgeting Dystem ()PpnS). The furraii

structure of DOD management control:, and the channel for the transmission

and response to programming and( budget constraints is t~ht, DOD PPPIS

The PPBS, a. implementedt duringy ca Leridar year 1.'(0 for the deve optren ri

and cintrol of the forces, manp:ower, ant resource pr gf7rams atJ L1h0 Ar'my

andi Services , frthtebdu year F~'' Ine ludedigii ntf) Ity
anti procedliral changes. These changesL O-tf-mnm- fro)m thu Lairti-Po.kurd

philosophy of "participatory munure-ýment" and trie rciriLstiftonrt of' ath-i

practice of allocating specific fiscal ceilings- t~o thc Service lmepiurt.-
ments . In a period of rapidly changin inentoacniin ant

national defense policics, and intensivC leg~isla.ti'vL rV-iOw, thtecorit rl;

and constraints exercised! through the rcuvi~sed DOD PP1,35 -. e(reicrt:i:

exigent and stringent.

Among the most significant procedural PPI3S changes was t.-~ DOD

requirement for submission of a comprehensive Program Objective 1.iemoran-

darn (POM4) by the Services Under tihe constraints imposud by definitive

fiscal guidance from the Office of the Scret~ary of1 Dfe.'nse: (OSD).
This guidance was thc means by which 051) alt-ocatedt thc fiscal control

ceilings to each Service as well as to opct ategories of Service

rniss-lons, programs, andi functions . Thk:'''isi pt-rpooo -)t' those DOD)

controls was twofold: First, to provide. OSD with a range of al11cr-

nzative choices by which a balance-d Dexfense- program--u viewced by DOD

-could be obtained within a deccLining :;harc of the Federal budg-et..

Second, and of concurrent importance, the POM wouldl ruoresent a delttailedl

statement by Service diepartrtents. of' the force and re-sources proposet!

for the )erioti of the DOD Five-Year De0fens:e P1rogf-ram (VfDP) with emphasis

on the budget; year (M7T2) for which fuanding authorization would he

sought. Thus the fiscally constrained Get ..icv-lovelinteti r-rsouree
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aLlocations- in their R1M programs (i.e., force s~tructure, military and

civilian manpower, operating andi inveatment cootu), cotabliohc'd tile

major allocution pattern for the Services' FY72 budget development,

foilowinif OSD review anti ietiori of tho PVo~s. In thLLs rugard thw,- POM-1

procedure extended DOD management control over Service resources by

requiring departmental1 managof(Žrlt t~o (ICve2lop, tlriu lyze, und justify

resource program content-; on an omnibu6 basis well in advance of budget

formulation. In conjunction wit'i the constraints inhe-rent in the DOD

FLD)P, Service departmcnt latitu-1e during budget development in making

major reallocations (e.g., military manpower vs civilian manpower)

following DOD action on- the POMs was constrained to a greater degree

than under previous PPBS procedures.

Constraints of PPK-S Complexity. Within the PPIS, the DOD FYDJP is

,the prineipal information and, data system for recording und controllingl-

current, programmed, andI planned Service resource authorization:; an.1 I
related fiscal requirements on a detailed program element basis. In

addition to the FYDP program classification structure, howeve~r, theI

Service department's are also required to devclop their plans and

ý-ithorizationc. programs conicurrently in other pr'o,_rar. classificatio)ns.

Thee ae:- Fiscal Guidance Categories (FGc), as containeýd in thc-

OSD fiscal guidance by which the POM programs constraints arc allocated

- Appropriation budget accounts

- Land rorces Cla55ification System (LFCS) for the force

structure ond military manpo-wer of týhe Army and Marine Coros.5

These various program classification:, represent the dif'Lering.' Ways

by which the offices of the Assistant Secretaries; of Defensc. (System

AnalysAis) (ASD [SAi] and (Comptroller) (ASE [CJ~exu-t letailed DOD control

du~rin3g, the PPBS cycLe. During the pl~anning, anid sobsesquent prcgrinm

development (POM) phase of the cycle, the DA must develop anI jus-tify

its -manpow4er authorizations anid allocutions in all foiur - la.zi fieat ions

(VrDP, FGC, Appropriations, and LFCS) 'In both namunnary a~nd dctailed

fr.During subsequc-nt. budget fcormulato h O FD rga

structure and appropriations budget accoUnts-as prescribed by thle

Army Management Structitre (MI4S) r-pvoiil. The, DOD requirem.ent to
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develop programs concurrently in these multiple classification systeii.;

within the PF3S is a significant constraint on efficient Army manpower

programming, owing to the disparate ways in which military and civilian

manpower are entered and aggregated in these differing classification

structures (App C).

DA Management Controls and Constraints

Management Control Requirements. The HQ DA management level

comprises the Army Secretariat and Office of the Chief of Staff, Army

(CSA) together with their immediate subordinates and supporting staffs

(see Figs. 2-2 and 2-2A). This DA management echelon has a pivotal

role in translating DOD constraints and OSD guidance in such manner that.

the functional agencies and operating procedures of the Army staff can

respond. Within HQ DA the central management requirement is to adjui.;t

planned force structure, military and civilian manpower, and other

resource requirements to co'nform to OSD fiscal allocations. At the

same time, DA management seeks to obtain rational and justifiable

balance among these programming allocations through freqzent management

reviews and adjustments during program development. The general approach

by which this was attempted for the Army P0M FY72-FY-'6 is illustrated

4in Fig. 2-1.

Differing Manpower Approaches. In the Axmy staff requirements

planning preceding program development, military and civilian manpower

are developed and expressed in different ways. This dissimilarity

results from current DA manpower policies7 and internal institutional

practices. Military manpower requirements are derived principally from

the force units planned to constitute the projected Army force structure

depicted by the LFCS. Civilian manpower requirements, on the other

hand, are planned a:• a generalized budgetary add-on to the Army and

treated principally in the AMS appropriations budget classifications

trom which civilian employee compensation is funded. These disparate

planning bases for military and civilian manpower are carried forward

into programming and budgeting phases during the implementation of DA

management controls, as discus:;ed in a sub.zeq,'ent section of this

chapter. This staff and management is disolayed in Figs. 2-2 and 2-2A.
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Tmpler'nfntri ttotIf T)A COmily-rI.;; titifd Co rsi'aIrjln .tI, An overv~iew ol1 !,Iit(

i mpcinerr rtationi of DA mrlIinal'.t!lIunl;1 eoril'trK Ll -Ind I !fl)wll5tr iiibz; oli [O ti';,, t11 1 ll1ai

lt'1Jo lltillt.t wl.f.hin1 IIQ D)A i;; depie1Lt--l Iin F11%:. !-Phl lint] P--PC. TheI(

Assiilntnii Vioe Chie- F 1Li[, Avmy (Avu-;tx) :.:; iii: tit':J.p t .ol'

(111rl0Ill oti, (looltdl nttmllj . :nldtnr) in t.L' h CUL of, 1,11r lbmy ;; Lull

Iu~l[IICto jfian l-,li ;Ith ) ltl.ru1Iwl v AVCBA In is;itt

byI'll l : StIo; Comiiiil.I.lfr:' (SIilCO.i) -11'Itfl1Iwrtwlon lGtiiirwit R-ve Ciliri~l

POEC) Q:; Of:'I C'ttIAi1.n;I i,11rongI11 11i mip:.i y :hi 1.lint'

invo )Lvxed in LI te n Li' unto !(rogrziI (1ove 10 [(114i jtocOC*'I t c~ilp,)is2. it]

anti I~nntinoll 1 tht'ne aoiiite: re lILm uin Pall].: 2-1

Figure 2-2C aL; Is . Ili: twtt~ thue eiF)txiisJm:o:; by the reqiuil''-

mont for cone a-Lrre ot plwoiman fit'I: nlnpint nt; i L \'.iVt IS p-rrug~m i181i-

cotton ctriictures prenex'ribed( (1 *o *, LF05, i'Y~IN, ICC, and Nl )* -b

constrainits of limwe eotligfromn this comnPiexi-y are Diintber tleserilbet

in App C, a,,; 'dt I a.; tic mP `1Lu:L taitroIli- i I1;i lp Ftorm! Sti ;jtuL'e

Account displaty) usetl(! by theAVS-SJCMP(R to guile antil mdcvi

force, nanpower . andl resoDurea orog~rum dert: oi r~onl. ity Aimiy sin f uen~e ia

Io initia Lad wihnth DA,*m v.Lb pi:l: - b FP niAha~ii upril bioin l:lL3nu lteP; 1 ;~~i;t Sttgl orm lation I
tioris . During the JUdgeff-t forulation orledjt' of Ulit: Army ntithe

BIutiget [levier Gonlild Utee( '1Ciibi 2- L ) ''pp Iants, tlic' PUEC in the

pattern of' DA mnanagement. control in Viia, 2)C' tnde.r Lila AVOSA and

SELGOM, the 13EG acts as, Icoanti 1g .it iI eo 1.r to tile Army :ta fl

agenci-es for1 Lto:01tiLettofl0 Lhc o! rU1LýLnl'A li',; I Ccou.nts alnd

deta-leld resource jigai;tck up reopii'eti ', , t)r.Ult ;lbc~un

sabmis;;iu of c' the fArmy ttiLmi,-e(L antd tnt (Ž .1frtiip tIPI(it.'' Of the

Army portion of' lb:- PLOYP.
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Geneiral1
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Sand constraints earlier described. Also identified are the separute

military and civilian manpower programming pathn existing in c.irrent

system operations.

Programming Phases

The IMP-I study focuses on the manpower programnming associated with

future authcrizations,* specifically those of a "budget year," defined

as the fiscal year arrived at by adding one to the curreit fiscal year

(FY).2 Thus in FY71 the budget year was FY72. Within the annual

PPBS cycle, Army resource programming activities addressing the budget

year encompass two major sequential time phases. The first phase is

program development, followed by the program-budget-formulation phase.

In both phases the DA must cut and fit its authorization needs within

rigorous but also constantly changing constraints and decisions that

must be reflected through its own program development processes. As

indicated in Fig. 2-3, the time span of these two phases is approxi-

niately 17 calendar months, from inception of program development to

Congressional budget hearings, following the submission of the President's

Budget for the coming budget year.

Program Development Phase

With the emphasis of the program development phase being on the

Army force structure and the manpower and resources to sustain it, the

ACSFOR has tht principal responsibility for POM program development
and coordination at the functional Army staff level.1 1 ' 12 This function

is implemented within the context of the overaii controls uxercised by

the AVCSA, SELCOM, and PGRC, as depicted in Fig. 2-2C and Table 2-i.

The publication of the "Army Force Development Plan," VoL I

(AFDP-I) 1 3, 14 completes the Army staff requirements planning that

precedes and lays the groundwork within HQ DA for program development.

The AFDP-I provides the basis for the DA response to OSD Tentative

Fiscal Guidance Memorandum (TFGM). The latter indicated the proposed

DOD fiscal ceilings and allocations by specific fiscal guidance cate-

gories against which Army requirements for forces, manpower, and other

*The term "requirements" is used in a general sense in the study.
In manpower parlance, however, "requirements" strictly speakiug refer
only to the required column of the MTOE or TDA document of a unit.
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resources were measured. Following this DOD-DA consideration of Army

requirements vs DOD allocations, the final OSD Fiscal Guidance Memo-

randum (FC24) provided allocation decisions by specific fiscal categories

for the devel-.pment of the three program cases (base, alternative,

and decremented) to which the Army POM FY72-FY76 (budget year and forL

program years) was addressed.4 As indicated in the preceding section,

the DA management level evaluated the effect of the FGM constraints on

planned (AFDP-I) force, manpower, and resource requirements and

reallocated the OSD fiscal constraints in these terms as the basis for

POM program development by Army staff agencies.15 The omnibus Army

POM submitted to DOD under the FGM constraints focused on the adjusted

Army force structures that could be supported within these constraints.

The related military manpower authorizations, proposed civilian man-

power, and other resource funding allocations sought by the Army unler

the OSD fiscal constraints were developed for each POM case in the

various program classifications (i.e., 5FCS, =FP, FGC, and AMS).

These Army programs were expressed in both summary form and backup

data detail. Submission of the Army PON to DOD by the Secretary of the

Army16 generally marked the end of the program development phase within

HQ DA. The overlapping transition to the subsequent program-budget-

formulation phas---within the DOD PPBS procedures-was the DOD program

review and decision process. In theory this process was to produce V

series of OSD PDMs expressing DOD actions on the detailed Army program..

In practice the principal OSD decision on the Army POM FY72-FY'(6 approved

the Army POM alternative program force structure, manpower, and resource

allocations as the basis for initiation of the Army F-Tv72 budget formu-

lation. This rollei-up OSD decision could be interpreted as emphasizing

the importance of the POM program devclop.ent phase for establishing

a valid basis for the allocation of military and civilian manpower as

the Justification and rationale for the subsequent Army budget submislion.

Program-Budget-Formulation Phase

Program-budget formulation is a fiscal management activity under

the functional Army staff purview of COA, through the BRC (Table 2-1)

and AVCSA under overall policy direction of the Assistant Secretary

of the Army for Financial Management, (ASA [FM]). Thus emphasis in

2-14h
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Army staff programming activity ohiifts from thu development and analysio

of force structure, manpow~er space authorizations, andi coat estimating

to a threefold effort:

First., tho PMA programo and OSD decisions are translated into

detailed Al-13 appropriations program budget accounts fc:r the Army buldge't

to be incorporated into the total DOD budget, with continued conicarrent

updatinf, of' the 1PYDP (Fig. 2-3).17

Scond, Army staft' lustifications are developed in func.tional

budgetary terms, for the (lefense of detuiled Army budget proGram:; in

cnsulný-Y reviews by DOD program managers. and higrher agenciQc8, to include

Army appeals of OSD fl'gram Budget Du-cisionaj (PI3D) .

Third, DA guidance is prepared and disseminated to Army mujor

cornmands, and agrencies concerning progranllne(l force andl m,-anpower authori-

zations, related DA programming ass;umptions, and command budgletary

allocuticon so that the field can initiate command plans and command

program budget develipment for the coming fiscatl yeur. Thle vehicIu

-' for this guidance is the HIQ DA COA Publication, "P>rogram an(; Budget

Guidance to Major Commalnds and Agencies" (P13G) *lB Thu seqtientiul

~ditonsof he 80 Fig 2-) reflect the continuing changes anJ

adjustments to DA programs through the phase of budget formulat-ions

£anid submission. Command troop program guidance developed b)y OACSOFOR

is incorporate-d in the PBG, and military and civilian mianpower programs

* are included in PBG annexes. The ma~npower content of the July PRIG

reflected the apportionment of' previous;ly b.Ud1-geted fu;thle October

FB8G, the budget submitted by DA to OSD; an(! thi: J :in!ýry 11M, the

budget submitted by OSD to the President. Formerly, prog-rammied

* * ~military manpower authorizations in the N1G were expressed inth FCS

*structure, while civilian manpower authiorizations were stated rclative

to the AMS appropriations budget prog~rarn classificaf-;ion3. In recent

PBGs, both military and civilian manpower authorizat'ons werQ stated!

both in program and appropriation terms. Only military manpower, how-

ever, were expressed in LECS terms. These exprcs:3icas, of miiitary

and civilian manpower authorizations and allocations to comnsand]

activities are also the basis for the OACSFOR inputs to thfe periodic

FYDP -updates (Fig. 2-3).
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The outer bound of the progrom hudget-formii~ation phase is the

detailed program management activity involved in preparation for and

implementation of the new fiscal year force, tranpower, and detailed

budget programs. Program managemeat entails detailed program budget-

adjustments throughout the Army staff to accomrnodnte: (a) continuingt

DOD-DA authorizations adjustments; (b) Congressional actions on the

Army budget; and (c) budget apportionment and modification of progrnms

and budget as a result of DA approval of field commnand inputs. TnL

field input chan~ges the DA force andl manpower programming aso-umptions

concerning (a) specific units and military manpower allocations, and

(b) civilian authorizations and budgetary allocations based on com-

manders' views of their mission responsibilities.

Separate Military and Civilian Mianpwer P'ro~ramminir Path:-

Reference has been made to the differing approaches, to military

and civilian manpowe:- within !'Q DA. The analysis of manpowur prog'ruim-

ming within Lhu 'r i system operations (see App D) indiicates two

distinctly different progranrani-, p~ath-s within thu systemn network.

These dissimilar paths begin in AVDP-1 manpower requircenento plarininr,

and extend through both the ~r.rmdvvelopmrent and rIrm-de-

formulation phases.

Within OACSFOR,, force developmnent, plannint. and trool, an(] ianpowewr

authorizations programming are performed in the Manpower and Forcess

Directornte (MFSD).1-1 The organizational structure, functions, and

procedures of '.FD reflected these d1iffering approachcs 'mnder the

revised PPBS procedUres in effect for tlhe F't72-FT(6 mannaower programr.

At the same time these dissimilar nrogra"Lmingý pathis within M.FD reflect

the DOD-DA management controls and constraints, the c-orresponding

requirement for military and civila 11m:ia upower Lauthori ~ain eel

m~ent and interstaff coordination in nmuLt~plle pirogrum c usfcationo,

and current HQ DA manpower policy.

These differing paths also indicate a carry,-over of previous PPBS,

procedures and practices into the current progr:tmming system. Those

procedures stressed the DOD FY-D? program classoificatliono and program

element structure as the principal means for comparison of pro gramiled(

military and civilian manpowor authorizations and nlLc-ations al; a
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funtition of program budget formulation. The foregoing evinces some

lack -i :'ccognition of the inadequacy of the FYDP structure for internal

DA manpower program analysis, evalu2.ton, and decision making. This

deficiency results from the di.ffcrent programming r-tloriales by w;hirh

the miliLury and civilian manpower spaces and co3ts entered in thu

FYDP (and OSD FGC) program elements2 9 are developed.

In the analysis of the current programming system network (App D)

it was noted that there was no method or direct linkage for meaningful

comparative analysis of military and civilian authorizations and costs

during program development, despite the importance of the PM4 for

evaluating and establishing the allocation pattern and balance of

military and civilian manpower desired by DA management for the budget

and program years under the revised PPBS. Such program evaluation as

was attempted at programming activity level was through an effort to

review and compare military and civilian manpower in FYDP program

element detail after the program-budget-formulation phase had begun.

This conditiun made questionable the validity of the manpower program

information on which the DA management level had to act during PO>1

program development and approval. A logical consequence would be.

difficulty in justifying the relation and mix of military and civilian

manpower authorizations in budget programs and significant reprogram-

ming turbulence under the time constraints imposed on the preparation

of the Army budget f-r submission.

Other System Considerations

A powerfuL third-generation comiputer capability supports OACSFOR.20

"However, military and civilian manpower programming procedures noted in

current system operations rely principally on laborious manual methods

-.. for computational and analytical purposes and for the reduction of

voluminou.s data detail to progran summary information. When considered

in the light of the multiple program classifications in which manpower

progrc.m data and inforniation are required, the resulting programming

,,orkloads and the effect on efficient program development ard respon-

siveness to management information needs were significant. Some of

this was attributcd to the lack of working-level understandinp and

confidence in the utility of automation for complex high-volume data
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handling. At the same time, staff u.oer-data system support interfaces-

and responsibility for manpower data proponency appeared complex and

unclear. As a result there was extensive manual bookkeeping by both

military and civilian manpower programming activities.

The programming procedures outlined above, coupled with the unit-

oriented approach to military manpower programming and the FYDP budget-

oriented development of civilian manpower programs, create a condition

of data reduindancy and inconsistency at MFD programming activity levels

and of potentially deficient management information at higher levels of

OACSFOR and HQ DA. These conditions operate against the maintenance

and use of a consistent manpower data base--common to both military and

civilian authorizations programs---hich is both current within the PPBS

cycle and valid in terms of updated DA-level program data.

Visibility of Military and Civilian Manpower Program Relations

The multiple program classifications systems prescribed by DOD

management controls and constraints do not afford the essential visi-

bility of the relations necessary for integrated programming, allocations,

or tradcoffs of military and civilian manpower at any level of the DA.*

In the FYDP, FGC, and A14S budget appropriations, the only apparent

common denominator for military and civilian manpower is TOA dollars.

However, TOA program dollar allocations and military and civilian man-

power spaces and costs are developed and allocated in such different

ways A•ithin the DA that the utility of TOA dollars as the principal

means of comparing military and civilian programmed nllocations may be

questionable. Moreover, the relation of Army missions and functions to

military and civilian manpower spaces and costs is obscoured by these
various program classifications. In the LFCS structure, military man-

power authorizations are visible relative to the force structure

developed to accomplish Army missions and functions. But LFCS-structured

military manpower cannot be directly compared with budget-structured

civilian manpower. The translation and reaggregation of LFCS-structured

*Partial visibility is afforded by "Manpower Utilization and
Requirements Reports" (Part A, CSFOR-78), which combines related
military and civilian manpower data by program terms. This includes
both actual and authorized, reported monthly for civilian mainpower
"and quarterly for military.
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military manpower to FYDP, FGC, and AMS program classifications and

program elements--while meeting DOD management requirements-does

not solve the military and civilian manpower visibility problems,

either within OACSFOR or at DA management levels because no common

basis for derivation of military and civilian program data is usod

in currcnt programming operations (App D).

IMPACT OF FACTORS AFFECTING =A4POWER PROGRAM4ING

Controls and Constraints

The DOD management controls and constraints, as implemented within

the complex DA organizational structure, contribute to a compartme-it-

alized stringently time-constrained programming environment. The

basic assumption of the IMP-I study (Chap. 1) contemplates no change

in the DOD controls and constraints for the approach to integrated

manpower programming. This implies that the changes necessary for

such an approach are internal to 1IQ DA and affect only the manner in

which the Army implements these controls.

A major aspect of such internal change is the DA management actions

and policy changes required to realign and minimize the conflicts

inherent, in the widely differing approaches to military and civilian

manpower. To ensure that DA controls and constraints achieve the

purposes of providing the DA management level with the basis for

"rational resource allocations and1 military and civilian manpower

-" decisions in response to the constraints imposed on the Army, a common

basis for developing and analyzing manpower authorizations is essential.

The foregoing will require particular cmphasis on the POM program
-..

development pha. in the revised PP13S procedures in order that a logical

pattern of manpower allocations is established as the premise for

budget formulation.

The multiple program classification structures prescribed by DOD

for Army force, resource, and manpower programs and fiscal control are

a major aspect of the complexity of achieving efficiont military and

civilian programming. These multiple ways of classifying and di:,playing

S•manpower do not currently provide a rational linkage between military

i! arnd civilian planned requirements and proposed authorizations or

meaningful visibility of allocations and potcntial tradeoffs either at

2-19
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programming activity levels or at review and decision points at higher

Army echelons. The IMP-I assumption, referenced above, requires that

all these various methods of program classification will continue to

obtain in any approach to integrated manpower programming. Therefore

it will be necessary to identify a program classification structure

for internal use in the DA that will utilize a common basis and common

data elements for military and civilian muinpower, display both military

and civilian authorizations and estimated costs in a rational and

directly comparable way, and be translatable to all program classifi-

cations required in the PPBS cycle.

Current System Operations

The complexity and compartmentalization of the overall operations

of HQ DA within the PPBS cycle have an important bearing on manpower

programming but are outside the scope of the IMP-I study. Within

OACSFOR, however, some organizational complexity could be resolved

through internal management action. This would be to the advantage of

improved manpower programming efficiency and permit better staff

contributions to the information needs of the Director, MFD, and higher

echelons of ACSFOR and DA rranagement. This would result from a closer

tying together of the staff programming organizations and procedurcs

with the cons.derable potential of the existing ADP capabilities

supporting OACSFOR.

The current organizational structure and related procedures for

force and manpower authorizations programming carry over from the

realignment of various OACSFOR organizational entities under the

cognizance of MFD when the latter was established in 1969. The

resultant MFD span of control covers six principal staff divisions,

comprising a total of some 20 functional branches. The staff activities

within this complex organizational structure encompass (a) the dimensions

of 'ime, forces and manpower in the annual PPBS cycle, (b) force

accounting data accretion from and management of current and projected

fiscal year programs, and (c) internal program coordination and direc-

tion of the FYDP/0MA Program I (Strategic Forces), Program 2 (General

Purpos- Forces), and Program 10 (Support to Other Nations). Within

these different functions, internal coordination, organizational
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responsibilities, and input-output relations relative to programming

procedures are not clear. Neither are there clearly defined relations

for mutual support among MFD organizational entities and prescribed

use and control of manpower data sources. These conditions both reflect

the separate military and civilian programming paths and contribute to

their existence. Even with no change in the current programming system

the need exists for closer interfaces of Ataff programming organization

and procedures with the existing ADP capr~bilities supporting ACSFOR.

Included in this context would be emphasis on the utility and consistent

use of the Force Development Management Information System (FRDIS) data

files and programs in both military and civilian manpower programming,

in force structuring, and in the input-output relations among the

various automated files for this purpose.

Th effects of the foregoing would be to reduce and streamline

current manual procedures of programming activities and to maximize

computer usage for high-volume data processing and programming

operations. This would permit reducing the present volume of manual

work load under heavy time pressures and would free manpower programmers

and analysts for analysis as part of the high-lexel manpower manage-

ment and decisionmaking process. Also the increased use of the FUMIS

for manpower programming and analysis would both purify and strengthen

the existing automated data files as a result of a close staff user-

computer system input-output relation, and the ADP programs involved

would become more useful. A related effect would be that all book-

keeping could be picked up on the computer, and all programming would

be done from a consistent and integrated data base. A computer-based

programming system would treat programming data both selectively and

objectively. System objectivity can help minimize the frictions that

can develop in a complex resource management process wherein various

organizational competitive biases and intuitive or judgmental viewp-oints

may conflict. Such a system should not suppress these differences of

views or judgment but require those who argue for them in the program-

development decision-making process to speak from the same set of facts

and programming factors. These considerations are essential to sound

programming procedures and to effective decisions and policies by respon-

sible DA officials at successively higher echelons.
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The program decisions made at the higher levels of ACSFOR, DA, and

DOD are not made on the level of detail currently developed by manpower

programming activities but on much higher aggregations of manpower data

and information. Because of the time-consuming aspect of detailed

manual programming and bookkeeping methods in the current system, timely

and valid staff responses to higher management information needs in the

desired forms may be lacking at critical management decision points in

the program budget cycle. Much of the emphasis on detail in current

systems operations is apparently engendered by convictions that detail

of itself is evidence of substantive accuracy of program content and

supporting analysis. This is in contrast to the use of programming

time for analytical manipulation of quantitative data and factors to

develop program content and present possible options in appropriately

aggregated form for review and decisions by higher DA management

echelons.
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Chapter "i

GE.URAL APPROACHl TO IVT'TEGRATE:D MAN PO",iý PROGIRAI,-ITHG

*•,TRODUCTION

Analysis of' current system operations providees the g.enernl approach

to manpower programming. The approach permitn; corni't.ntott visibility of

the military and civilian manpower space-cost mix of the: Army in corripa-

rable terms throufiout the Planning, Prolra.mmingj, and Budigcting System

(PIPBS) cycle at all levels ol' Department of the Ar.my (DA) nanagewurit,

The approach visualizes the translation of integrated military and

civilian manpower data and information to thn fiscal and budget classi-

fication systems in the PIBS by systematic applicat:Lon of cn-tablisheii

"data elerrients.

BASIC PREMISE

To attain an integrated manpower programminrg oapability, the Army

force structure should be ised for integratin, manpower authorizatio;in

in all phases of' the Army PPBS cycle. All data should be bas-d on the

units of the foree structire. Data in thcse units ,.-ould expedite pro-

cessing, analysis, and production of military and civilian information in

_ - the various formats of tihc DOD-DA fiscal classification, and provide mar-

. power data for budget formulation. The lack of n for-e structure corrc-

lation of' civilian manpower is an obstacle to rational manpower all.oca-

tions and tradeoffs in the current system. This is a contributing fnetor

to the divert.ence in the military and civilian projgrammlnm, paths nnd the

differing approaches currently employed in, program planning and development.

ARPY FORCE STRUCTURE

The Army force structure is the basis on whi*Lrh IleaiJuarter2 DA at-

tempts to meet its ob ,ective:; :nd logically provide'; the 1'rnMewvrK for
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all related resources. Army combat operations are generally unknown but

assumed future conditions. Army force structure (and hence manpower)

considers three time-frames: existing, programmed, and planned. Under all

combinations the force structure must provide the framework for displaying

the four following aspects of force and manpower relations. These are:

- The capability to express geographically separate missions, doc-

trine, and complementary interdependent functions.

- A method to reflect inherited aosets as well as changes in organi-

zation and capabilities of the manpower resources of the Army.

- A central point of reference for manpower control.

- A systematic indexing of manpower specifications and authorizations.

Force Structure-Manpower Program Interdependence

The fundamental purpose of the DA manpower programs should be to en-

sure the support of the Army force structure subject to the constraints

imposed on it. The programs should identify the manpower resources to

be authorized to the units composing the force so that these may effec-

tively perform their intended functions. Also, force structure-derived

manpower should provide the basis for computation of manpower funding

estimates for the budget year force and furnish the force manpower authori-

zations on which the Army's military and civilian personnel systems can

determine personnel adjustments required when the budget year transits to

the new current fiscal year.

In the development of Army manpower authorizations in the program

development phase there is no ascertainable reason for the differing ap-

proaches to military and civilian manpower except institutional antecedents.

Both types of manpower can be related to the specific units of the force

structure necessary to attain the Army objective for any time frame. In

a significant portion of the force structure, particularly in support

functions, military and civilian manpower could be interchangeable.

Therefore civilian manpower is as integral to the force structure as mili-

tary manpower and should be similarly treated in all phases of force

structure and manpower development and programming, using units for the

basic manpower data structure.

The concept of a unit as a basic module is recognized by DA planning

where force structure and troop program design are concerned. The appli-

cation of the unit modular concept has increased with the implementation .
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21
of the PRIMAR 3-2 study and has oligned military manpower programming

22
with t'orce structure development and programming. This is particularly

so in terms of common data language and program classification structure.

The inability to establish intevrated manpower relations in the current

system appears grounded in a general lack of understanding, of the unit-

based civilian manpower associations with the force structure.

Early Consideration of Military and Civilian Manpower

Staff and management consideration and integrated development of

civilian manpower in relation to the force structure and military man-

power must begin early in the Army program development phase. Ultimately

the budget submission, as a chart of accounts, becomes the instrument of

military and civilian manpower authorizations funding. However, under

the revised Department of Defense (DOID) PPBS procedures now in effect, the

comprehensive manpower content of budget programs appears to be determined

to a far greater degree by the DOD program objective approach than under

earlier PPBS procedures. Thus analysis and decisions affecting tho military

and civilian force structure space-cost mix necessary to obtain balanced

and justifiable budget programs must begin early in the planning portion

K of the program development phase. Notwithstanding the DOD-DA program

decision reconsideration process, Office of the Secretary of .efensc (OSD)

decisions on the Progr: 7i Objcctive Memorandu,, (POM) have the effect of

inhibiting DA management and programming flexibility during the djevelop-

ment of the budget program. This is because the CSD deczisons on the

.OM manpower programs ari• the differini ways in whih these must be r9 -

"structured esscntially "lock in" the Army manpower allocations an-d related

"total obligational authority (TOA) the budc!et programs must detail.

A major weakness in current programming, system operations Is the de-

ferral of comparative military and civilian tianpower analysis nt the pro-

gramming activity level until the program-buciet-formulat ion phase begins.

The effects of' this deficiency are compounded by the lack of commonality

of manpower program structure and data sources, a lack that can be traced

back to the differing manpower space-cost inputs nnd informatior displays

in the "Army Force Development Plan" (AFDP) Vol 1. Thi.s problem is miade

even more difficult by the fact that the Five Year Development Plan (FYDP),

Fiscal Guidance Categories (FGC), and Army Managnement fgtrueture (A/NI3)

3-3
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classifications are based on DOD and DA cost accounting and fiscal control

precepts. Manpower cost implications must be computed and displayed in

these classifications to respond to DOD PPBS requirements and OSD-DA

management controls and budget programming. However, these classification

structures do not provide for the development and analysis of manpower

within the internal structure of the Army.

THE UTILITY OF TIE LFCS IN INTEGRATED MROGBAMMING

General

Among the classification systems required by DOD and DA for imposing

management control and fiscal constraints on Army resources in the PPBS

process, only the Land Fo'rces Classification System (LFCS) displays the

Army as a coherent system of interrelated mission and support componenits.

These relations establish the nature and unit content of the force struc-

ture and---inder current procedures--he military manpower authorizations

required to man the structure.

The structure of the LFCS is depicted in some detail in the discus-

sion of the multiple program classification systems in App C. Further

details concerning the specific composition and content of the LFCS com-

ponents (force categories, associated force packages, and individual

manpower) are included in Ref 5, the DOD document that established the

LFCS in 1968. The purpose of the following is to develop the utility of

the LFCS as the programming integ-ration link for planning, programming,

t.nd budgeting manpower.

Current LFCS Applications

The LFCS structure is used within HQ DA to analyze and summarize .

Army force requirements, force structure and military manpower specifi-

cations, program authorizations, and changes throughout all phases of

the PPBS cycle, as shown in Table 3-i. Figurc 3-1 also illustrates the

force unit and military manpower information aggregations afforded by the

LFCS. These range from the mac-ro Army-wide information sumimaries down

to the micro level of table of organization and equipment/table of dis-

tribution and allowances (TOE/TDA) unit and manpower data detail in the

supporting data base. At intermediate aggregation levels, force and

manpower information can be stratified by force packages or by Army com-

mands, agencies, and functional activities associated with force packages,
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MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS

Army-wide Force and Man.
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Allocations

RecommendationsGuidance, for Allocations,
Decisions, Tradeoffs, Revised

Constraints Objectives

T Ti"
FORCE-MANPOWER

DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS

Force Package Unit and Manpower

Content by Category
_Inheritsnce Changes)

LFCS CATEGORIES
(Force Units and Manpower) I-.

Programming Force and Manpower

A-Division Forces TOE TDA Assumptions for Summaries and

(Division, ISI, W5I) Spaces Unit and Manpower Detail Listing;
Changes Force Packages,

B-Special Mission Forces TOE TDA Commands, Agencies 4

(By Mission Functions) Spaces T
C-General Support Forces TOE TDA PROGRAM ANALYSIS OPER

(By Support Functions) Spaces
TOE/TDA Unit Selection and

D-Individuals Bulk Analysis Documentation of
(Non-Structure) Spaces Manpower Authoriotions by

_________________ _____________Force Packages & Category

Unit and Manpower TOE/TDA Unit and Marpowe.
Inheritance & Identities & Dato

Change Updates Analyses (Troop Lists)

T T
UNIT AND MANPOWER DATA

BASE OPERATIONS

Program Files, Data Element
Codes, Computational
& Analyiical Factors

, MICRO

Fig. 3.1--The Spectrum of Unit Manpower in the LFC5
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with further breakdowns to troop list detail at, required. The use of time-

phased projections (e.g., current and budget fiscal years, program or out

years, etc.) in conjunction with the LFCS force categories results in a

force and manpozer matrix of change over time in any level of detail.

Owing to the flexibility of its applications, the LFCM encompasses

all the principal characteristics of the force structure described in

the preceding section. In portraying the Army as a functional system,

the LFCS generally meets the critcria for an objective-oriented basic

classifi,ýation structure for reflecting both military and civilian

manpower on an integrated basis. These criteria are considered to be:

-Completeness: The ability to correlate systematically all Army

missions, functions, forces, and manpower in a meaningful quantitative

manner.

-- Consistency: Provision of a coherent and consistent framework

for the visibility of quantitative military and civilian manpower bal-

ance and the effects of change on a directly comparable basis.

-Data Availability: Utilization of definable data element modules

as the principal source for all levels of information aggregation and

projection.

-Standardization: The ability, through use of standard data

element codes, to reaggregate unit source data so as to translate

(crosswalk) military and civilian manpower information to other program

classification structures with an established audit trail.

The Unit as the Manpower Proaamirning Module

Except for the bulk individual military manpower (noLstructure,

Category D (transients, trainees, patients, prisoners, students, and

cadets), all other nilitaiy spaces and all civilian manpower spaces can

be identified with an existing, programmned, or planned unit of the Army

through an existing Army data element structure within the ACSFOR Force

Accounting system (FAS) as discussed in Chap. 4. F3y use of specific

data element codes and automated procedures, un-t-associated military

and civilian manpower data can be uggrcgacite or detailed in LF-C cant-7.ories

and stratified or extracted in a variety of ways for ana-lysis and infor-

mation display.
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Units are of two kind. : TOE units and PDA units, as defined in

Army Regulations.23 The principal distinction between TOM and TDA units

as programming data modules is that thcrr, mray bc several TOE units of the

same kind within any force structure grouping but only one o)f each kind

of a TDA unit. This is because TOE units hav, fixed output or capability

defined by doctrine and broad m.ssion assignments (.., ombat, combat

support, or combat service support). TDA units, on thu other hand, have

a variable output or capability relative to the complementary functions

they are intended to perform within the force structure (Ie.g. co;rmand,

administration, personnel support, logistical operations, etc). A

further distinction between TOE and TDA units is their m.anpower content.

By Army policy, TOE units are composed solely of military manpower because

they are designed to be deployable.* rPDA units, being es:sentially force

structure overhead and support may bwe composed of military manpower only,

or more usually comprise both military and civilian manpower spaces. In

some types of TDA units, maximum use of civilian manpower is required by

policy or management decisions. For example, it may be necessary to

conserve military manpower spaces to permit maximwn manning of TOE or
"mission" force structure units within fi:;cal or strength constraints

imposed on military manpower. In othanr caoes the nature o0 a '2DA unit's

functions may lend itself to more economical manpower costs, efficiency,

and continuity of operations through use of civilian manpower, -with

military spaces limited to supervisory and managef:.cnt Tyositions.

TDA units may be consiecred unique o•wing to their variabh.c output

and capability. However, as progratming data nodules they are ,,i:nilar in

their overall composition and pattern of orga:iization since they are base;]

on standardized DA staffing guides- just as TOE units are bascd on

manpower authorization criteria (MACMRIT), ac defined in pertintent renu-

lations. 25

Unit Manpower in LFCS Categories

Figure 3-2 illustrates in relative proportional terms the TOE and

TDA unit distribution of military anr1 civiltan manpowcr by LFCS structure

categories and general geographic distribution.

*TOE units may have TDA au:imcntation carrying as;.s;ociatcd civilian
positions.
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GEOGRAPHIC
LFCS CATEGORY DISTRIBUTION

Military Manpower
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Forces

I Military and Civilian Mcnpewer

Fig. 3-2-Active Army Force Structure Military and Civilian Manpower

by TOE/TDA Units and Area



As depicted in Fig. 3-2, each LFC6 category comprises a different 1 1

mix of TOE units and TDA units, with the bu.k of the TDA units related

to the General Support Category and located principally in CCO'US units.

If used as the framework for the Integrated analysis and display of

manpower information developed from consistent data based on unit man-

power content, the LFC!S structure would enable both management officials

and programming activities to determine the proportional manpower mix of

the P-my in terms of the missions the fcrce structure is to perform.

MANPOWER DEVELORENT AND ANALYSIS

Systems Approach

In order to realize the potential of the FAS data element structure

in manpower programming, a major redirection of the current approach is

indicated. A systems approach that incorporates military and civilian

manpower as part of the total Army system reflected by the force structure

will require new analytical techniques for operating on the FAS data base.

Analytical Factors

An important element of any form of quantitative analysis is the

factors used in computations. In manpower programming such factors may

be expressed as numerical ratios; e.g., the numbers and types of support

units to supported units. Manpower coefficients may relate the amount

of TDA support manpower to a given support mission, function, or work load

Manpower cost estimating relations (CER) are doflar factors to determine

the estimated cost implications of programmed manpower allocations in

the force struc.'ure, or for the adjustment of manpower strengths and -wit

composition to reet fiscal constraints. Moreover, since such factors are

important programming data, they should be avai'able in readily acces-

sible form, such as an automated file, for ease of. ipdatirg and dissem-

inat ion.

An example might be a regionally constructed file of civilian man-

power compensation factors applicable to the various kinds o0' (ivil'an

manpower (i.e., US -irect hire, foreign direct hire, and foreign indirect

hire) for overseas areas and COIPtJS. Application of these cost estimating

Sfactor.s to civilian manpower authorizations in TDA units by mcans

of computerized cost equations would permit rapid computation of, civilian

manpower cost estimates in program development or budgeting activitieo.

3-10
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Through tuoe o1' the pertinent FAS data element codes, manpower cost esti-

mates could be produced in detail and siummary tL'orm-, in LFCS, FYDI', FGC,
26

and AMS program classifications. A similar apprna.ch for military man-

power cost estimating, baSead on standard IMilitar-y Personnel, Army (MPA)

factors (developed by DCSPERI), would permit military and civilian manpow:l

cost comparisons in force structure terms as well as in the other program

c. -ass if ication:;. Thisf would afford both programminfg- activities and

management levelt; thu2 necessary irnighto for nilitnry and civilian mar.-

power cost tradeoff's, identification of' imbilances, and potential areas

for reallocations. Other manpower factors are indicated in the consid-

eration of' models.

Useof-Analyical Models

Modern systems analysis draws on modeling techniques for quantitative

analysis. Models are characteri~zed by the ability to make successive

iterationsý under revised parameters to produce a range(- of' possible out-

Ccmes. Because of the need to haridi-- large volumes of data in complex

ioitterrelated form, such models arc generally computer-supported. Anl

exampl~e of the scope of' application and value of' such analytical models-

Within IQ. DA is the RAC-developed FOREWONi model 27used by the Of fice oi'

the Assistant Vice Ch,-ief of Staff, Army (oAVCSA) in objiectiJve force design

and. analysis. At the Army Se retariat level se_,veral RAC-designnd comnput-

erized models 28arc i.0 almost cont~inuous use by the Office. of the Assist-

ant Secretary of the Army, Ma11npower air' Ileserve Affairs (OAS)A WR

Ifor military manpowe;: program enalysis beirni7 on such important policy

isusas draft calls, military manpower costs, promotion polioejs. and

activo and Reserve component military manpower disrbto.The latter

models are based on the LF'CS structure and use both sirmi'jation and lin ear

progrrammi.nG tech~niques to prodrimce rapidly., in uscable form', the informati~n

necessary for high-lev.el managrerent review, staff analysics, and rianag-c:ýent

decision making on military mc~r.power and personnel policy questions.

Analytical modeling Is an accepted methodology in Force. and military

manpower analysis. The feasibility, of incorporatinr. unit-derived clvilien

manpower with military manpower in analytical models, "or inte7-,ra+,d ian-

powder development and analysis of protrra,!s and b~udfgetary da-ta Otrd info(r-

mation is considered attainable.

Significantly, the basis of' this approachý is already In existence

3-11
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within the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Developmin1

(OACSFOR) in at least a rudimentary stage of development. This is in the

so-called ARMS Model (Army-wide Pequirements Model for Support Manpower) 2 9

and the existence of a considerable body of empirical workload and staffing

data generated by the ACSFOR worldwide manpower utilization reporting

system (CSFOR-78) prescribed by AR l-46.30 A brief description of these

existing modeling capabilities follows:

ARMS Model. The ARNS Model is a computerized model for computation

and analysin of broad support manpower resources in relation to planned

Army-wide military strength. The model is under the organization aegis

of the Utilization and Standards Division (US) Manpower and Forces

Directorate (MFD), OACSFOR. It addresses both military and civilian

support manpower in the LFCS categories and force packages (see Fig. 3-2)

by application of empirical data in equations directly related to the

support requirements of the planned LFCS force packages and related com-

mand distributions oS manpower. Owing to its use of the LFCS structure,

the APLMS Model would be of particular utility in the development of mili-

tary and civilian support manpower in the General Support category of the

force structure where the bulk of TD military and civilian manpower is

involved. The model deals with some 24 workload functions identified by

AMS-PE (program element) codes, utilizing some 143 ustimating equations

or fact.Dr relations, which also address regional or geographical dif-

ferences. As indicated above, the ARM4S Model is not in advanced develop-

ment nor is it currently applied in ACSFOR manpower programming activities.

However, it does reflect a basic capability that, by extension, refinement,

and development of interfaces with the FAS force files, could permit in-

tegrated military and civilian manpower program development ard analysis

oy association with unit identification code (UIC)-identified manpower

data elements in the FAS data base. This would also afford a capability

for analysis of the variable output of TDA units, dIiscussed earlier in this

chapter, as the basis for measuring and evaluating chpnges of manpower

content in the force structure or projecting inheritance factors.

Functional Manpower StaffinG Factors. Manpower staffi'ir, i'ctors

for use in determining the requirements of military and civilian support

manpower in force structure TDA units ari essential to sound program devel-

velopment and analysis. Such factors can in part, be derived from the data

3-12
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generated over the years by the CSFOR-78 (Part A) manpower utilization

reporting system managed by MF-US. However, although CSFOR-78 (Part A)
30data are submitted by commands and agencies in automated format, this

input is not at present maintained in readily accessible automated form

for use in a computerized programming system. At the same time, informal

OACSFOR documents indicate that a computer mcthod has been developed to

enable CSFOR-78 staffing data to be developed into various staffing stan-

dards applicable to measurement of both historical utilization and pro-

jected performance of support manpower based on ratios, regression analysis,

and curvilinear ard logarithmic methods. As in the case of the ARMS Model

above, it would be necessary to devise a systems tie-in for the application

of staffing standards and analytical techniques with force structure-

based manpower modeling and the FAS data base for an Integrated manpower

programming capability to be realized. Caution must be exercised in using,

"the ARMS Model or any similar technique based on regression analysis be-

cause it would tend to perpetuate any mismanagement re.flected in the base

data. Civilian hire is quite subject to executive management prerognatives,

and a change in policy could inva]idate th. regression equations.

SU•4ARY OF THE GF1TERAL APPROACH TO INTEGRATED AN"POWER PROGRX.'IING

Major Considerations

The Army force structure system provides a meaningful basis for in-
' T tegrating military and civilaii, manpower authorizations development and

programming. Incorporating civilian manpower within the context of the

force structure system durin",( all phases of the PPEScycle ,,ould contri-

bute significantly Lo alleviating the programming divergencies in current

system operations, It would provide lIQ DA management and staff and pro-

gramming activity levels with the requisite visibility of military and

civilian manpower associated with the units that make up the Army as a

total system. Achievement of this requires emphasis, on certain method-

ological considerations, as follow:

"- Effective and valid programming demands use of' a s--ngle integrated

"unit-oriented data system and intensive staff manaý,ement, control, and

- proponent rcsponsibility for datiu and information inputs rind outputs.

Command Requirements and Allocation Division (CRA) 1s the prnponent
for the CSFOR-78 report.

• K~(tAC:
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- In conjunction with staff cognizance of programming data detail,

manpower planning-programming activities and the data system must inter-

act to produce related aggregated program information for use by manage-

ment at the higher levels of OACSFOR and HQ DA throughout the PPB1cycle

in all required program classifications, but using the LFCS as the central

point of reference.

- Different outputs will continue to be required for military and

civilian manpower in the translation of program nuthorizations into bud-

get detail, owing to the differing ways these must be reflected in the

appropriations and budget structure. However, integrated program develop-

ment and consistent operations on a continuously updated force and man-

power program data base will permit greater responsiveness through use

of automation to produce budget program detail.

Civilian Manpower Integration in Force Structure

Beginning with requirements planning in the AFDP-I force structure

development, aggregated civilian manpower would be incorporated in the

LFCS TDA components of the structure on a unit mission basis, as is cur-

rently done for TDA military manpower. The baseline for these aggregated

military and civilian strengths would be derived from the continuously

updated FAS authorizations files. These LFCS-structured aggregations

would provide the ba:sis for evaluating the inanpower mix in visible force

structure terms. By operations on the key data element codes of the FAS,

LFCS-structured manpower could concurrently be reaggregated to the other

program classificaticn structures for further comparison, as discussed

in Chap. 4. The TFCS (Figs. 3-1, 3-2) would be the central point of

reference for program construction, analysis, and review. During program

development of the fi:scally constrained programs for the POM, the func-

tional support and overhead areas where military and civilian manpower

are interchangeable (see App A, AR 1-46 3 0 ) would be identified for each

command and agency. UIC-related military and civilian manpower content

in these areas should be developed, analyzed, and evaluated concurrently

as program development progresses.

Substitutability constraints for support military rotational and

training base requirements would be established relative to least-cost

manpower considerations baser] on common peacetime staffing and functional

workload Cactors. Manpower CERs for general classifications• of military
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I
and civilian manpower would be applied to the above factors and reaggre-

gated to the f'unctional ANS subprogram level and FYDP FE level. Compara-

tive analyses of these unit-based aggregated military and civilian spaces

and costs would permit cost-based tradeoffs to be identified for achieving

effective balance between military and civilian manpower for the functional

workload, within prescrzbed constraints. ThW resulting support military

and civilian space authorizations would then be distributed to projected

TDA units in the DA force structuxe troop lits and in the budget year

Army Force Program (AFP) (AFDP-IT). Civilian manpower cost data gunerated

by these procedures should also be considered by the ComptroLler of the

Army in allocation of TOE to appropriations and program directors for pro-

gram development. Such manpower costs might be "fenced" for those func-

tional program areas where the support manpower balance is critical to

mission accomplishment ror otherwise constrained by military end-strength

or other controls and constraints by DOD or HQ DA. This would not change

the overall DCSFER functional responsibility for development o1f the total

TeA requirements for the MPA appropriation. The purpose would be to en-

able IFD program activities and higher review rnd management levels to

focus on program cost implications a:3 manpower programs are refined and

reviewed during program development.

S ~Program analysis of support military and civilian manpower authoriza-

tions, based on the force ;-tructurc data maintained in the FAS, would con-

tinue in the program-budget-formulation phase a,: an added aspect of the

staff capabilities study of the budget year AFP. 3 1 Where( projected mili-

tary personnel inventories made during the capabilities study indicated

s ;ignificant Shol'tfalls in common noncombat related occupational skills,

potential tradeoffs between military manpower procurement and training

costs relative to civilian manpower costs l'or these occupational areas

-should be analyzed. Related reprogranming requirements for TOA between

MPA and the other appropriation3 would be defincd as a product o" the

"capabilities study.

Basis for System Development

* -The FAS data system, together with exirsting but rudimentaxy a;l.ti-'

cal systems and methods available within OACSFOý,ean provide a usable basis

for development of a force-structure-oriented computer-supported irtc-

grated manpower prog'ramming ylystem. Such a system is cp.cted in the
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methodological concept described in the following chapter. The technical

effort in system development should be concentrated on interfacing and

augmenting these capabilities within a complete system logic design. De-

tailed data-information flows and processing schemes for system integration

of the FAS data base, anaLytical modeling applications, and cost-manpower

programming factor files would be developed, to include design specifi-

cations for the latter two areas.

3
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Chapter 4

IMP METHODOLOGICAL CONCEPT

OVERVIEW

Integrated unit-based military and civilian manpmier programming in

support of the Army's force structure requires consistent visibility of

military and civilian space-cost implications throughout the various DA

management decision and review points. Both an enhanced information

display capability and an interactive force structure and manpower pro-

gram modeling capability for portraying program alternatives are needed.

These would provide the required visibility and would service the

specialized data requirements of the numerous DA functional activities

and organizational levels involved.

In furtherance of the general approach in Chap. 3, this chapter

describes a general methodological concept for realizing military and

civilian manpower space-cost visibility through modifications and addi-

tions to existing staff programming procedures and supportive force

structure and manpower data systems.

Organizational and Functional Elcments vs Duta Flow

The operating environment in which the IMP concept will be imple-

mented can be described in terms of the data flow that links three

distinct organizational und functional levels during force structure

and manpower program development. The three levels are represented by

top-level decision makers, previously described in Chap. 2 as Army

Secretariat-Chief of Staff levels of review and decision, an analytical

or operating level at which force structure and manpower programs are

developed and coordinated with concerned Army staff agencies and major

commands, and a data base maintenance level at which force and manipower

data files are continuously updated to reflect the effects of actions

4-1
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taken at the two previous levels. Examples of these actions would be

Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) Program Decision Memorandums (PDM)

4.nd Program Budget Decisions (PBD) and the results of coordination be-

tween the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development

(OACSFOR) manpower program analysts and staff program, subprogram, and

program element (PE) directors.

Each of the three levels above has particular data requirements.

As depicted in Fig. 3-1 (Chap. 3), management levels require highly

aggregated information providing alternatives from the principal classi-

fication systems. Operating levels require more detailed information

focused on particular areas selected for analysis. An example would be

the force mission-support balance and military and civilian space and

cost implications in the support program for a particular command. At

the third level, that of data base maintenance, a requirement exists for

the capture of details pertinent to individual TOE/TDA units and program

elements.

The relations that exist among the three levels, the resulting data

flows, and the development of programs are expressed in Fig. 4-1. The

feedback effect illustrates the iterative process whereby various sectors

and levels produce a constantly altering set of factors to be considered

in the developmental process. The effects of these factors must be in-

corporated into existing or planned force structures and manpower programs

and, where appropriate, transmitted to staff activities as required.

Such a process depends on a comprehensive and totally responsive data

system.

As indicated in Chap. 3 the existing capability for data display

concerning current and planned force structures and manpower programs

resides within the Force Accounting System (FAS). Its particular

relevance to the IMP methodological concept will be examined in a

subsequent section concerning an improved staff-automtatic data processing
(ADP) operational interface. For the present the FAS relation visualized

with other components of thc Manpower and Forces Directorate (i4F-D) develop-

ment operation will be described.

The Force Structure and Manpower Program Operating Environment

The functional structure through which MFD activities interface with

other DOD and DA activities and associated data flows is illustrated in
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S DOD/DA" Management

-- I Levels

Decision Bounds Management Review
tForce Structure Planning r and Decision Displays

"Systems Bounds and Manpower Planning, -- Operational Displays
Programming and

Updated Manpower Budgeting Operations -Detailed Manpower
Data Data Displays

J Major Commands and Agencies
Coordination & Action

Coordination & Action _

Fig. 4-1-Data Network Associated with Force Structure

and Manpower Program Development

"DOD, Department of Defense; DA, Department of the Army.
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Fig. 4-2. The major components depicted (inputs, operational procedures,

data bases, and output) provide both a framework for discussion of func-

tional relations and major subject headings for subsequent discussions

of modifications required in the present system under the IMP methodo-

logical concept.

The three-tiered nature of the data flow, which transcends the entire

force structure and manpower development process, is again represented

in Fig. 4-2. Principal inputs to the system can be categorized as to

their source and nature with decision bounds generally originating from

DOD-DA Secretariat level, with additional Army inputs from Assistant

Vice Chief of Staff, Army (AVCSA), Select Committee (SELCOM), Program

Guidance Review Committee (PGRC), and Budget Review Committee (BRC)

sources; systems bounds derived from Army staff analysis, action, and

coordination between Army staff elements and with appropriate commands

and agencies; and detailed manpower data updating achieved through auto-

mated and manual data exchange between the Force Development Management

Information System (FDKS) and interfacing systems maintained at DA and

command levels.

Control of the force and manpower program development process is

maintained through MFD operational procedures and methods instituted

for both staff prograrmiing actions and interfacing ADP systems which

support staff actions. This component encompasses the full range of

staff analysis, actions, and coordination undertaken within MFD to

develop force structures and military and civilian manpower programs

for the current, budget, and out years. Included are the procedures that

allow program analysts to access, update, and restructure manpower data

maintained within the FAS force files, Manpower Annex Data (14ANEX), and

Five Year Develipment Plan (FYDP) and perform a limited range of force

and manpower program simulations using such models as the Battalion

Slice and the augmented ARMS-type analytical model oriented on the Land

Forces Classification System (LFCS).

Providing the data support to staff operations are data bases avail-

able through the FDMIS and other staff and command sources. Shown in

Fig. 4-2 are the FAS force files and MAINEX files as well as additional

files that must be modified for an interface capability under the DIP

methodological concept.
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Three levels of output formats that correspond to the types of data

display requirements placed on the MFD are shown. Management displays

provide a summarization of force structure and military and civilian

manpower program composition using the LFCS, FYDP, F0GC, and appropriation

or budget resource classification systems. Operational or analytical

displays produce aggregated data on selected areas suitable for staff

action and/or coordination. Dctailr-d manpower data displays fea.eture unit

and function data suitable for detailed staff analysis that. would also
serve an backup for the more aggregated management anr opcrational displays.

FAS Modules Required under the IMP Methodological Concept

The FAS as presently constituted is fundamentally a data management

system in which detailed accounts representing the pr-ncipal force files

are updated to reflect the detailed force and manpower changes that ensue

during the course of furce structure and manpower prcgram development,

budgeting, and management. In this capacity the FAS provides a detailed

data interface with updating and user systuems deplete, in Fig. 14-3.

Although approximately seventy output reports can be generated from06
the pre�.ently configured FA3, for the most part their orientation is

cne of complete data recall with a limited provision for surmnary rcport-

ing, select.ive data retrievals (the exception being extract:; grenerated

for force planners using the recently developed Force Accounting Term, inal

System [FACTSI]), and e_,xception reporting of change transactions used in

file updates. The present FAS performs well as the vehicle for integrat-

ing data between the FAS Force Files (FORFA) and the numerous interdepen-

dent systems shown in Fig. 14-3. At the same time its potential as the

central source of force and manpower input to analytical and decision-

making processes appears to be virtually !antapped.

Under the I'A1P methodological concept a data systems module, as shamn

in Fig. 4-3, supplements and. to a significant degree supplants the cur-

rent report-generating functions of the FAS. Out-put displays would be

user oriented and recognize the various combinations of data clement

content, data aggregation levels, and resonurce classification systems

(LFCS• F~p, FGC, anid A1.-) required to satisf3y the particular information

requirements of individual force and manpower analytical and dcision-

making activities within the data network shown in Fig. 4-l.
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I CapabilityI_ IL_ _,

Fig. 4.3-FDMIS Interfacing with tne FAS

ARMS, Army-wide Requirememts Model for Support Monpower; BOIPS, Basis ef Issue

Plonr'ng System; TAADS, The Army Authorization Documents System; SACS, Structure and

Con,positron Sy stem.



A manpower program modeling module, also depicted in Fig. 4-3, "

would. provide a standardized methodology for evaluating ,ilternative mixes

of TOE/TDA manpower on an aggregate level and military and civilian TDA

manpower on a detailed ftuictional basis. Such a modeling capability

covld be extended to support the development of individual manpower

programs for major commands and agencies by providing visibility to

manpower resources at the command levei.

IMPROVED STAFF-ADP OPEURATIONLL INTERFACE

General

The anialysis iii Chap. 3 of the utility of the LFCS as the program

classification linkage for in•eLrating military and civilian manpower

indicated the requirement for a c-omprehensive unit-based dotn, _2lement

structure and consistently maintained primary data base for manpower

programming. Also recognized was thu requirement for the reaggregation

and trwnslation of military and civilian authorizations derived from the

force structure into the code structures and information displays of the

other DOD-DA fiscal and budg t program classification systems related to

the planning, programminr4, and bud4ýeting (PPTS) cycle. The inferred volume

of data handling in these reaggregation opfrationis emphasizes the use of

ADP to meet the timo ccnstraints and information needs of the programmin;

environment.

By the application of military and civilian manpowŽ.r cost factors

and cost modeling techniques, TOA esti,.rates can be devcloped and displayed

in conjunction with LFCS-structured mission cnd suppor, manpower speci-

fications or authori-:aticns. This .fould provi(le a degree of visibility

of both manpower spaces and costs that is not present in the PYDP, Fiscal.

Guidance Categories (FMC) and appropriations (AVS) program classifications.

The translation of military and civilian manpower information from the

LFCS structure to the other required classification structures would be

accomplished by reaggregation through ADP operationz cn the unit and man-

power data elements of the primary FAS data base from which the iFCS-

structurea programs were derived. Manpower reaggregations in fiscal and

budget program classifications coulid additionally be processed by auto-

mated cost calculation routines to compute and project both detailed and

summarized manpower TOA in these classifications. A general scheme for

4-,
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this approach is depicted in conventional ADP symbology in Fig. 4 - 4.

The purpose of this section is to develop -.he role pee'ceived for

the FAS-within the context of the FDMIS-in the methodological frame-

work for achieving integrated military and civilian manpower programming.

)DA Policy on the FDMIS

CSR 18-1120 states the policy that "the FDMIS provides detailed

information concerning the Army's force structure and composition"

(underlining supplied). This internal policy directive assigns Assistant

Chief of Staff for Force Development (ACSFOR) the responsibility for

FDMIS data inputs and outputs, validity, aid accuracy. Additionally,

all other Army staff agencies are required to "use FDbIS data as the

single source of force structure data in support of resource management

operations." The review and analysis of current manpower programming

system operations (Chap. 2 and App D) indicated that the separate civilian

manpower programming path in the PPBSeyclc does not conform to this policy

in practice at either management, staff, or programming activity levels

of the DA. This is so, notwithstanding the designed and potential cap-

abilities of the FAS subsystem to support; both military and civilian

manpower programming operations with force structure unit manpower data.

Findings and tentative conclusiorns resulting from an analysis of man-

power data relations within the FAS are contained in App E.

Tht following discussion summarizes the salient aspects of the FAS

as the primary data element system and data base for integrated manpower

programming.

The FAS

The FAS is a comprehensive ADP system for recording, maintaining,

and retrieving data recesr :.,count for and control all units of

the active Army and rese; . ,.nts. Tt is a multiple force system

for storage and retrieval .. i on current, prfmmed, and alternative

planning forces in a single data base, and includes organization, unit

function, and manpower data. The multiple force system permits 0imul-
*

taneous data updates in all affected force files.

Input data to accomplish this key procedure is only partly system
generated. For the most part, data update input is a staff-dependent
function.
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The overall FAS objective is to provide timely information to the

DA staff relating to the complete identification, current and projected

strength, and deployment of units at the parent unit level in all com-

ponents of the Army. Principal supporting objectives are:

- Establishment and maintenance of an accurate file of current,

programmed, and planned units within the Army's force structure.

- Provision of a continuing historical audit trail for all k-ey unit

record changes from activation to inactivation.

- Provision of a data base fro- which current or projected authori-

zation or organization data for specific wilts or groupings of units can

be retrieved for analysis.

- Provision of a means for selective retrieval. for analysis of

specific data pertaining to units or groupirqs of units in the current,

programmed, or planned force structure of the Army.

- Maintenance of accountability for Army military and civilian

manpower authorizations.

- Accountability for all parent UICs.

- Interface with other Army resource management systems.

FAS Data Base Structure and Data El!nents. As indicated by the

above, the FAS is a unit-oriented data system. A single computer record

contains data associated with a UIC for v. particular effective date

(EDATE). A total unit recurd comprises all data elements associated

with a UIC. The UIC is the one data element unique to each Army unit-

whether current, programed, or planned. The unit record therefore

contains all the elements that describc a TOE or TDA imit as a data module.

Figure 4-5 depicts the major FORFA comprising the unit manpower

data base and the update relations between FORFA files and indicates the

overall data element code structure of the FORFA unit records with

specific reference to the key codes relevant to military and civilian

manpower. The complete FAS data element structure of 73 coded elements,
with data field descriptions and staff data element proponency, is stated

in detail in Ref 26.

The permanent FORFA data files shown in Fig. 4-5 are conveniently

identified by a code letter or short title. The purpose and content of

"these files are briefly described as follows.
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FAS Force Files (FORFA)

Current Force (P) Program Force (M) AFDP Force (F)
(Active Army and (Active Army (Baseline Force
Res Camp. Units Units Manpower Units Manpower

Manpower, Current Projected to BY , 1 through
Fiscal Year) Budget ','Vor) BY 1 10)

IIEI
Transaction Command Plans MANEX File
History File Force _ Q_ (Projects MAIItoay and

(THISA) (Unit Manpower Civilian Manpower
(isecords Unit Changes Submitted Data by

Changes) by Comds.Agencies) FYDP Programs)

Updates

Key FORFA Manpower Data Elements

Basic Entry Codes

FICOD - Force File Identifier UICC - TOE/TDA Unit Identifier

COMPO - Active Army and Reserve Identifier EDATE - Effective Date (End FY)

Program Classification Structure Codes Manpower Strength Codes

FPLAN - LFCS I AUSTR OPSTR RQSTR STSTR

UNPEC - FYDP/FGC I
AMSCO - Appropriations and Military subdivided by:

Budget Programs Off, MSC, WO, EnI, Aggregate Military Strength
ASGMT - Command Ass ignment

I Civilian subtlivlorej by;

I US Direct Hire, Foreign Direct Hire,
Other Unit De.criptive Data I Foreiqcn Indirect Hire, Aggregate Civilian Strentth
Element Codes in FORFA
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Fig. 4.5-FAS Data Base and Unit-Based Data Elements

for Military and Civilian Manpower Programming
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Current Force File (P). This file records the current approved

Active Army and Reserve component units documented by TAADS, actions by
field commands reflected in general orders, and DA instructions to the

field. The P force file is the data source for the Quarterly Active Army

Troop List, Table of Organization and Equipment Mobilization Troop Basis
(TOEMTB), and reports for use by the Army ,;taff.

Program Force File (M). This file records the force structure and

manpower authorizations reflecting DA decisions and assumptions relating

to the current fiscal year and the budget year active Army. Changes to

the M force file may be the result of OSD-DA program or budget decisions,

revisions of programming assumptions, approval of unit manpower alloca-

tions submitted by field commands, approval of TAADS documents, field

genera] orders, DA instructions, or system interfaces with other FDMIS
and DA data systems. In concept the M force file is continuously updated

and snould therefore constitute the programmed force structure and mili-

tary and civilian manpower authorizations of the active Army. Because

of its relation to the current fiscal year active Army force structure

and manpower by UIC association, the M force file has pivotal significance

as a conveyance of both inheritance and change to the structure and man-

power composition of the Army for which budget authorization is to be

sought. It should also transmit unit manpower inheritance to the force

structure planned beyond the budget year period. Moreover the M force

file is the basis for the manpower annexes of periodic program and budget

guidance and the budget year Anmy Force Program (AFP: AFDP-Vol II) troop

lists and Troop Actions Book (TAB). It a].so provides inputs to the major

FDMIS subsystem that provides authorizations data to other Army staff

agencies for resource management-the SACS.

AFDP File (F). This file records and displays the base-line force

used in the force planning process, as reflected in AFDP-Vol I. The F

file projects the force structure manpower for the budget year + 1 to
budget year + 10. For planning use, alternative forces may be added to

the F file as required.

1 HTSA. This file records sequential transaction changes to key
data elements in the P file on a fiscal year basis, permitting audit

trail extracts pertaining to units or groupings of units, manpower

1- 13
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strengths, and organization during specific time periods. The THISA

provides an important means of empirical manpower trend analysis relative

to force structure units.

Command Plans Force File (q). This file records unit manpower al-

location plans submitted by field commands and agencies in response to

DA program and budget guidance. The Q file is basically a suspense

file of pending actions affecting currelit and budget year active Army

units and military and civilian manpower. As DA approval of command

plans cccurs, the Q file provides a basis of change to the programming

assumptions in the M force file unit manpower allocations.

MANEX File. This is a data extract file of detailed military and

civilian manpower data in FYDP program element sequence. The current

and budget year data are based on the M force file and out-year data are

from the F file. The MANIM output is a massive data "dump" oi all mili-

tary and civilian manpower strengths and authorizations at unit program

element code (UNPEC) level within each UIC, both TOE and TDA, as carried

in the FAS. The MANEX output does not produce the military ani civilian

manpower annexes to the FYDP (maintained by the Comptroller of the Army

[COAl and Finance and Comptroller Information Systems Command [FINCISCOM]).

Rather, it is manually processed by ACSFOR military and civilinn manpower

programming activities to produce detailed manpower changes in program

elements in hand-coded form as inputs to the COA FYDP system.

Other FORFA Files. Not shown in Fig. 4-5 are the Temporary Forces

File and the Notes File. As indicated by their names, these f.Lles are

for the support of force and requirements planning and force si-ucture

computational activities.

The key FORFA data element codes shown in Fig. 4-5 are coi•tained in

each unit record in the FORFA data base, with the exception thoL the

strength codes and authorizations subdivizions for civilian manpower are

carried only in the records for TDA units. By use of these specific codes

all the essentia2 data elements are available for the integrated develop-

ment, projection, and display of military anO civilian manpower in macrc-

intermediate-micro levels of information sunimaries or data detail in LFCS

force structure relations for use at management-programming activity

levels (see Pig. 3-1). By automated sorting based on TOE or TDA unit
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descriptive codes, the quantitative proportional relationships between

TOE authorizations and TDA authorizations (generalized in Fig. 3-2) can

a.so be produced in the appropriate level of detail for each LFCS cate-

gory or force package or by command distribution. This will afford both

DA management levels and manpower planning and programming activities

the prerequisite visibility of military and civilian manpower allocations

and force structure balance for analysis and decisions.

By means of the multiprogramming capability of the third-generation

computer system supporting the FAG, these key data elements in FORFA unit

records could be sorted, reaggregated, and summarized to present military

and civilian authorizations and strength data in the program element code

structure and formats of the FYDP, FGC, and AMS appropriations and

budget classifications (see Fig. 4 -h).

The FAS in Integrated Manpower Programming

Problem Areas. Despite the designed capabilities of the FAS, com-

prehensiveness of the data base files, and data element structure avail-

able, two significant problems require resolution in order to permit the

FAS to be used to its full potential for integrated manpower programming.

Staff-System Interdependency. Existing policy concerning the ACSFOR

FDMIS needs stringent management enforcement with respect to the FAS at

all levels of the ?,YD organizational elements participating in the PPBS
cycle. At these levels recognition is required that the tucessful

defense and acceptability of manpower programs and related -dget sub-

missions may be directly irfluenced by the corlsistenL - ':redibility

of the source data on which PPBS activities and outputs are based. The

foregoing requires understanding by programming staff elements of their

responsibility for continuous intensive management and control of the

input necessary to maintain the PAS as the primary data source in all

phases of the PPBS cycle. As indicated in Fig. 4-5 the FAS FORFA files
are interdependent. The content of the data elements in the FAS unit

records that support these files is a direct function of a variety of

information received or developed by staff elements during planning,

programming, or program analysis. All MFD staff elements must continu-

ously analyze and reduce pertinent information to data element form for

entry into the FAS files and unit records in order that the FAS automated
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update procedures can be effective. The ACSFOR management objective

should be to require that all staff manpower planning-programming elements

involved in the PPBS process operate from a single consistent data source

from which all detailed program data and higher levels of management in-

formation can be derived and related in any required program classifica-

tion structure. Attainment of this objective requires a continuing

internal program of indoctrination and training of ACSFOR staff personnel

and supervisors in the major role of the FAS, of its capabilities, and in

their indi idual and organizational responsibilities for the maintenance

and use of the PAS as the primary PPBS military force structure and the

civilian manpower data source. Staff personnel must be indoctrinated.

with the principle that force manpower planning, programming, and program

control-although discrete functions organizationally-are a synergistic,

coherent process of interaction between the staff and the data system aznd

between inputs and outputs.
System Responsiveness and Augmentation. The corollary of the above

is the need for enhanced responsiveness, flexibility, and accessibility

of the FAS to the ACSFOR MFD staff planning and programming activities.

Because of its automated environment, the FAS is subject to a high degree

of technical control and management at both the computer facility level

and within the MFD organization. Technical system management is neces-

sary to economy of costly computer operations and control of system

workload, and to preclude system saturation. However, it should not

operate to create unnecessary buffering on either The input or output

side of staff operations or to preclude a state of mutual purpose and

objectives in staff-system relations.

On the inpi'Z side, FAS management activities and expertise should

be oriented toward the most positive and efficient means and procedures

for facilitating staff-system interaction. An example would be develop-

ing the routine use of direct access remote devices by designated MFD

staff proponents of FORFA files and data elements as a means of expediting

file update inputs.

On the output side, realization of the full potential of the FAS

data base for system responsiveness will require system expansion and

augmentation. As indicated by the earlier cited FAS system objectives,
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the FAS is a comprehensive and detailed data accounting system. The

system logic and standard program library is oriented toward the detailed

data output level. When produced in tape or other computer media, some

of these detailed data retrievals provide the required data input to the

other automated FDNIS systems or DA data systems with which FAS interfaces.

However, when these standard retrievals are produced as printout reports

for staff use, they represent voluminous data "dumps" that may run to

hundreds of pages of machine listings. The volume of detail in these

FAS outputs may be of import and use by MFD staff elements for detailed

programming (otherwise the report requirement should be abolished).

However, this voluminous data detail must be manually processed by MFD

staff elements to produce management level information summaries. To

eliminate these time-consuming error-potential procedures the FAS requires

augmented system logic and programs designed to produce managemrent level

military and civilian information summaries of detailed data retrievals,

particularly in the LFCS and other program classification structures

applicable in the PPBS cycle.

Additional Automated Data F.les Required under the IMP Concept

Implementation of the Vertical TkDS3. At the present time detailed

unit and manpower space adjustments made by commands are not reflected

in the FORFA P (current force) file on a timely basis. Since the current

force provides the starting point for force and manpower programming and

planning actions it must accurately reflect the existing un.t composition

and manpower space distributions in the field. The quarterly CSFMR-128

submissions serve as the present data source for command and agency

TOE/TDA distribution down to UIC level for current year bulk military

and civilian spaces allocated by Manpower Vouchers. TAADS is undergoing

redesign in order to furnish field-initiated TOE/TDA manpower space dis-

tributions to HQ DA on an automated basis. When these system modifica-

tions are implemented, direct command TAADS updates to the FORFA P file

should also be reflected in the FORFA M and F files to insure that pro-

gramming and planning adjustments to the current force are done from a

common base.

CSFOR-78 Data Interface with Force and Manpower Planning Models.

The CSFOR-78 command submissions that reflect current manpower distri-

butions by functional association as well as dollar costs have been in
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existence under OACSFOR cognizance since at least December 1966. The

empirical military and civilian functional workload data and civilian

cost data resulting from the CSFOR-78 reporting system would seem to be

of considerable importance in Program Development Division (PDD) manpower

programming as a current source of actual and historical workload factors

by AMS coded functions. CSFOR-78 is submitted in automated form by most

commands but is manually maintained at DA level. (However, action is

under way for total automation of Part A of this report.) An automated

CSFOR-78 capability in the FrbIS-FAS system environment would provide a

readily available and responsive source of important manpower programming

factors for integration into staff manpower programming procedures. One

very apparent application for the historical CSFOR-78 workload input

factors would be a data analysis program to provide workload, staffing,

and cost factors to an improved AFNS model under varying user parameters

in order to examine the military and civilian support manpower and TOA

implications of alternative force structures or changes.

Development of Automated Manpower Cost Data Base. An automated

civilian and military manpower cost table should be developed for inter-

face with existing and envisioned force and manpower planning models.

Such a cost table would include average man-year TOA factors for military

and civilian manpower categories and also incorporate pay raise or infla-

tion adjustments and projected budget year and successive out year costs.

As shown in Fig. 4-6, civilian manpower categories would be costed by

geographic area in contrast to officer and enlisted cost factors, which

remtin constant owing to the nature of the standard military compensation

structure for military personnel, Army (MIPA).

Costing of alternative force structures and mixes of military and

civilian tables of distribution and allowances (TDA) support manpower

could be accomplished by affixing the appropriate manpower 2ost codes

to each TDA record in the FORFA files. Sunmary displays correlating

manpower spaces ',) c('.ts similar to several of the IIP illustrative

formats in App E ec,. K' generated by a roll-up of space and cost

totals into the variou• resource classification structures (i.e., LFCS,

FYDP, FCC, and ANI).
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OUTPJT DISFAYS

General

The implementation of a systematic methodology for determining Army
manpower authorizations and achieving integrated military and civilian

manpower programming depends largrly on the availability of appropriate

manpower information displays at crucial points of analysis, coordina-

tion, decision, and review during the Army manpower PPBS cycle. The

inability to correlate civilian manpower with the force structure has

been identified as one of the major deficiencies of the current manpower

planning and programming system.

Under the DIP approach early and consistent visibility of the

military and civilian space-cost mix in the force structure would be

maintained throughout the various management decision-review points.

The basic IMP conceptual display for providing such information features

an integrated military and civilian manpower space and TOA summary,

structured by LFCS categories for military TOE manpower and military

and civilian TDA manpower and projected costs. Detailed displays of

such a. structure would allow TOE and TDA and mi).itaury and civil] an trade-

off studies to be made in light of force structure composition and

manpower cost implications from initiation of progran development through

budget formulation.

The data element structure frcm which integrated military and civilian

displays would be dercloped would be UIC-UNPEC based to afford the neces-

sary crosswalks and intermediate levels of reaggregation to the other

prescribed program classification syscems (i.e., FGC, FYDP, A1:) from

the LFCS structure. Although initial military and civilian manpower
program compilation would be LFCS oriented, the capability would reside

with the system to assemble manpower space and TOA data by the various

program classification systems at detailed, internediate, and aggregate

display levels.

Three levels of information usage and needs were earlier identified.

These are:

Information required for detailed unil., PE, and budjget function

analysis and alternation of the force structure and military and civilian

manpower programs.
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I. -nformation neceooary to support analysis, of alternutivc comrposi-

tions of manpower programs from the varyintg per:-pectivoon of Individual

command space. authorizetiono, mnajor resoorce protgram c lassiDication
syrte'ms (FVDP, FOC, A ),mirssion Program vr, sui program manpower-

authorizations, and millitary support manpower authorizntions, relativu to

civilian suppnrt m~anpower authori;'.utirn:;.

- Information cummurizingi- Arm!y force ;Istructure anni manpo~wer prog~ram

recomfmendlatiot-s Lsuita'.1Le for oinp'ny to hiigh level ilocioion u,:1kern

SamplcMP Out put Di p layi-

Seoveral illustrative DlIP dlisplay formats are includ-d in Ap~p E to

indicate the rangye of report structures and dlata information aggr-refat:.nsr

possible' under the IMP methodology. These displays are grouped us detailed

(13 level di:;plays), and management, level fortmats, (C leviel. dIisplays).

Several of t-ho distinguishing, churaeteoinltic-, of indivi tual diSplaysý arei

mummarizeon in Table hl-.

As indicated in thc table, manpover agg-,rctationts can bec xpr-'ý3re

in terms of' bxthsae n ntLt~ o;: (TOA).Svrldsly

portray only supp~ort manpower upacess and cost.- to provide vioibility I-)

military arnd civilian tradeoff con:;ideivatioris. Other (lioplays relatue

military manpower in mission prograrms to military and, civilian manp~o-v!r

i.n support programs in order to dlisplay total mnanpo)wer allocations reliu-

tive to the force ctructure.

Each at' the discsrepresented -In Tablo 4-! and App E is2 ir~tendedý(

Ffor a particular neekd and purp-ose of' usage; thereforc, the :-tab itc.-S,

columns, and information contentl in each dIisplay are stylinzed for the

i ntenuod ý tuse c Such a 3el-ctMtvit of fo-rmtit and" data Content vill

cause eýach display to have a Ureater rele,.'anicv for it:; ur.Thec

sample IMP format's in App E ar,,( not ineddto- -atisfy theý noeeds of all

po-te-ntial uIsers Of force and mranpo)wer information b~ut nre, presented as;

exmlsof 'the infD.-mation, dlisplay psilte underI tile 111" :n ti' )-

ologie oil concept. They eo0011 e';enlu',) ly foa he repo,-rt nlesof ra

comronivr- forc~e deeom- anI mulp-Ower 9--ograrn manage-r(' nt onfoma ri

s ys tern tic rp-)r!0tin(. bet-h ni .li a!ry at). 'Lv ill an ;:unpoowor . 'Ph''fo ¾Ll

of' provi'ling suc (;4.3piayns on an aut,-mat~cdi b~as.is is. partly coniiirmo.. b~y
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Table 4-1

SUMMARY OF IMP ILLUSTRATIVE OUTPUT DISPLAYS

Support MAGR and
Sort Typea Manpower CAGR

Format Sequence Spices Only Aggregatiunb Space aggregation byc Cost aggregatlcn by

Al 1. PE DU
2. UIC UIC

A2 1. UIC D X PE PE
2. PE

E31 . PE U UIC
2. UIC

02 1, PE D UIC
2. UIC

B3 1. PE D. U FPLAN
2. FDP

64 1. PE D, U x UIC Uic
2. UIC

B5 1. PE 0, U X FPLAN FPLAN
2. FOP

B6 1. PE D, U X X PE PE
87 1. UIC D, U X LFCS

1. Strategic planning
category

2. General functional
mission

3. Location/orientation

S8 1. UIC D, U X X Major FYOP Programs Major FYOP Programs
2. PE

09 1. UIC D, U X X 1. Appropriation 1. Appropriation
Programs Programs

2. Budget Programs 2. Budget Programs
3. Budget Subprograms 3. Budget Subprograms

010 1. UIC D. U X FGC FGC
2. PE

C1 1. PE 0, U Major FYOP Program

C2 1. FDP D, U X LFCS
1. Strategic planning

category
2. General functional

mission
3. Location/orientatIon

C3 1. FDP D. U X LFCS
1. Strategic planning

category
2. General functional

mission
3. Location/orientatlon

C4 . PE D, U x 1. Appropriation 1. Appropriation
Programs Programs

2. Budget Programs 2. Budget Programs
3. Budget Subprograms 3. Budget Subprograms

C5 1. PE D, U X FGC FGC

a., distributed spaces; U, undistributed spaces (Command Programs).
bMAGR, aggregation of military totals (spaces and/or costs); CAGR, aggregate of civilian totals.
CFPLAN, Force Plan Code.
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the manual production of these displays by OACSFOR MFD program analysts

utilizing manpower data listings originating from the existing FAS-MANEX

files.

Based on the approach in Chap. 3, the IMP concept involves the

development of' an integrated management information system, oriented at

the level of users' needs, as contrasted to the present detailed data

retrieval orientation. This is illustrated by the flow chart in Fig. 4-7.

The FAS-IMP interface is represented at the top of the flow chart in

which a UIC work record is constructed from the undated FAS force files

with the system user designating the particular FORFA file (P, M, or

to be represented. Provision is made for a cost module interface in

which codes for specific combinations of civilian manpower categories

and geographic locations are updated onto the UIC work record.

The logic flow utilized in developing individual display formats

provides an appreciation for the data relations introduced in the system's

successive levels of data display, e.g., detailed manpower displays,

operational-level displays, and management-level displays and the direct

logic and data linkage of all displays with a single UIC work record.

Such system integrity assures commonality in ini'orma'tion display for all

combinations of data structures and aggregations since data are derived

from a single source and developed under common and predefined processing

logic.

Three pools of UITC records-undistributed manpower, TOE unit, and

TDA unit spaces-are created from the UTC work record and processed

individually and in varying combinations to produce the display formats

shown. Through a series of extracts, sorts, and space and cost aggrega-

tions, all or selected reports can be printed. Extracts are accomplished

through a series of assembly tables that provide the data permitting

translations between the FYDP, FUC, AMS, and LFCS data classification

systems. Sorts enable manpower space and cost totals to be sequenced

in the order of stub items appearing in the displays. Aggregation

routines provide totals and subtotals associated with stub items and are

also used to accunulate total military and civilian manpower aggregations

from the five individual categories of' manpower.
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Cost code totals are accumulated and applied against a cost table

containing military costs by manpower category and civilian cost by

category and geographical location. This process could occur in a

separate cost calculating routine or be incorporated into the logic

shown at a point Just prior to report generation.

INPUTS

General

The previous classification of levels of data flow throughout thc

HQ IY. manpower planning and programming process also provides a method

for categorizing inputs entering the system. These inputs, grouped as

decision bounds, operational influences, and detailed force manpower

data entries, retain virtually the same role in the manpower program

development process under the IMP methodological concept, since the IMP

Phase I study objective assumes no change in DOD management and control

of the process. Therefore present DOD decision bounds and the DA guidance

to the Army staff for adherence to these decision bounds are considered

under the IMP methodological concept to remain unchanged. A second

reuson, as discussed in the general approach in Chap. 3, is that the

data elements required to support integrated manpower programming are

currently available within the FAS or, in the case of data contained in

the CSFOR-78 and CSFOR-128 reports, have the potential for automated

interface with the FAS. The discussion of inputs to the system will

concentrate on their particular impact on the IMP methodology. A more

extensive treatment of their intorrelations with the Army program develop-

ment process is contained in App C.

Decision Bounds

The system receives decision bounds froin DOD-DA management levels in

the form of guidance, policy directives, and explicit instructions govern-

ing force structure and manpower program planning and development.

DOD Force Specifications and Manpower End Strengths. In the past,

initial DOD influences on force specification and manpower end strengths

were provided in the detailed DOD staff document, "Illustrative Force and

Resource Annex," 32 which preceded the issuance of the OSD Fiscal Guidance

Memorandum (FGM). Included in this volume wereý numerous tables depicting
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Army force structures, military and civilian manpower, and associated TOA

distributed and translated in various categories and functions. Under

the IMP methodological concept, these types of DOD prescribed force

specifications, manpower end strength, and TOA restrictions could be

entered as parameters for a simulation of the current year force structure

and military and civilian manpower programs that would indicate the

impact of OSD constraints in the form of overages and shortages of TOE/TDA

units, civilian and military manpower spaces, and TOA. Model output

displays could be reformatted into the various resource classification

systems to focus on the varied implications of OSD recommended force and

resource restrictions. A summary LFCS display would indicate the cap-

abilities of the resulting force structure to perform its overall missions

as well as the proportional mix of combat, combat support, and combat

service support units and military and civilian manpower required to

"balance" the force.

Simmary FYDP, FGC,and AMS displays, also indicating shortages and

overages to the base-line force, would complement the LFCS summary display

in accounting for the actual allocations of manpover spaces and TCA to

support the force structure.

Such a force structure manpower program modelling capability would

enable more detailed analysis of OSD's recommended resource constraints

and their attendant computational methods and factors from the joint

perspective of force structure capability and resource availability.

Proposed DA modifications to DOD force specifications and mnanpower end

strengths could then be supported by swnmary LFCS, FYDP, FMC, and appro-

priation budget displays, together with a description of the DA computa-

tional methods and factors from which they were derived.

OSD Constrained Resource Allocations. The OSD rM provides a policy

directive to DA for Program Objective Memorandum (POM) development and

explicit instructions governing the application of the fiscal guidance

tables contained in the document. The coirnon format of the fiscal

guidance tables (see App C) establishes categories of forces, missicns,

and costs to which funding allocations are assigned for each Service and

Defense agency where appropriate. To comply- with CSD-directed fiscal

constraints and evaluate their impact relative to manpower program com-

position and FYDP-AMS classification allocations, a force work file
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could be constructed from the FAS Program Force (M) File arrayed in FOC

terms with fiscal ceilings imposed in appropriate categories. The im-

position of OSD fences on certain fiscal categories would also require

that compensatory adjustments be made within th.e remaining categories

at the time the current force is strlucLured in FCC. A subsequent re-

structuring of the force manpower in the LFCS andi classifications could

enable further impact analysis to be made on the effect of the fences on

the force structure and related military and civilian manpower and serve

as the basis for development of the Army alternative to the base case in

the POM.

Periodic OSD Force Structure and Unit Composition Decisions. There

is a continuous flow of "decisions in detail" during the Program Develop-

ment Phase and PBDL during the Program Budget Formulation Phase that affect

the current year and budget year force and manpower programs. These

numerous decisions arc reflected in several components of the program

budgeting systems; for instance, in the volume of changes required in

the periodic updates of the FYDP and Program and Budget Guidance (PBG)

manpower annexes, the changes occurring, between the submission and ap-

proval of the POM programs and subsequent budget program formulation,

the Army Force Program (AFP) troop list revisions, and the changes sum-

marized in the quarterly manpower vouchers. All the foregoing occur at

different times in the program budget cycle and each affects the other.

All such changes affect ing the current and budget year force composition

and manpower programs should be reflected in the FAS P and M Force Files

in order that current and consistent force manpower data are always

available.

AVCSA-PGRC Translation of DA Guidance and Decisions. Input from the

DA management level into the force structure and manpower program develop-

ment process provides a translation and disaggregation of the OSD FGM

into more specific and finite terms (see Fig. 2-1). The AVCSA-PGRC

vehicle for converting Secretariat guidance and decisions to the Army

staff is a standardized force strcture account display format. (App C

contains table layout and description).

At Army staff level (OACSFOR MFD) quantitative I)A-AVCSA-PGRC resource

constraints in the form of' size and composition of force categories, man-
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power strength, and "TOA floors" could be evaluated using separate FA<

work files created from the always current M Force File. Each of the POM

cases could be displayed in both LFCS and AMS Budget Structures with con-

straints entered for the appropriate resource classification system

associated with each POM case. An iterative process of allo ating the

remaining manpower otrengths and TOA to unfenced LFCS and A2:! categories

could then occur. With each cycle of reallocating the remaining manpower

and TOA recourees to unfenced categorl.es, detailed LFCS and PJ.:S disp]ays

could be produced, effects on individual categories could be analyzed,

and adjustments could be made and displayed in an LFCS and AMS summary

level of detail.

Operational Influences

Nunerous factors interact at the force structure and manpower program

analysis level that serve to pattern the process by which the force

structure and manpover programs arc developed. One critical influence

that pervades the entire process is the time constraint allotted to

react to each new input introduced into the system. (Specific time con-

straints are discussed in App C). Also affecting the nature and intensity

of staff analytical workload are certain operational parameters defining

the scope of analytical tasks accomplished during the process ,hich are
reflected, in part, by the time determinants associated (•ith several of

the resulting documents, AFDP-I (BY + 1 through BY 4 12), POM (BY through

BY + 4) and FYDP (CFY, BY through BY -- 4). Other operational determinants

are the number of force and manpower program alternatives to be developed

-s with the base, alternative, and decremented cases required for the

FI72 and FY73 POM submissions and the format of force structure and

manpower program tables required to display, support, and defend the

Army Pg! submission.

Staff actions provide a different form of operational influence.

Although such actions are both nunerous and frequent throughout the PPBS

process, several have significant impact to the system and particular

relevance to the TMP Methodological cofncept.

Programmming Assumptions. Curr,-ntiy, wor-rcwijde LFC-3 allocatinr. of

TOE/TDA units and related aggregativc military manpower rqunr,'Žments

comnmences early in the planning pkaýs of the PPPS cycle, with the initial

hP-29
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allocaition of civilian manpower beginning, during the POM program develop-

ment phase following the resource allocation decision by high echelon DA

management levels. These tentative military and civilian manpower pro-

gram space authorizations are viewed as prograwmming assumptions (discussed

Jn App C) until actual command distribution of DA manpower allocations

is received following the PBG. Programmed assumptions are not intended

to reflect actual manpower distributions in the field. Rather they are

used to maintain a force structure that reflects manpower decisions

while they are in the process of implementation. Under present MFD

prok,.:dur("; the majority of military manpower programming assumptions are

distrilb.i;,! to individual units. In some cases spaces are distributed
only to pr(,:rrmiai clement level in carrier units or command programs.

Civilian manpower programming assumptions are all represented through

,'.mmand pr. •.... , entries, reflecting again the differing approaches for

prorri•m ng milil.ary and civilian manpower.

The C FOR-I8 command submission, detailing command distribution of

current year bu]k military and civilian spaces allocated by manpower

voucher, offers a meqns for reducing the number of undistributed support

military and Ivilian manpower spaces carried at present in command.

programs. * y providing a timely update of the FORFA P (Current force)

file using automated CIOMR-128 data, the FORFA M (Program force) and

MANEX files could subsequently be updated resulting in a substantial

reduction in undistributed spaces reflected in all files. The result

would provide a more precise representation of actual comtmand manpower

distributions for both detailed and agtgregate information displays used

by staff manpower analysts in monitoring the curr,2nt force and developing

the budget year force.

Staffin,- and Work load FPct.ors. 'Ma•npovtcir staffing, factors arc

developed by Utilization an(; Standurils Division, MFD, ACSFOR from manpower

and work load data furnished in the Utilir.ation and Recquirements Deport,

CSFOg-78, and other su:pplcmcnt;ary data. These factors are calcuilted for

It should be noted that the majority of the space recoveries via
the CSFOR-78 would represent unprogrammed CY actions. Many of the undis-
tributed spaces are earmarked and not automatically available for reda.ction.
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each major command or grouping of major commands for each applicable AMS

account. Stuffing factors are used in determining civilian manpower

requirements to support alternative force structures in AFDP-I planning

preceding the program H ielopment phase of the PPBS cycle. Military

staffing factor., are LSO developed and can be applied to military man-

power requirement- 3r TDA activities. Monthly workload data obtained

from the CSFOR-78 submissions are used to develop staffing factors for

the AXS Moe:l. This model Jý; v;ed in mnoipower planning foi- cnsmpttinr the

civilian manpower support requirements us a linear function of the total

military manpower strengths supported. For a typical ARMS run the force

supported would be obtained from force structures maintained in the

FORFA F (AFDP) File.

Numerous runs of the AR/1S Model are mud, for MFD-FDP to ascertain

the civilian manpower support requirements for alternative force struc-
ture under consideration. Effort is currently being madie within MFD

to integrate the AR4M8 Model with the FAS, which will not only i!nprovc

response time but enable military and civilian manpower support requiir.-

ments to be considered concurrent with modifications to the force struc-

tture made by force planners within MF-FDP.

Manpower Cost Factors. Both military and civilian manpower costs

are developed manually. The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for

Personnel (ODCSPER) is provided a military manpower trained strength

breakout by Military Programs Branch, PDD (PrMP) from which f,'A costs

are calculated. Civilian costs are calculated by Civilian Programs

Branch, PDD (PDCP) for all applicable budgets and subprogrqms. Military

manpower cost computation is a relatively straightforward uncomplicated

process with average officer and enlisted salary costs and allowances

being applied to military end strengths. Civilian manpower costing, on

the other hand, must consider separately programs and subprograms for

some 145 PE codes, broken down by civilian manpower categories, salary

classifications, and geographical locations. Civilian manpower costing

is a time-consuming process when performed under the present repetitive

manual process.

The capability for comparative cost-based tradeoffs between military

and civilian manpower is necessary for achieving integrated manpower
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programming. Such comparative analysis should logically occur during

the force planning phase so that military and civilian tradeoff considera-

tions are incorporated into the force structure and manpower totals sub-

mitted with the POM.

Detailed Manpower Data

Data bases maintained in support of HQ DA and command and agency

resource PPBS activities are kept current. through detailed data exchanges

of manpower spaces and costs. Principal data -hannels are represented

by FYDP data updt.tes between 4FlD PDD and COA; FAS updates enabling command

and agency unit manpower adjustments to be reflected in the FAG Current

Program, and AFDP F()RFA Files and MANEX File maintained for ZED; ACSFOR

FAS data exchanged with Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER),

Deputy Chief' of Staff for Military Operations (DCSOPS), and Deputy Chief

of Staff for Logistics ()COSLOG) ADP systems; and internal OACSFOR-MFD

data exchanges between FORFA files reflecting- DA-luvel changes with regard

to planning, prograraning, and managrinir of thQ force structures and man-

power programs.

Under the IMP methodological concept, several systems adjustments

are required, inc]udinir, those necessary to provide an improved data

interface capability amongý exiitlng files. Although the system cap-

ability exists for direct automated data interface among the FORFA Files,

there is a need for increased synchronization among the files. Logically,

any unit or manpower adjustments to the current force (P -.orce) would affect

the programning of manpower for the projected Budget Year Force (M Force)

and possibly impact on Base-line Force units tnd manpower in BY + - to

BY + 10 (F Force). The reverse is alsoc true, but to a lesser degree,

where anticipated unit manpower programming and planning adjustments

should be accounted for in the Current Force File.. Since each FORFA File

has its own proponent within M4FD, communication bel-w-en various MFD

force manpower planning, programmring, and program management activities

in terms of detailed force composition adjustments is difficult, especially

sinr.e such adjustments are reflected in complete PAS file duwnps, which

is both inefficient and time-consuming and could '-e more feasibly accom-

plished by direct file updates and supplementary printouts of changes to

each file, reflecting the nature, source, and date of change.

4- '
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Under the IMP concept certain modifications are required to existing

detailed manpower data field inputs. Autometion of the CSFOR-128 data

was previously discussed as a means by which the number of undistributed

spaces carried in the FORFA P and M Force Files and MANFX file could b:

substantially reduced. Such an automated data interface would maintain

the FAS on a timely basis with manpower space adjustment,; as they are

made in the field.

The automated CSFOR-78 command submission reflects CY military and

civilian maip~roer by AI.IS code, function and related workload factor.;,

and civilian dollar costs. Such data if summarized and reformatted

could provide workload and staffing factors directly to existing analy-

tical models, such as ARM, and additional models envisioned under the

fl4P concept which would consider mission and support and military and

civilian tradeoff alternatives in termn: of current workload, staffing,

and manpower cost factor:s.

The IMP-I mc,,;h-JDoLotrical concelt. hap ieen portrayod in broad tcror;

so as to indicatc the tt:I•,cni al and sy:tto req:,aircments, refineon."t1s, and

modulur additions to asL:istf in guidini! thr OACSFOR and IRAC effort:: to

improve th•e force tAructuxc anl -liaToupower program development process

during the follow-on IMP-II study. Although the I4P-I methodology is

necessarily general in nature, it furnishes the necessary fraTework for

overcoming the system deficiencies, rijcu:3sed elsewhere in .h(, report,

which currently imipe'e ts . tegr-'t proicramming o moiiitary uand

civilian manrOWer.
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Chapter5

CON1,1CLUTSIONTS AND-, PIECOK4ENATIONIS

CONCLUSIONS

F General

The deve lopment of manp~o-wer authorizations in connsonunceý wilth the

annual Department ofi Do fense Planini -,rg, Frogra~qInIng, ;nn B]udgetingr Syste:

-(DOD PPP3S) cycle is a. hig~hly constrainied., complex, a~nn fragmented proceýss

within N4Q DA. The approach to minilituary and r ivilinan man-power ixroramming,

is predicated on differingT bases, data develonmenit pr~ocedures,, prog-ram

and budget class ification structures, and organ Izat ional. fuoct ions and

-Iprocedures . Thu. revision. of' the POD PPIPS reinforces thle necessity th a t;

the allocation pattern of' Pllitury ,.u civiliun t-anp.o'wer lot, (IeVC lo~ped

and one lyved on) LII lt 'n Ic'! bus:: at, u, :a~c h ea~rpoin t In DA

management-pro,;rnm dooomnac!ix'ity. 1-1xistingý [)A policies, pr-ceduircL;,

and origanilzation wilI.L require mod1.ifleation o) oeccoinmoclateý a. integrated

manpower nrogr!omm..ing system. :nniscn the.( PON, us the me tar vehicle.

for manpower proarran!- dove innient. w'1, jeneswty

Prog-rajn-Iing Systemt Conzsiderat ion;;

U -The differing approaches, for uilitary and civfl ;iti aut~horization

I . development and progrranmin,;ý precludes thin~ly ot nnniynse aind tranocef't

studies i*n those areas w,.here t'he twoI~ kinds- -)L' man-owe-ir m~ay belocal

rinterchrangeable wilthin DA noli11cics,-. This., is- the r11tof the lacck of'

visible comparablity of' the, mIlItary and elti ian. mýace-cost 'nix withiin

Ia class if icati;on structure uniLquel~y pertinent. to the Arnyl, theing- between

F ~~force and imll iary maqnr-ower prugra)nm ng~f as i-iia apwr rramn

1anid the corspartuiwntalizat ion of' prog-yrama flrT actNiv.tit",;.

The above crnd it ions- adver-sely a Ph 1; 1, he -itt ml ue r t, of' balan;cedi and!

equiv.table manpower al~location:; tc Army i 505,SŽ1in1Crnd agrnr~ies

in- DA prog-ram dove lopr(nnt undcr I'I ea cnstraints and ocntr ibutc, to 4
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difficulties of subsequent budget formulation and rational justification

of programs.

Current manpower programming methodologies are based principally on

laborious manual procedures, data development, and bookkeeping methods

that fail to utilize effectively and efficiently existing computer system

capabilities and ADP techniques. This results in heavy staff workloads,

extensive manual data handling, voluminous data redundancy, high error

potential, and deficient or unresponsive management information at higher

levels. The existing automated data element structure, files, and com-

puter capabilities of the ACSFOR FDMIS (FAS) bave the potential for sup-

porting an integrated manpower programming system based on the IMP-I

approach and concept, with development of improved staff-system interfaces

and enhanced system logic design.

OACSFOR Organizational Considerations
The alignment, span of control, and time-phased functions of Office

of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Manpower and

Forces Directorate (OACSFOR-MFD) organizational elements tend to support

the differing approaches to manpower programming and the carry-over of past

bureaucratic practices in a changed and dynamic programming environment.

MFD organizational relations require clearer definition and integration

relative to planned, programmed, and current fcrce structures and mili-

tary and civilian manpower authorizations development and data control.

Potential Problem Areas

The problems that may be associated with adopting the IMP-I general

approach and implementing the methodological concept proposed are more

likely to be principally of an institutional and management nature, rather

than technical. The use of computerized systems and analytical methods

not only cuts across established organizational lines but also requires

that action-level staff personnel, supervisors, and senior management

officials adapt to new knowledge, techniques, and concepts for accomplish-

ing their jobs. Obtaining this attitudinal adaptation implies a contin-

uing in-house training and educational effort that may be time-consuming

and costly to develop and sustain while meeting day-to-day workloads.

These institutional matters are essentially internal OACSFOR management

problems, but may also impinge on other Army staff agencies and higher

DA management. Their resolution will bo necessary, however, if any
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significant change in approach and method is to be obtained over that

reflected in current programming system operations.

RECOMWENDAT IONS

The following recommendations propose specific areas of effort to be

undertaken by OACSFOR and RAC respectively during Phase II of the IMP

study (IMP-II), leading to attainment of the overall IMP objective stated

in Chap. 1.

Proposed for OACSFOR

OACSFOR, during IMP-II, should

- Initiate action within HQ DA and DOD to achieve consolidation of

the multiple program classification systems currently prescribed for pro-

gramming of Army forces and resources, with the objective of obtaining

recognition of the structure of the LFC9 as the most suitable classifi-

cation basis for Army resource requirements and authorizations.

- Undertake management review of DA manpower policies and practices

within OACSFOR purview so as to incorporate civilian manpower within the

Army force structure on a unit authorization basis--comparable with mili-

tary manpower-in force structure development and force manpower program-

ming in the DA PPBS cycle.

- Review MVD organizational relations, functions, and responsi-

bilities-to include staff-system interfaces with the FAS--to obtain

simplification and consistency of MFD procedures and responsibilities for

military and civilian manpower related to planned, programmed, and cur-

rent force structures. Organizational responsibility for manpower data

input-output management and control should be clarified, designating the

FAS as the principal source of updated force and manpower data and infor-

mation in interactive PPBS operations and force and manpower control.

- Begin planning for training and information programs to be insti-

"tuted for NTD military and civilian staff personnel at all levels on the

concept of integrated manpower programming relative to the Army force

structure and the interdependency of planned, programmed, and current year

force and manpower programs relative to budget year authorizations. These

programs should include the capabilities, potential, and utilization of

the FAS and supporting US Army Management Systenio Support Agency (USAMSSA)

computer facilities.

5-3
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Proposed for RAC

Provided a 2 technical man-year level of effort is funded for IMP-

II, RAC should develop the tMP-I general approach and methodological con-

cept in sufficient detail to permit its implementation by OACSFOR and

HQ DA, with ermphasis on the following major task areas:

- A manpower programming methodology with supporting stafrf-ADP

(automatic data processing) interfaces for obtaining an integrated man-

power programming capability. The methodology will include auditable

rationale and logic to provide for manpower tradeoffs and projected

allocations.

- Di•play formats specifying data elements and aggregations appro-

priate to manpower development during the PPB cycle, with supporting

programming system logic.

- Systems design specifications to improve the use of existing

ACSFOR computerized data sources and programs in support of programming

methodology and manpower displays.

RESULTS ANTICIPATED

By means of the coordinated OACSFOR-RAC efforts proposed in the

above recommendations, the IMP-II study should result in:

- Efficient and integrated military and civilian manpower develop-

ment and programming, to include improved allocations and means for the

study of tradeoffs in program development.

- Improved methods and rationale for presenting, coordii•ating, and

defending Army manpower authorizations programs within HQ DA, DOD, and

higher agencies.

- More effective use of limited Army staff programming resources

and existing ADP system capabilities; reduced manual programming work-

loads and data handling; and more timely, valid and consistent manpower

authorizations data and management information for decision making.
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Chapter 6

EPILOGUE

The IMP-II study phase was intended, as a follow-on to IMP-I, to

develop details of OACSFOR-MFD manpower programming. These details were

to be used to substantiate recommendations for changes, pointed out in

IMP-I, that would eventually permit substantial improvement in DA

manpower programming.

The Research Analysis Corporation (RAC) was directed by the Army

to terminate the IMP-II effort after apprrximately four months because of a

a Congressionally-imposed reduction in RDT&E funding for RAC. Thus

IMP-II could not meet its planned objective. At the point of termination,

however, the following tasks were underway.

1. Interviews were being conducted with OACSFOR-MFD and other Army

personnel to develol a clear and detailed account of all civilian and

military manpower programming assumptions, techniques, modelling systems,

and related information.

2. An analysis of the relation among the various DOD and DA resource

classification ;ystems was in process.

3. A preliminary evaluation of the present force structure and

manpower program modelling capability was underway.

"The unanticipated termination of the IMP-II study precludes a

thorough analysis of the aforementioned tasks. However, preliminary

observations which may be of value in future investigations of the

integrated manpower programming area are set forth below. These

observations should not be considered as either recommendations or

conclusions because the investigations intended under the IMP-II study

effort were not completed.

6-1
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CIVILIAN MANPOWER PROGRAMING

Civilian manpower programming is currently (Dec 71) performed in

OACSFOR-MFD manually by individuals (known a." program analysts) in the

Troop and Suipport Programs Branches. These analyst.s are very experi-

enced in this area of manpower programming. They make extensive use

of what can best be described as historical factors and techniques;

that is, there is considerable reliance on previous work and previous

programs, continuously updated manually as a result of frequent cuts,

increases, and transfers of allocations in the many programs. It seems

apparent that, with this mode of operation, the development of inter-

faces with other systems, e.g., the automated military •."npower pro-

gramming systems, would be difficult.

Two observations are made in regard to civilian manpower pro-

gramming.

a. As an interim measure, the manner in which civilian manpower

programming is now accomplished in OACSFOR-MF)D should be formally

documented. Authors of such a document should become intimately

acquainted with the role played by each programmer in the Troop and

Support Branches, attempt to eliminate any inconsistencies in the

management of individual programs, and describe the process in detail

as briefly and simply as possible. The resulting doc ment would serve

three immediate purposes. First, it would permit a new DA analyst

to gain quickly an understanding of his job and increase his effective-

ness as a civilian manpower programmer. Second, it would permit the

manager or the user of civilian manpower data to understand better

both the process and the information derived from it. Finally, it
would aid in the achievement of what is ultimately a desirable goal

in this area--the automation of much of the civilian manpower program-
ming activity.

b. For the longer term, civilian manpower programming should be

automated to the same degree as is military manpower programming. The

use of ADPE would have several benefits. First, the reliance on a

few key individuals wculd be decreased because an automated system of

planning could be designed for rapid access and use by less experienced

personnel who would not have to rely on previous experience and histor-

ical factors. Secondly, because response to questions concerning
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civilian manpower programming could be obtained more efficiently, the 4

problem of providing answers no longer of interest because the time

required to obtain them exceeded the span of concern would not exist.

Thirdly, civilian manpower programmers, relieved of the time-consuming

drudgery of routine numerical calculations performed much more

efficiently by an automated system, could more effectively apply their

talents in the important areas where human decision-making is necessary.

DIALOGUES ON CIVILIAN AND MILITARY MANPOWER PROGRAMMING BETWEI" OSD
AND DA

There seems clearly a need to have an understanding with OSD

concerning the subject matter of the IMP Study research and objectives.

Many of the questions the Army wishes to respond to with an Inte-

grated Manpower Programming System are in response to OSD queries.

It is desirable, therefore, to the overall success of an IMP research

effort to establish a dialogue between OSD, the Army, and any study

group undertaking this effort. Only by such an arrangement can the

questions of an Integrated Manpower Programming System be intelligently

discussed. Firther, only with this dialogue can the matter of the

multiplicity of resource classification systems and their possible

consolidation be addressed.

"It is our observation that the development of an OSD and DA

understanding of these (IMP Study) objectives could significantly affect

the success of the research effort.

Ao AW ATED TRANSLATIONS BET'WEEN RESOURCE CL.'LSSIFICATION SYSTE4S

une of the objectives of the ITP-II study was to develop, if

"possible, a means of automated translation between the FYDP, FGC, AMS,

and LFCS structures. Preliminary investigation of this problem indicates

that little rmnains to be done to achieve this objective other than

pulling together information which exists, primarily in OACSFOR. There

ar,ý, it is true, im:-ortant decisions that -¶ust be made in the develop-

ment of translations letween certain program elements. For the most

part, however, the effort can be reduced to assembling the diverse

* attempts that have been made in recent years to resolve the translation

problem, to develop a management approach to resolving the overall

•-6-
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problem, and to documenting the assumptions employed in the translations.

This seems to be an achievable objective of an IMP Study and one that

is highly desirable.

DEVELOPMENT OF A TOTAL FORCE STRUCTURE AND MANPOWER MODELING CAPABILTTY

This aspect of the research effort is most ill-dc Ined with respect

to implementation. However, it is apparent that all ele.,unto exiot to

develop such a system, and the problem resides primarily in assembling

blocks (or modules) of the total system rather than in developing new

modelling capability.

A preliminary investigation indicates that all elements exist,

ranging from a detailed data base to a high-level management display 1

system. The possible exception is the lack of a satisfactory civilian

manpower programming model at the detailed planning level. The technical

problem is in assembling the various models that are available into an

overall system to provide a total capability.

I
I
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Appendix A

IMP-I BIBLIOGRAPHY

UNCLASSIFIED PUBLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTS A-2

Department of Defense (DOD) Directives and Instructions A-2

DOD Memorandums A-2

DOD Miscellaneous A- 3

Department of the Amy (DA) Publications A-3

Army Regulations-DA Pampblets-DA Chief of Staff
"* Regulations-DA Chief of Staff Meworanda--OACSFOR

Publications

CLASSIFIED DIRECTIVES AND DOCUM•ITS A-5
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1. UNCIASSIFIED PUBLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTS

Department of Defense (DOD) Directives and Instructions

Number Title and Date

1100.4 Guidance fo-. Manpower Programs, August 54

inO0.9 Militar ,.,v lian Staffing/Management
Positions in the Support Activities,
April 57

1100.10 Control of Manpower Resources in Event of
Reorganizations, June 62

n1145.1 Qualitative Distribution of Military
Manpower, September 67

5141.1 Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems
Analysis), September 65

7000.1 Resource Management Systems of Department
of Defense, August 66

7045.7 The Planning, Programming and Budgeting
System, October 69

7045.7-H Handbook, Five-Year Defense Program Structure -

Codes and Definitions, March 70

7045.8 Procedures for Updating Program Data in the
FYDP, December 69

7250.10 Implementation of Reprogramming of Appropriated
Funds, March 63

DOD Memorandums

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis), Subject:
Definition of the Fiscal Guidance Categories by Program Element,
15 January 70 and subsequent editions of 25 November 70 and
24 March 71.
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DOD Memorandums - continued

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Regional and Land Force
Analysis), Army and Marine Corps Force Classification System,
1-May 68.

DOD Miscellaneous

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis), Proceedings
of the Fifth Annual DOD Cost Research Symposium, Vols I-IT,
24-25 March 1970

Department of the Army (DA) Publications

Amy Regulations

Number Title and Date

1-1 The Army Planning System, June 69 (in revision)

1-46 Manpower Utilization and Requirements,
December 66, with Cl, September 67 (RCS CSFOR-78)

1-50 Work Measurement, April 66, with Cl,
September 67

10-5 Organization and Functions, Department of
the Army, July 68, with Cl, May 69

37-100-71 The Army Management Structure (Fiscal Code),
December 69, with C1 February 70, C2 May 70

310-25 Dictionary of LIS Army Terms (AD), March 69,
with C1, December 69

310-31 Management System for Tables of Organization
and Equipment (The TOE System), May 70

310-49 The Army Authorization Documents System
(TAADS), March 70

570-2 Organization and Equipment Authorizatlon
Tables - Personnel, July 69

570-4 Manpower Management: Policies, Procedtres,

and Responsibilities, October 69

570-6 Manpower Subject to Department of the Army
Manpower Voucher, RCS CSFOR-128, July 70

DA Pamphlets

Number Title and Date

1-12 The Programming, Budgeting, and Accounting
and Reporting (PEAR) System, February 69

570-4 Manpower Procedures Handbook, March 70

DA Chief of Staff Regulations (CSR)

Number Title and Date

1-28 Conducting Capabilities Studies, March 69
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DA CSRs - continued

Numbe. r Title and Date

10-26 Organization and Functions, Office of the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Force
Development, April 70

11-1 Changes to the Department of Defense Five-
Year Defense Program, March 68, w/Cl, July 68

11-3 Documenting, Updating and Publishing the Five-
Year Defense Program, December 68, w/Cl,
April 70

11-5 Staff Responsibilities and Relationships of
FYDP Major Program/Program Element Directors,
February 70

11-6 Program and Budget Guidance System, March 69

11-8 Base Operations, July 69

15-17 Select Committee, 6 March 1970, with C4,
January 71

15-22 Program Guidance and Review Committee, March
1970, with C3, January 71

15-23 Budget Review Committee, March 70, with C2,
December 70

18-5 Force Accounting System, January 68

18-11 Force Development Management Information
System, June 70

37-1 Financial Management Account Structure, June 69

37-4 Army Staff Budget Responsibilities, July 70

71-1 Preparation of Army Force Development Plan,
27 February 69, with Cl, 22 January 70;
C2, 21 November 70

310-4h The Army Authorization Documents System,
June 70

DA Chief of Staff Memoranda (CSM)

Number Title and Date

69-521 Army Force Development Plan (AFDP), Volume II,
The Army Force Program FY 71 (AFP 71),
December 69

70-23 Change to CSM 69-521, January 70

70-130 Change to CSM 69-521, April 70

70-221 FY 71 Troop Actions Book, June 70

70-331. The Army Force Program, FY 72 (AFP-72)
(AFDP Volume I1), September 70
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OACSFOR Publications

Force Accounting System User's Guide, April 71

Army-Wide Requirements Model for Manpower Support (ARMS),
June 69

Manpower Staffing Factors, September 68 (in revision)

PRIMAR II, Project 3-2, Force Programming, December 68

2. CLASSIFIED DIRECTIVEO AND DOCUMENTS

Memorandum, Secretary of the Army to Secretary of Defense, Subject:
Tentative Fiscal and Logistical Guidance, 21 February 70 (SECRET)

Memorandum, Deputy Secretary of Defense to Service Secretaries,
Chairman JCS, Directors of DOD Agencies, Subject: Fiscal and
Logistical Guidance FY 72-76, 24 March 70 (SECRET)

Memorandum, Assistant Secretaries of the Army (M&RA - FM) to Assistant
Vice Chief of Staff, Subject: Guidance for Preparation of the
Program Objectives Memorandian, 16 April 70 (SECRET)

Memorandum, Under Secretary of the Army to Assistant Vice Chief of
Staff, Subject: Guidance for Preparation of the Program Objectives

Memorandum, 17 April 70 (SECRET)

DA Chief of Staff Memorandum CSM 70-155, Subject: Army Program
Objective Memorandum FY 72-76 (POM FY 72-76), 27 April 70 (SECRET)

The Army Program Objectives Memorandum, FY 72-76, 25 May 70, (SECRET)

(Transmittal by the Secretary of the Army to Secretary of Defense)

DA Program Guidance and Review Committee (RGRC) Numbered Memoranda
* Series from PGRC Memo, Nr. 70-1 to 70-29 Inclusive (classified

individually)

Various Army staff and OACSFOR working papers (notes, talking papers,
work sheets, etc.) associated with preparation of the Army POM

FY 72-76 and military/civilian manpower programs (SECRET)

Military and Civilian Manpower Annexes DA Program and Budget Guidance
to Major Commands and Agencies (Vol Ii), 31 January 71 (SECRET)

Military and Civiiian Manpower Annex data printouts (MANEX computer
listings for update of FYDP FY 71-76) • (Military manpower data as
of 23 March 71; Civilian data as of 1 February 71) (SECRET)

Force Accounting System Data Extract (Special FACTS computer listing)
(Analysis of sample unit military and civilian data elements in LFCS
categories and selected force packages), 29 March 71 (SECRET)

Army Force Development Plans (AFDP) (Reviewed in Pentagon) (SECRET)
AFDP Vol I, FY 72-82
AFDP Vol I, FY 73-83
AFDP Vol II (Army Force Program FY 71 [AFP-71]))
AFDP Vol II (AFP-72; iraft outline only and program troop lists)
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Appendix B

IMP-I TASK 2 1NTERVIEWS AND BRIEFINGS

QACSFOR AGENCIES OTHER HQ, DA AGENCIES

Manpower and Forces Directorate (MFD) Office, ASA (M&RA)

Office of the Director, MF Manpower Div.
Force Development Plans Div. (FDP)

Force Plans Br. (FP) Office, ASA (FM)
Force Structure Br. (nS)

Program Development Div. (PDD) Program/Budget Office
Troop Programs Br. (TP)
Military Programs Br. (MP) Office, AVCSA
Civilian Programs Br. (CP)

Utilization and Standards Div. (US) Program and Financial
Manpower Measurement Br. (MM.) Analysis Group (PFAG)
(AFIC 4odel)

Commnand Requirements and OCA (Asst. Director of Army
Allocation Div. (CRA) Budget, (Progrra•s

Force Accounting Div. (FA)
(FAS System Manager) Military Programs Office

(FYDP Manager)
Organization, Unit Training and
Readiness Directorate COT)

Unit Authorizations Div. (AU)
(TAADS System Manager)

ACSFOR FDMIS BRIEFINGS

Information and Data Systems Office (IDSO)

SACo and supporting systems (TAADS,
FAS, BOIP, TOE, etc.)

US Army Management Systems Support Agency (USAMSSA)

MANEX Files (FYDP)
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The material in this appendix supplements Chap. 2, "Factors

Affecting Manpower Programming."

DOD COnTROLS AND CONSTRAINTS

Management Constraints

The Department of Defense Planning, Programming, and Budgeting

System (DOD PPBS)-outlined in a following section-is a formal manage-

ment control system that constrains the development of resource programs

by the Army and other Services. Significant changes were made in the

DOD PPBS as it operated beginning in calendar year 1970 for the cycle

leading up to the authorization requests included in the FY72 Army budget

submission. These changes were in policy as well as procedure.

Policy Changes. A DOD official involved in the PPBS credited a

major policy change to the incumbent Office of the Secretary of Defense

(OSD) Laird-Packard team philosophy of "participatory management" by the

Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and Service Secretaries in program and

budget development. "Participatory management" is described as giving

the Secretary of Defense good possible choices in alternative ways of

getting the most military output within existing constraints. The

underlined phrase indicates two important conditions of the DOD manage-

ment processes. First, the current Administration has reinstalled the

practice of assigning fiscal ceilings to the DOD for the development of

Defense programs and the ensuing budgets. In turn, DOD subdivides this

*C. G. Nuckols, Astit. Director, Cost Analysis Directorate, Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis) (OASD[SAI),
at the Fifth Annual DOD Cost Research Symposium, 214 Mar 70.
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ceiling by allocation to the Army, other Services and Defense agencies

based upon the DOD interpretation of national priorities and strategies.

This interpretation may be at variance with those of the JCS and the

Services. The resulting Service program submissions, however, must con-

form in detail to these fiscal constraints in a number of ways.

Within the PPBS control network, participatory management appear:;

to consist of formal Service appeals against DOD constraintn as these

become increasingly rigorous during the annual cycle. These reclnmas

record the Services' concerns regarding force structure and related

resource inadequacies. Most participatory management activities probably

occur in channels outside the formal PPBS network. It can only be specu-

lated that such discussions among top management officials of DOD and the

Department of the Army (DA) may clarify issues or questions on programs

but do little to ameliorate the controls and constraints to which the

DA must respond. Thus it would appear that, participatory maiagfrmrnt in

the PPBS notwithstanding, the Office of the Secretary of Defensc (OSD)

will continue to exercise stringent constraints on all phases of rc;ource

authorization programc of the Services. The DOD intent in this, regard

was indicated by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analy:.-s)

(ASD[SA]) in early 1970 in commenting on budget p-'rssures on DOD

management.

With the Army being a manpower-oriented Service, and manpower costs

representing a substantial portion of its programs and budget, OSD

management controls and constraints could possibly become even more

onerous in this critical Army resource area. The politica]. sensitivity

of Army manpower requirements would contribute to the pressures of such

constraints, particularly with regard to the relations of uniformed

military manpower and civilian manpower.

As shown in Fig. C-1, previous PPBS program development procedures

entailed a stream of detailed individual Program Change Requests (PCR)

to the Army portion of the DOD Five-Year Defense P-ogran, (FYDP) and

corresponding responses from DOD in the form of Program Change Decisions

*Remarks by Dr. Gardiner Tucker, (ASD)(SA), at the Fifth annual

DOD Cost Symposium, 24 Mar 70.
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(PCD), acting on the PCRs. With Army programs evolving on this piece-

meal basis, the formulation of the initial Army budget submission was

the vehicle for the comparison and adjustment of resource and military

and civilian manpower allocations accumulated from the PCIR-PCD procedures.

Beginning in calendar year 1970, DOD deemphasized the PCR-PCD procedure3

as the basis of programming in the PPBS. Instead, submission of a

Service department Program Objective Memorandum (POM) in response to

comprehensive OSD fiscal allocation guidance for the period 1f'72-1,776

was required. The purpose of the POX was to elicit a detailed statement

of the Services' force and resource needs for the period covered by the

FYDP. In essence the resource allocations in the P(O4 (i.e., force

structure, manpower, materiel), following OSD review and decisions, wore

to provide the basis on which Service budget submissions for FY72 would

be predicated. The Army POM required the detailed development of Army

forces, military and civilian manpower allocations, other resource needs,

and associated cost estimates for these programs.

Specific DOD Constraints on Army Program Development

Preparation of the POM is initiated by the OSD Fiscal Guidanxce

Memorandum (FGM), under the revised DOD PPBS procedures. The first lGM

was issued by the Deputy Secretary of Defense to all Service Secretarie,-;

and heads of Defense Agencies in March 1970 for the FY72-FY7( P04 develop-

ment. The POM force structure and resource programs required by the

FGM were not zero-based but projected from the DOD-approved funding

levels for the 2 fiscal years preceding the budget year, as reflected

in the President's budget and the FYDP.

Issuance of the FGM culminated the discussion among OSD, JCS, Service

Secretariats and their respective senior staff officials during the

planning phase for program development. This period cf "participatory

management" activity afforded presentation of Service views and competinC

arguments concerning national strategy, force levels and tentative DOD

allocations of fiscal and logistical resources among claimants. Thus,

the FGM served both as an OSD decision paper on these views and arguments

"as well as establishing program development controls over the Services'

POM preparation at the Departmental level.
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FOM Constraints. The FGM comprised a narrative policy directive

and a set of fiscal guidance tables for- each of the preceding and current

fiscal years (FY70-FY7T), the budget year (FY72) and 4 program years

(FY73-FY76). The narrative provided direction to Service Secretaries for

POM development and explicit instructions governing the application of

the fiscal guidance tables. The common format of the fiscal guidance

tables established categories of forces, missions, and costs to which

funding allocations were assigned for each Service and Defense agency,

where appropriate.

The common denominator for fiscal allocation to these fiscal guidance

categorics was constant (FY70) dollar aggregations, expressed as Total

Obligational Authority (TOA). TOA is defined as "The total financial

requirement of the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP) or any component

thereof required to support the approved program of a given year."'2

The fiscal guidance categories specifically applicable to the Army are

shown in Table C-1.

The FGM required that the Army POM consist of a base program, alter-

native program, and a decremented program. The specified nature of these

programs, as outlined below, in conjunction with the application of the

fiscal guidance tables, were the major constraint parameters to whic;h

the DA management level had to conform.

Base Case Program. The base case program provided for the DOD

objective of a balance of forces and missions among all Services within

the total DOD TOA ceiling. As indicated in Table C-1, the FGM specified

certain categories for which assigned funding levels had to be adhered

to in Army force structure and resource program development, in addition

to the total Service ceiling. The DA termed these specified base case

program fiscal guidance categories as "OSD fences." These fences con-

strained any reallocation of funding by the DA to the other unfenced

categories, and were required to be carried through the entire 5-year

program period of the POM.

Alternative Program. The alternative program allowed the DA to

disregard the OSD fences and propose specific changes to the base case

program, still within the Service total ceiling. This permitted reallo-

cation of funds among all fiscal guidance categories to provide better

program balance from the DA viewpoint.

c-6



Table C-1

OSD Fiscal Guidance Categories for Allocation
of Army TOA Dollars, FY72-FY76

MAJOR MISSION FORCES

Strategic Forcesa
Defensive
Control and Surveillance

Land Forcesa'b
Mobility Forces

Total Major Mission Forces

OTHER MISSIONS

Intelligence and Securitya

Communications
Research and Developmenta
Support to Other Nationsa

MASF
Procurement Allies War Reserve Stocks

Total Other Missions

GENERAL SUPPORT

Bases and Individual Support
"Training
Command
Logistics

Total General Support

TOTAL TOA $ = Army Ceilinga'c

aOSD "Fences" on base program.

Fence applies to total of DOD General Purpose Forces (sum of Land

Forces, Tactical Air Forces, Naval Forces).

c Total reduced for decrementa]. program.

Note: FYDP program elements arc assigned to each category by DOD
19directive.
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Decremented Program. In anticipating the contingency of further

reduction in the total Defense ceiling for the budget year, the Service

departments were assigned a uniform large reduction or "decrement" of

the TOA ceilings of the base case and alternative programs. This decre-

ment was also applicable to the h program years. This annual decrement

was distributed by Army management so as to permit the best obtainable

balance between desired force structure and estimated available support-

ing resource programs.

DOD Methodologieal Constraints. Preceding the formal issuance of

the OSD FGM, the DOD staff in January 1970 produced the detailed document

"Illustrative Force an i)urce Annex.''32 Included in this volume are

numbers of tables depiL ; Army forces, military and civilian manpower,

and funds (TOA) distributed and translated in various categories and

functions. Examples of the kinds of translations reflected were those

which translated fiscal guidance categories to the FYDP programs, or

to the appropriations budget structure.

These various tabular constructions reflected the DOD staff concep-

tion of how the Army should be composed, manned, and funded and may have

been of considerable influence on the decisions reflected in the subse-

quent OSD fiscal guidance. The illustrative force and resource annex

also included a section on DOD manpower computational methodologies,

military and civilian manpower ratios and factors and allocation rules,

which supported how these determinations were made. These DOD manpower

computational methods and factors were not formally directive in nature

relative to Army manpower program development for the POM. Nonetheless,

as the basis for both tentative and final OSD fiscal guidance it is

logical that they represented very real constraints on how the Army

constructed its manpower programs, since they provided a set of criteria

against which these programs could be evaluated during DOD review and

OSD decisions on the P0M programs.

DOD PPBS Controls

The various DOD constraints discussed above are exercised through

the structure of the formal DOD PPBS system prescribed in Department of

Defense Instructions (DODI) 7O45.7.2 Figure C-2 depicts the DOD PPBS in

network form, which also indicates its interfaces with both the JCS and

HQ DA levels. DOD control is exercised within the system by the
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maintenance of a current DOD FYDP 3 that reflects all DOD approved changes

made within the PPBS net-.:ork. For purposes of analysis of the constraints

and controls inherent within the PPBS that affect resource programming,

the process can be divided into 34 components or stages.

In retaining the direction of flow within the PPBS structure

(Fig. C-2), several stages that do not impose resource programming

constraints have been shown. These are identified as such in the key to

Fig. C-2 and will not be specifically addressed. Other stages represent

intermediate processes and, likewise, will not be addressed. The stages

are described sequentially below, and those identifi'ed as imposing con-

straints will be discussed in terms of their effects.

The current DOD k`YDP is the starting point for the PPBS cycle. The

FYDP constitutes the approved program base subject to update by PDvis, PCDs,

PBDz, or Secretary of Defense memorandums. These media constitute formal

OSD authorization for a FYDP change. Changes can be made to the FYDP

without prior OSD approval within certain confines. These confines or

threshold changes constitute a constraint on the freedom with which Lhe

DA can make program changes.

Allowable changes for the budget year (BY) can be expressed in terms

of forces, manpower, and costs. Force changes to the FYDP are permitted

among program elements as long as they do not require additional TOA or

manpower. Changes may be made within the approved TOA by cost category

during the period July-December unless specifically negated in the

annual budget estimate submission instructions or by separate memorandum.

No changes are allowed to the approved TOA during the period January-June.

Below threshold FYDP, changes can be accomplished by the Secretary of

the AmDy for particular program elements (PEs) when the changes remain

below $10 million or, in the case of manpower, below 300 military or

civilian manpower spaces.

Volume II (Analysis and Force Tabulations) of the JSOP - stage 8 -

contains the analyses, rationale, and force level objectives developed

from the national security and military objectives as outlined in JSOP-I

and the Strategic Guidance Memorandum issued by OSD. The Army military

manpower data for JSOP-II represent constrained force levels within the

strategy guidance issued by the Secretary of Defense.
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Issuance of the Tentative Fiscal Guidance Memorandum (TFGM) - stage

10 - represents the first imposition of fiscal constraints on the here-

tofore strategy-guided Army force structure and manpower levels. The

final I'GM - stage 14 - defines the total financial constraints within

which the DOD force structure will be developed and reviewed.

The JFM - stage 15 - provides the recommended force levels, support

programs, and manpower levels constrained by the parameters of the T.GM.

The JFM includes individual program costs and military manpower summaries

of the constrained force level summarized by major mission and support

categories. The JFM further compares the costs of the recommended forces

and the support programs with the approved FYDP program base line as

stated in the Annual Program and Budget Review schedule.

Development of the POM - stage 16 - produces total program require-

ments and proposed force, military and civilian manpower authorizations,

and cost (TOA) implications under FGM constraints. Additionally the POI

provides the rationale for any deviations from the FYDP base file and the

JFM and the risk assessment and military advantages to be gained.

The Program and Budget Review schedule enforces time constraints for

submission of various items of documentation to OSD. The schedule is

revised as necessary. The following items are contained in the original

and revised schedule: the base program from which all proposed changes

will be made, a specific date for the submission of the POM, identifica-

"tion of special reviews and studies to be conducted during the calendar

cycle, and the date for a meeting to discuss major force issues between

OSD, JCS, and the Service departments.

PDM - stage 19 - are issued following OSD review of the POM in light

of the JSOP-I, II, the Joint R&D Objective Memorandum (JROD), and the

JFM. Within 2 weeks after receipt of each PDM, Service comments (reclamas)

must be submitted to OSD. On an "as-required" basis, the Assistant See-

retary of Defense (Comptroller) (ASD(C]) will issue a PCD that will

direct FYDP updates to be submitted. The PCD includes any special update

and program structure changes necessary for the specific update.

During stage 27, Seivice budget estimates are prepared based on the

approved programs resulting from incorporating the effects of all PDMs

on the POM through a predetermined date (announced through the Program

C-l1
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and Budget Review). The budget estimates include the BY and the 2 prior

fiscal years. PBD - stage 29 - are addressed to specific budgetary issue-3

and are related to the appropriations budget activity structure.

As indicated previously, the DOD FYDP is central to the overall. DOD

control exercised through the PPBS. However, the Army programs developed

for the POM must also be structured in the fiscal guidance categories

(FGC) of the OSD FGM, as well as in the appropriations budget program

classifications (Army Management Structure [AMS]). Additionally, Army

force structure and programmed military manpower moust be displayed in

the DOD Land Forces Classification System (LFCS) categorizations. During

program and budget formulation-following stages 19 to 26 in lig. C-2-

the FYDP and appropriations budget structures prevail. The implications

of these multiple program classifications in Army manpower programming

system operations are developed in a subsequen'. section of this appendix.

DA •MNAGEMENT COntROIS AND CONSTRAINTS

Interpretation of DOD Constraints

The DA Management Problem. The Headquarters (]IQ) DA management

level comprises the Army Secretariat and Office, Chief of Staff, Army

(OCSA) and their immediate supporting staff offices (Fig. 2-2, Chap. 2).

DA management plays a significant role in responding to the DOD controls

and constraints. It is also confronted with some difficult internal

control problems. Principal among these is the translation and reaggrc-

gation of the OSD FGM into more finite snd meaningful terms. This task

must also take into account the institutional nature of the functional

organization of HQ DA and the varied operating responsibilities of the

Army staff agencies throughout the PPBS cycle. As discussed in Chap. 2,

based on their knowledge of Army needs, these senior officials must make

initial choices on how best to allocate resources and dollars among pro-

grams. There is the necessity of deciding early in program development

just what to "buy" among competir,g Army claimants for TOA dollars as the

result of carry-overs of prior years' shortfalls and certain fixed pro-

grams. Priority must be determined among manpower, materiel, and

services, relative to the size of the Army force structure deemed

attainable within OSD fiscal guidance. In coping with these competing

requirements and priorities for resource allocation, DA management also

C-12
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seeks to obtain a relatively smooth projection of resources over time.

This is essential in order to minimize wide year-to-year fluctuations In

forces, manpower, arid long-range investment programs, while at the same

time providing for necessary operating support.

Implementation of DA Management Coru'ols

Basis. The central program control requirement of DA management is

to adjust planned Army objective requirements for forces, manpower, annd

other resources into proposed authorizations programs that respond to

DOD constraints. The Army's planned requirements are expressed in the

Prmy Force Development Plan, Vol I (AI;DP-I), produced by the Army staff

planning process as the vehicle for the DOD-JCS-DA conferences leading

to program development in the PPBS (see Fig. C-2). AI'DP-T contains the

DA-approved base-line force and military and civilian manpower i-equi're-

ments. Military manpower requirements are derived from and displayed

principally in terms of the Army force structure. However, in kecpiw¶

with present DA manpower policies and traditional Army practice, civilian

manpower in AFDP-I is identified separately from the force structure.

It is expressed principally in terms of the appropriation budget claýsi-

fications from which civilian employee compensation is funded, andý

allocated to Army commands and agencies. These disjunct modes of develop-

ing and expressing military and c;ivilian manpower in -eequirements p1anninir

are carried through into POM program development. The effect of this

carry-over is to perpetuate the separate approaches to military and

civilinan manpower and the separate programming paths in ourrent system

operations (Table D-l, App D).

The offices and staffs of the Assistant Secretary of' the Army (Man-

power and Reserve Affairs) (ASA(M&[RA]) and the Assistant Vice Chief of

Staff, Army (AVCSA) collaborate in translating OSD fiscal guidance con-

straints into programming guidelines for the Army staff. The offtice of

the AVCSA also performs continuing coordination with the various func-

tional Army staff agencies for programming data development ar.d mana04cmcnr

reviews as programs evolve.

The ]A initial guidance for Army PF72-rY76 program development took

the form of an Army Secretariat Memorandum issued in mid-April 1970.1)

This paper set down alternative and preferred approaches for the
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development of the three cases required for the POM by the OSD F11.

Thase approaches were further amplified by varioue constraints, expressed

in terms of aggregated LFCS force structure categories and military man-

power strength control totals for the various LFCS categories qp)rcad by

timne through the 5-year progrannaing perJod. Certain military ,nanpower

strength adjustments were specified to refl-ct various force Struct'.ire

ctnges projected for the programming years. Civilian mtunpowor guidance

was more gei±eralized and expressed p]incipally in app-roprJaleion budget

program terms. The overall manner in which DOD constraint.; were trans-

posed to internal DA program controls and constraints is shown in

Fig. 2-3, Chap. 2. The alternative and preferred approaches in this

guidance implied requirements for extensivc programming iterations by

functional staff agencies: with frequcnt inagement-level reviews for
the evaluation of outcomes and adjustments of allocations as the P014

programo evolved. The Secretariat guidance was also supplemented by

procedural and policy guidance from the CSA to the Army statf. 1 2

The Ass-itant Chief of Staff for Force Development (ACS"OR) vas

formally assigned r'esponsibility for the development, coordination, and

submission of the completed Army POM program documentation. However,

as indicated above and in Chap. 2, the principal coordinating agency

within the DA management level was the AVCSA assisted by the Select

Committee (SELCOM) and Program Guidance Review Committee (PGRC). Thus,

the AVCSA further translated the Secretariat-CSA guidance into pro-

gramming guidance to the Army staff. Individual members of the PGRC

acted as the channel, to the respective parent staff agencies for trans-

mission of this implementing guidance (Fig. 2-2B, Chap. 2).

DA Program Control Vehicle. The AVCSA-SEUL0M-PGRC vehicle for

conveying DA management guidance and decisions to the Army staff was a

display format termed the "Force Stiucture/Account Display." 33 A

simplified outline of the major elements of this format is in Table C-2.

This display was also the means used to summarize and .),esent the Army

stuff responses to the alternative and preferred approaohes indicated

in the initial guidance. The Force Structure Account Displaky outlined

in Table C-2 was similar to a summary display used in AFDP-J for the

ex-pressicn of planned mil.itary and civilian manpower reruirementrs. This

C-14
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Table C-2

Force Structure Account Display Format

(Note: The force structure and manpower data are shown for the end of
each of FY71, FY72, FY73. FY74-PY76 are aggregated together.)

Division Forces Div a ssE__Ma

(listed by specific X X sX 000000
oversea areas and X X X 000 000
COmiS ) X X X 000 000

X X X 000 000

Totals XX X)0 X] 000 000
Special Mission 000

General Support 000

Trained Individuais 000
Trainees 000

End Strength 000

TOA ($ Millions)
FM72 FY73 FY76 FY75 FY76F MpAa,b .....

oMa

PEMAa
RDTFa
MCAa
"ReservesRppAa

"NGpAa
L •OMANCa

MCARa
MCA,,,Ga

"Total Military Man-years ( 0 0 0 s)c
FY72 FY73 FY74 FY75 Ff76

Civilian Man-years (00s)d
FY72 FY73 FY7•4 FY75 FY76

alSI, initial support increments; SSI, sustaining support increment;

MPA, military personnel, Army; OMA, operation and maintenance, Army;
SP-4A, procurement of equipmenti and missiles, Army; RDTE, research, p evelop-
went, test and evaluation; MCA, military construction, Army; RPA, reserve'

t personnel, Vrmy; NGPA, National Guard personnel, Army; 0MANG, operation

and maintenance, Army National Guard; MCAR, military construction, Army
• Reserve; MCANG, military construction, Army National Guard.

bSelected priority or decremeni -d programs identified under each

appropriation.

cý4i1itary man-years specified for r-elected higrh-priority programs.

dCivilian man-years based on an assumed FY71 civilien end strength.
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display, with appropriate data filled in, was provided for each of the

three inputs required for the POI; i.e., the base case program, the Army

a3 ternative program, and the decremented program (Table C-I). The LFCS

force structure and military manpower portion of this format was spread

by the budget year (FY72) and I4 program years (FY73-FY76), projected

from the current fiscal year, with annual end-year levels of the number

of division forces and military manpower strengths for the categories

shown. The manpower end strengths for each category and for trained,

trainee, and total military strengths were major constraints to be ob-

served by Army staff agencies in the coordination and development of

force structure and military manpower authorization programs for the IO-1.

The lower part of the format restructured the OSD fiscal guidance

TOA allocations into appropriation budget program terms. Under these

headings, the Secretariat allocation decisions and specified "floors"

for high-priority program funding were indicated, as well as those

programs to which the annual decrement was applied. Certain of these

programs were reflected under more than one appropriation heading.

SAFEGUARD, for example, was shown under all appropriations except those

for Reserves. Dollar constraints on both military and civilian manpower

were stated for each fiscal year in man-year terms (the arithmetical

average of beginning and end-year manpower strengths used for calculating

manpower costs). In contrast to the specificity of force structure and

military manpower distribution and control strengths, civilian manpower

was expressed only in aggregated terms of current fiscal year total end

strength and man-year totals for the budget and program years.

The differenceL; in the level of categorization and distribution of

military manpower program control strengths in the force structure

account displays was notable in comparison to the much more generalized

guidance for civilian manpower prograrmming. It was consistent, however,

with the manner in which military and civilian manpower requirements

are planned in AFDP-I and authorizations programs subsequently developed,

as described in App D. The nature of these differences would appear to

have a major effect on both ACSFOR progranmiing activities and higher

management levels in making tradeoffs and allocations of these two kinds

of Army manpower during subsequent detailed program development, co-

ordination, and review. This is owing to the lack of any discernible
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and rational linkage of military and civilian manpower in some directly

comparable way, within the three-dimensional nature of the Army manage-

ment constraints on program development shown in Fig. C-3. In one

dimension these constraints are the bounds on the development of the
interdependent resource programs for which the various functional- Army

staff agencies are responsible. In another dimension they bound the

TOA program development of these agencies in their differing roles as

appropriations directors and program and subprogram directors. Within

these boundaries the lack of a central point of reference for the visible

correlation of the manpower aspects of these two dimensions with the

constraints of the third is evident. Thus neither DA management nor

manpower programming a':tivities has any apparent means of determining
if programmed allocations of military and civilian manpower are .3ound

and valid or tradeoffs available within cost constraints. TTis condi-

tion is further complicated by the continuing adjustments in the various

elements of the force structure account displays resulting fran program

development reviews and the differing bases from which military and

civilain manpower authorizations are derived.

DA PROGRAm DEVELORENIT PROCESS CONSTRAINTS

Constraints of Organizational Complexity

The nature of the foregoing problems can be illustrated by a graphic

representation (Fig. C-4) of the task responsibilities and relations of

the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development (OACSFCR)

and the other functional Army staff agencies in the program development

process resulting from the implementation of DA management controls and

constraints. Figure C-4 shows the staff activities assigned by Chief of

Staff Memorandum (CSM) 1 2 to the Army staff for FOM program development

and submission during the calendar year 1970 P014 exercise, and is the

basis for the following analysis.

The complexities encountered in 1,e POM development process can be

broadly categorized by the problems they create. Notable is the fraction-

alization of the decision-making process among the several staff elemcnts.

This requires that tradeoffs involving resource allocations-both manpower

and dollars-must go through numerous reiterations before arriving at the

levels reflected in AVCSA/PGRC guidance. Compounding this situation are
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the several different types of interdependencies involved in developing

the various POM programs and subprograms. One type is where an adjust-

ment in resources for one program will require compensating adjustment:-,

to be made in other programs. For example, an adjustment involving an

increase in civilian strength for one program will have to be compensated

by a decrease in another program. These particular programs can also

support tradeoffs between civilian and military personnel. The possibility

for tradeoffs exists in three areas-civilian for civilian within and

between programs, civilian fo-- military, and military for civilian within j
programs. The problem is to establish the relations under which these

tradeoffs can be made. Maintenance of the FYDP requires that such resource

changes be reflected by an adjustment at program element detail for the

affected programs. In working in such detail, it appears that the re-

lations necessary for making manpower tradeoffs-optimized according

to specified criteria-became buried within the complexity of the process.

Another form of interdependency inherent in the PCM development

process is the situation in which Army staff program directors17,34

must rely on information furnished by other staff elements. This imposes

an additional constraint in terms of the amount of time available to

complete the POM development process.
Viewing the Army PO,', program development process (Fig. C-4) as a

series of interdependent tasks provides a method of examining the com-

plexities described above. Each diamond on the chart represents a

particular POM-related task. The center of the diamond indicates the

specific assignment to be accomplished. The top and bottom portions

identify the Anny functional staff agencies involved in the task. The

office or staff agency at the top of the diamond is assigned responsi-

bility for performance of the task; the recipient of the results is

shown at the bottom. Lines between tasks indicate the dependency of one

task on another.

As Fig. C-4 indicates, the O1tA program development comprises task 6

(in which the Comptroller cf the Army (COA) develops a spread of OMA TOA),

task 7 (COA's preparation of an OMA program submission schedule), tasks

* 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14 (which require the five staff elements shown to

provide information on the programs for which they are responsible),

C-20
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task 25 (submission of the initial OMA program), task 26 (providing the

fiscal guidance distribution for the OMA program), and, finally, task 27

(the submission of the revised OMA program). The OMA program development.

path illustrates some of the interdependencies involved in portionn of the

POM development process. For example, task 9, in which OACSFOR develops

information for FYDP-OMA programs !, 2, and 10, depends on the information

provided by DCSPER on medical service strengths and TTPS strength. Like-

wise the development of FYDP-OMA program 3 by ACSC-E depends on informa-

tion from 0ACSFOR and ACSI.

The fractionalization of the civilian manpower allocation process

can also be traced using the OMA path as an example. Fractionalization

occurs in the case where each of the OMA program directors must allocate

civilian manpower spaces independent of the programming actions of the

other program directors. Reprogramming actions involving tradeoffs

between programs require first a decision at a level higher than the

program directors and second the subsequent reprogramming of all pro-

grams on whicn the decision impacts. The difficulty with this process

is that not all the factors affected by the decision are Known at the

time of the decision. Consequently a reiteration of the programming

cycle is required to establish the,3e factors. The result is that the

j' process of developing a particular OMA program must be repeated several

times before the best obtainable resource levels by PE are established.

J Time Constraints in Program Development

The POM task network can be used to illustrate the time constraints

Sunder which the POM is developed. Firgure C-5 shows the same POM develop-

"ment tasks as Fig. C-h except that suspense dates-those assigned by
12

CSM -have been associated with several of the tasks. The D-dates for

particular tasks represent the suspense dates as calculated from the date

the final force and manpower decision was received or D-day. There might

be some incongruity in these dates because the CSM, guidance assigned

suspense dates in terms of both D-dates and calendar dates. The calendar

dates have been converted to D-dates (several of which might be off by

1 or 2 days owing to conversion), but this should be satisfactory for

illustrative purpose-ý
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It should be noted that some tasks were completed before the

receipt of the final force and manpower decision (see key, Fig. C-5).

Also, separately identified are those tasks for which COA imposed internal

suspense dates. The majority of these tasks are those associated with

the submission of FYDP-OMA budget programs.

By examining a few of the task suspense dates a good view cart be

had of the close time constraints to which Army staff programming

offices had to respond for development of the POM program. The day

following receipt of the final force and manpower decision (D+l), OACSFOF,

had to provide ODCSPER with trained strength targets (Task 2). On D+3,

OACSFOR provided manpower breakouts to the staff (Task 1). These would

be furnished to the staff program and subprogram directors as shown on

the chart. Approximately 5 days were permitted to develop the 0MA pro-

grams, which require the completion of Tasks 3 to 14 and culminate in the

submission of the initial OMA submission in Task 25.

It is interesting to note the variance in initial program submission

dates for the other major programs. The Reserve Components program

(Task 22) on D+2 and the PFMA and RDTE programs (Tasks 33 and 19) on

D+5 were required to be submitted quite early in the process. All revised

program sul missions were to be made to OACSFOR by D+15 with the final PO,14

submission scheduled for D+19.

The overall constraints imposed by the POM development process on

resource programming might be summarized as a combination of process

"complexity and time limitations, stemming from HQ DA organization and

the related Army staff program and fiscal management responsibilities.

Throughout the POM program development processes described in the

. foregoing, military manpower authorizations are esentially associated

with the programmed force structure within total Army military end

strengths. They are expressed principally in terms of unit strength

aggregations in the FYIP, FGC, and AX' program elements and for the com-

putation of the MPA appropriation programs by ODCSPER. Conversely,

civilian manpower authorizations and allocations are fractionalized and

diffused, owing to the budget-based approach in use for authorizations

development. These considerations are examined further below.
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MULTIPLE PROGRAM CIASSIFICATION STRUCTURES

General

Previous reference has been made to the Problems posed by the vario's

prescribed program classification structures as these relate to the appli-

cation of DOD-DA controls and constraints in the PPBS cycle. The followint'

analysis provides detailed background on these multiple program cla:s~i Ii-

cations with regard to Armyr manpower programming.

Figure C-6 shows the four principal programming structures within

which military and civilian manpower and force authorizations must be

developed, coordinated, recorded, and funded. Also shown are some of the

assigned Army Staff major program and fiscal management responsibilities

related to the systems. As portrayed in Fig. C-6, these programming

structures are visualized as a four-sided "exploded" box within which

program and budget activities ensue. The joints or hinges between the

sides of the box indicates the points through which prcgram data can be

translated from one structure to the other. The shaded bars indicate

how military and civilian manpower data elements are distributed in the

various structures. The accompanying numbered notes provide references

to tne official documentation and brief descriptive information for each

system.

FYDP Structure
2

This is the DOD-prescrihed system for reflecting all approved

forces, resources, and related budget-fiscal data. As such, its purpose

is to provide the approved authorization bases for The current. and pre-

vious fiscal years, the coming budget year, and 4 out years. In terms of

program content, each of the 10 programs is broken down by DOD into ri .t,'

of alphanumeric codes and word descriptors, identified as IYTDP PEs.

There is a wide disparity of PE detail content within the 10 programs,

ranging from 7 PEs in Program 10, 24 in Program 7, 93 in Program 2, and

147 in Program 6. These PEs represent units and organizations, materiel,

manpower, and TOA dollars. TOAs may also be grouped and identified by

budget appropriations nomenclature pertaining to a PE.

As noted on Fig. C-6, an Army Staff Program: Director is assigned

for each FYDP Program. He is responsible for the development, coordina-
tion, justification, tense, and management of his progratn. This respon-

sibility can get complicated, however, by the fact that the Program
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IFCI
(1) DOD prescribed system fur reflecting all approved forces, resources,

rrp FOOS A o M and budgetary data (Ref: DODI 7045.7, 7045.8)
ed. 'Admin. IS SpI.Me ,.*1Cr ~ (2) Major Program Directors are responsible far development, coordina-

GPA Assoc.Au Najtions 0f ioin, justification kind management of assigned programs and re-

sources. (CSR 11-5)

DCS DC AC- r 1 .'~Ur'-(3) Army Program Element descriptions arid codes prescribed in DOD

PER PR FORHandbook 7045.7-H. Each program element within a majcr program
is assigned a Program Element Director from Army Staff agency

SPCAW !C$with functional interest (CSR 1 1-5). -

(.1(4) The budget structure is required~ by Congress for budget rev'iews
I and legislative authorizations. Detailed structure o4 each appropri-

ation and the AMS code is specified in AR 37-100-71.

9'W K 97?PLA(5) Appropriations Directors ore responsible for preparation, coordina-
tion and justification of respective appropriation budget programs

(CSR 37-4). Statutory responsibility for management of appropriattd
ýrP.o~lqI _A'fund obligation.

CiANg WC;'%' % CEf RCOlC 0 (6) OMA Budget Program structure corresponds to FYDP Program struc-

C ture, less Program 6 (R&D (AR 137-100-71). FYOP Major Program

Directors are also OMA Budget Program Directors, with Sub-program

Directors assigned froiýi Army Staff agency with functional interest
I ~ (CSR 37-4).

- -'II'(7) Fiscal Guidance Categories (FGC) are contnined in annual 050
Tentative Fiscal Guidance Memorandum. Total Obligationalct-t-.TIIl Authority (TOA) is allocated by FGC for preparation of Army Pro-

- gram Objective Memorandum (POM). (D001 1045.7)

V*.!'s T(8) Program elements ate th.2 some as used in the FYDP but are re-
)r grouped within Fiscal Guidance Categories. (OASD(SA) Memoran-

dlum, "Definition of the Fiscal Guidance Categories by Program
Element," 25 Nov 1970).

(9) LFCS is a non-finaircial system prescribed for Army force structure
Il-ryand military manpower Programming and analysis on a "force package"

IFPLAN basls. (DASD(R&LFA) Memorandum, "The Armiy and
Macrine Corps Forc:e Classification System," 1 May 68). Civilian
manpower not included in LFCS.

'CNGB, Chiet, Nationanl Guard Bureau; CAR, Chiiet, Army Reserve;
UIC, unit identificaiion code; AMSC. Arn-y Managemeni Structure code,-

/ FPLAN, Farce Plan Code; ALO, ouihorizod levet of organization;

IDASD (R&LFA), Deput,; Assistant Secretary of Defense tar Regional I
ond Land Forces Anatysi s.

6 G-(7) Fig. C-6-Clas sifi cation Systems Proscribed for Programming Army Resources and Forces



Director does not, in all cases, control all PEa in his program. This is

because each of the PEa within the 10 programs is also assigned a PE

Director who may or may not be from the Program Director's functional

agency. For example, in Program 7, DCSLOG is Program Director, and all

24 PE Directors are designated from ODCSLOG. On the other hwid, for

Program 2, ACSFOR as Program Director has the PE Directc.':; for 5) or

slightly more than half of the 93 Program 2 PEs. DCSOPS is PE Director

for six PEs in Program 2, DCSLOG for 10, and CRD for 18. ACSI.uR must

obtain and coordinate the PE inputs of the other PE Directors Involved.

Similarly in Program 8, DCSPER as Program Director shares PE directorships

with the functional interests of ACSC-E, The Surgeon General (TSG), The

Adjutant General (TAG), and DCSLOG. In Program 9, PE Directors besides

DCSPER are DCSLOG, ACSFOR, ACSC-E, and COA.

To show the manpower relation in the FYDP structure, Table C-3

summarizes by FYDP program the number of PEs in each program that

include manpower spaces in terms of military only, military and civilian

together in a single PE, and civilian only.

Table C-3
a

FYDP Manpower PE Summary

Program 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 TOTAL

Military Only 5 30 - - - 2 - 5 2 - 4

Military & Civilian 7 3 19 8 1 8 6 5 6 3 29

Civilian Only 1 1 -. .. j . 2

Total Manpower PE 13 64 19 9 13 10 160 201 3 175

a Based on October 1970 FYDP for Army forces only. Does not include
military and civilian manpower of Army elements of DOD asd certain joint
activities.
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In the PE in Table C-3, military spaces ere identified only as

officers, enlisted, and total spaces. Civilian spaces may be identified

as US direct hire, foreign national direct hire, foreign national in-

direct hire, or aui aggregate of all three. Manpower space data in a PE

may range from more than 15,000 officer and enlisted spaces identified

with a combat division program element on down to two civilian foreign •.

national direct hire spaces asusociated with the PE of a field headquarters.

TOA for PE military spaces is identified as 1MPA dollars. TOA for

civilian manpower is not separately identified but is included within

dollar amounts identified with budga appropriations (i.e., OMA, PEMA,

MCA, etc.) from which the PE is funded.

As a principal DOD management control, the FYDP attempts to homoge-

nize Army forces, manpower, materiel, and fiscal implications on an

across-the-board basis with those of the other Services. The FYDP progr-am

structux-e obtains for the DOD a greater degree of fiscal and functional

program control than that afforded by the appropriations budget structure.

It is a sophisticated and coriplex method of capturing and accounting for

the vast resource detail of all the Services. However, despite the PE

detail involved, the FYDP program structure does not provide a vehicle

w.thin thi. DA for meaningful comparison of military and civilian manpower

authorizations and allocations for two reasons: First, the Pr manpower

content ib derived in markedly different ways in the current programming

system (Chap. 2 and App D). Second, tWe MYDP structure does not reflect

the Army as a coherent uniquely-structured manpower-oriented system

relative to Army mission, functions, and command organization. For these

reasons the FYDP program classifications and PE detail tend to obscure

the relation between military and civilian manpowver within HQ DA and

contribute to tha difficulty of meaningful comperison and evaluation of

military and civilian allocations.

Additionally the FYDP program structure outlined in Fig. C-6 and

Table C-3 and the fractionated Program Director-Proram Element Director

responsibilities require detailed ACSFOR coordination of all program

elements-particularly those involving civilian manpower authorizations- 2

throughout the operations of the PPBS cycle (App D). Thus the magnitude

of the coordination tasks to be accomplished by OACSFOR Manpowe: and

0-28
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Forces Directorate (MFD) programming activities is critical, especially 1
in view of the previously described time constraints.

OSD Fiscal Guidance Categories

The above examination of fhe FYDP is also germane to the OSD FGC

depicted as the bottom side of the box in Fig. C-6, with one notable

difference. That is, the FGCs constitute a unique program classification

structure, applied only once during the development of the Army P014

programs in response to the OSD F'GM under the revised DOD PPBS procedures. 2

DOD has specified the use of the FYDP PEs for use as 'he PE within

the FGC, as indicated or Fig. C-6. However, it should be noted also that

the FGCs do not correspond directly to the FYDP programs, despite some

similarity of nomenclature between the two. As a result, there is a

"significant regrouping of PEs within the FGCs.19 Illustrative of the

rearrangement of PEa between the FYDP program classifications and the
FGCs is the following.

All program elements for Base Operations reflected in FYDP Programs

1-5 and 7-8 are grouped in the FGC General Support - Base and Individual

Support, under the subcategory, Base Operating Support. Similarly the

j PEs for headquarters elements and operations carried in FYDP Programs

1-5 and 7-9 are grouped under the FGC General Support - Command. FYIDP

Program 5 PEs are distributed throughout the various FGCs since there is

no specific fiscal guidance category for Guard and Reserve forces.

"The DOD proponent for the OSD FGC is the OASD (SA). 1 9 The FYDP is

under the ASD (Comptroller).34 During the IMP-I interviews, it was

attempted to learn what understanding existed among DA staff personnel as

. to why these two systems were required by DOD. Some respondents speculated

that the FYDP structure was not useful to the Laird-Packard concept of

* control of Service programs. Another view expressed was that the FGC

structure gave the DOD systems analysis staff a different and perhaps more

useful basis for across-the-board analysis of all the Services' proposed

resource and fiscal authorization allocations than that afforded by the

* FYDP. Nonetheless, the fact that QACSFOR and other Army staff programming

activities must respond to both of these DOD-prescribed structures requires

* the use of a detailed translation between them. This is because there

are no apparent intermediate levels of date. aggregation between PE
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detail and FGC or FYDP program summary levels. This means that the only

way in which manpower authorizations and TOA can be translated, tracked,

and reaggregated between these two structures in programming is in

voluminous PE detail. Relative to the needs of DA management and decision

making as well as at programming activity and intermediate levels, the

FGC would appear to have the same shortcomings ascribed to the FYMP as

an effective method for displaying and evaluating military and civilian

manpower relations.

AMS

This side of the box in Fig. C-6 is of particular importance as

the overall structure within which Congrese reviews and takes action on

DOD and Army authorizations requests presented in the annual budget sub-

mission. The AMS structure is also the framework within which Army

commands and operating agencies worldwide plan and execute their operat-

ing budgets and report on their financial and resource management programs,

including manpower.30

The AMS fiscal code provides the detailed breakdown and data element

identification of budget programs, subprograms, and object classes into

which each appropriation is subdivided. Beginning in FY71, HQ DA adopted

the FYDP Program structure as the basis for the AMS budget program

structure of the OMA appropriation, except for Program 6, which remains

a separate appropriation (RDTE). In so doing, the FYDP PE codes were

incorporated in a massive change of the AMS code for the OMA appropriation.

The restructuring of the OMA appropriation AMS code was a major

administrative undertaking, both in the field and at DA. The AMS codes

are important identifying data elements in the major DA authorizations

and accounting systems (The Army Authorization Documents System and the

Force Accounting System [TAADS and FAS]), in manpower management and

reporting (CSFOR-78), 3 0 as well as in program and budget formulation and

management. 1 7 This change afforded a fairly clear data translation

between the FYDP programs and the OMA appropriation at budget program

summary levels as well as PE-AMS code detail in most instances.

It should be noted that, by use of the Mark Twain System, the Army
has the capability to translate manpower by program element into fiscal
guidance categories on a 24-hour turn-around basis, making possible
translations between FYDP and FGC categories.
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Concomitant with this change, the FYDP Major Program Directors are

also designated as the OMA Budget Program Directors for the development

and fiscal management of the OMA programs. In this role they function

under the coordination and fiscal policy supervision of the COA, the

designated OMA Appropriation Director. The PE Directors assigned for

the F1YDP continue to be responsible for the PEs reflected in the revised

AMS code. However, an additional coordination layer appears in the OMA

budget structure: the Subprogram Directors who are between Program

Directors and PE Directors for specified OMA programs. Table C-4 portrays

the OMA Budget Subprograms for which Army staff directors are assigned.

Table C-4

OMA Subprograms and Subprogram Directors

OMA Budget Program Subprograms Subprogram Directors

Program 3
Intelligence and 31 - Intelligence ACSI
Communications 3C - Comnunications ACSC-E

30 - Gombat Development
Activities ACSFOR

Program 7
Central Supply and 7S - Supply DCSLOG
Maintenance 7M - Maintenance DCSLOG

Program 8
Training, Medical and 8T - Training DCSPER
Other General Personnel 8M - Medical TSG

Activities 80 - Other DCSPER

In addition to the budget programs and subprograms of the AMS

structure, there are certain programs termed "functional programs." A: •: 1].34
*• functional program is defined in CSR -5 as "A special activity,

* managed or reviewed as an entity, that may cross appropriation or program.

Except for Program 5. CAR is the OMA Budget Program Director
instead of CORC.
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element lines; for example, manpower, forces." Functional programs also
have designated Functional Program Directors. Examples of functional

programs and corresponding directors as specified in CSR 37-4 17 are

shown in Table C-5.

Table C-5

Functional Programs and Program Directors

Functional Programs Functional Program Director

SAFEGUARD SAFEGUARD System Manager

Surveillance, Target Acquisition, STANO System Manager
and Night Observation (STANO)

Management Information Systems Director, Management Information
and ADP Operations Systems, OAVCSA

Base Operations DCISLOGa

aBase Operations is summarized by AMS code as a carrier account in
each OMA Budget Program. However, the detailed account structure elements
of expense are consolidated in a separate OMA Base Operations Program
(.ZOOO Accounts) for which .DCSLOG acts as Functional Program Director,
as described in CSR 11-8. VC

As stated earlier, the realignment of the AMS code with the FYDP PE

code in the case of the OMA appropriation has simplified the data trans-
lation between these two program classification structures. But the

staff coordination process with regard to manpower programming within
the AMS budget structure during program and budget formulation is at

least an complex and detailed as that required by the FYDP and FGC
structures, if not more so. The vast scope of this coordination process

is implied in CSR 37-4,17 which states:

"...Budget processes frequently require that one agency accom-
p]ishing a budget action needs support in some form from another
agency. All members of the Army staff have the responsibility to
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provide such support when requested. The nature of this requil'e-
miwnt is such that it is not ýossible to define the reuirements oridentiiry the area in which the requirements arise in this
r:egulation .... "*

In Fig. C-6, the different axes of the shaded bars on the AMS

Appropriations Structure aer. further indicative of the complexity of the

manpower program and budget processes. This refers to the fundamentally

different ways by which military and civilian manpower spaces are ulti-

mately authoriied, i.e., funded.

As indicated by Fig. C-6, all budgeting and funding of active

military manpower are centralized in the MPA Appropriation under DCSPER

directorship. Thus once the programmed military end strength based on

the force structure of the Army is establsihed for a given year by

ACSFOR and higher echelons of DA management, programming of the TOA

fc'r military manpower space authorizations is comparatively straight-

forward. In overly simple terms, the military pay rates, subsistence

costs, PCS travel, and other MPA factors maintained by DCSPER are applied

to the military man-years and officer-enlisted breakouts from the military

"manpower program, with bulk military manpower spaces (TTPS) added in this

process by ODCSPER. However, this centralization of military manpower

funding in the budget structure in effect detaches military manpower from

the Army force structure and functional organization carried in the OMIA

budget programs.

By contrast, funding for civilian manpower authorizations is spread

horizontally across all other appropriations. Within each appropriation

civilian manpower is further broken down into the budget programs, sub-

"programs, and elements of expense within which the related civilian work

S- function is performed. Around 70 to 80 percent of Army civilian manpower

- - authorizations are included within and funded from the OMA budget programs.

But civilian manpower authorizations are also funded by the other appro-

priations, each of which has a unique budget program structure and AMS
**

code reflecting neither the FYDP or FGC PE.

* Underscoring supplied.

Except the RDTE appropriation. Although the AMS code for this
appropriation was not converted to the FYDF Program 6 PE codes, ýhe latter
are carried in each RDTE budget program on a line-by-line basis.
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This budget program orientation makes current civilian manpower

programming and budgeting very complex and different. from military man-

power, since civI lian manpower authorization programs are initiated

principally on the amount of TOA dollars available to each budget pro-

gram for the hiring of civilian personnel, rather than manpower spaces

in the force dtructure.

Therefore to arrive at programmed civilian spaces currently entails

working backward from a complex set of factors. These include a variet.y

of civilian classifications and pay scales-direct and indirect hire,

foreign nationals, graded and wage board-and staffing and workload

factors peculiar to each budget program, subprogram, and PE. From

these computations, the OACSFOR civilian manpower programmer produces a

spread of civilian manpower spaces and costs for each AMS budget program

and subprogram, the FYDP programs and FGC in PE detail. These civilian

manpower program spreads must then be coordinated within the elaborate

system earlier outlined for Army budget program, subprogram, functional

program, and PE staff responsibility, relative to civilian manpower ' OA

costs and spaces.

To summarize, the AM. appropriations and budget program classifica-

tions, although highly important to budget year manpower authorizations,

do not afford a means of visibly comparing and evaluating military and

civilian manpower allocations, owing to the way in which these are cal-

culated, structured, and displayed. The AMS, in conjunction with the

FYDP, is the principal structure used in developing and programming

civilian manpower, however.

Land Forces Classification System (LyCS)

So far, the three sides of the "box" examined in Fig. C-6 have all

had a fiscal orientation, with both manpower spaces and dollars categorized

in various ways. The LFCS structure shown in Fig. C-6 is a DOD-prescribed 5

nonfinancial system approach for categorizing and analyzing the force

structure of Army (and Marine Corps) forces and associated military man-

power. The principal use of the LFCS structure within HQ DA is for

Although TDA units in the Army force structure are the basis of
authorization for both military and civilian manpower spaces, the latter
are not considered in an LFCS structure relation in current program-
ming system operations (Chap. 2 and App D).
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I
force structure, PFMA development, and military manpower program

development. Among all the other prescribed program classification

structures, the LFCS is unique in its ability to display Army forces,

missions, and functions in a coherent, systematic manner, whether in

detailed troop list form or in intermediate and higher levels of force

and military manpower information aggregations. Its utility as such

appears widely recognized at all levels of HQ DA (e.g., note in Table C-2

and Fig. C-3 that the LFCS was the basic framework used by the AVCSA-

SEICOM-PGRC for conveying force and military manpower guidance to the

Army staff for POM program development).

The LFCS comprises the four categories identified in Fig. C-6.

Categories A, B, and C contain both the TOE and TDA unit structure, the

military manpower spaces related to the force category structure and the

ALO (military manning) for the type of TOE/TDA units included therein.

Category D is the individual bulk manpower or nonstructure TTPQ spacF-s

account, which is programmed by ODCSPER, based on the total end strengths

of the structure categories.

The force structure Categories A, B, and C are broken down into

mission-oriented "force packages." Most Category A and B force packages

are structured by major overseas command areas. Category C packager may

relate to CONIS commands or worldwide missions, or both.

The force packages indicated by the FPLAN letter codes are aggrega-

tions of various kinds of TOE/TDA units. These are determined by ACSFOR

force planners and programmers as required by the various mission

functions prescribed for each force package. Units are identified in

force development plans and force programs by the IPIAN codes that

associate them with the relevant force package.

The force package titles and FPLAN codes prescribed by DOD are

shown in Table C-6. In general the first digit is the LFCS category,

the second is the force package designator, and the third is the geo-

graphic location or orientation.

DNring force and military manpower programming, the UIC and AMS

codes are associated with each FPLAN unit in troop lists and manpower

programs. The AMS code permits translatinjM .unit data to the FYDP

programs, with accompanying military manpower data, and to the corre-
sponding 0MA budget programs. The military manpower data are a
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Table C-6

LFMS Force Package (FPIAN) Codes 5

CATEGORY A CATEGORY B CATEGORY C
Division Forces Special Mission Forces General Support Forces

(Includes ISI and SSI)
Force Package Title FPIAN Force Package Title fFPLAN Force Package Title FPIAN

NATO Force AN CONUS Air Def. Force BAb Training Establish-
Europe Force ANE ment CT
NATO Reserve Force ANC Defense Forces BD

Alaska Def. Force BDA Support Establish-
Pacific Force AP Panama Def. Force BDP ment CSb

Korea Force APK Berlin Def. Force BDB
SEAsia Force APS Iceland Def. Force BDI Logistic Establish- b
Pacific Reserve Caribbean Def. ment CLForce A•Force BDD

Other Theater Force Aph Missile Forces M'_

Other Deployed Force AZ NATO Missile Force 2ME Combat Developments CE
Other Theater Pacific Missile

Res. Force AZC Force Bdb Research and
CONUS Missile Force BMC Development CR

Strategic Reserve
Force AV Strategic Intelli- Headquarters and

Active Strategic gence and Security Bb Field Activities CHb

Res. Force AVC
Strategic Communi- Theater Support Cb

Reserve Components cations B T rt
RC NATO Force AVE
RC Pacific Force AVQ DOD-Joint Activities BJb

RC Other Force AVX
Other Service

Unmanned Strategic Support Bdb
Reserve Force AUX Free World Support B3

Initial Support Increments and Sustaining Support Increments.

bLocation may be indicated by third digit; e.g., C CONUS,

H = Hawaii, M = Middle East.
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relatively straightforward derivation of the LFCS troop lists TrE/TDA

strengths and ALO assigned to each force package and category. .'he unit

structure and manpower strengths of Categories A and B are relatively

independent of each other and are related to Army strategic and mission

considerations, as decided at the Army Secretariat/Chief of Staff level.

However, the unit structure and manpower strength of Category C depiends

directly on the force program content of both Categories A and B, as

well as on the sum of all four categories for those general support

functions that may be strength-dependent.

It was stated previously that the LFCS is a nonfinancial system.

However, various LFCS formatted outputs (i.e., troop lists, manpower

programs by commands, military end strength summaries, etc) provide the

military input for the other financially oriented program classification

structures (Fig. C-6) through the functional appropriations and program

directors.36 By means of the FPIAN-UIC-AMS codes associated with TOE/TDA

units in force programming, unit-related military manpower can be readily

reaggregated and translated to the FYDP-FGC classifications at PE level,

or transposed back to the LFCS categories.

The unit-force package orientation of military manpower programs

derived from the LFCS structure, together with its nonfinancial nature,

does facilitate considerable programming flexibility. Units can be

deleted, shifted, or added, or the ALO changed among the force package

"windows" within the predetermined end strengths of the LFCS categories.

Aggregated officer-enlisted manpower program changes can be derived

directly from these troop list changes, in most cases. Because of the

way in which military manpower is aggregated, the matter of functional

military occupational specialties (MOS) skill levels and grade spreads

related to the military manpower spaces in these unit aggregations is

not addressed in force structure and military menpower authorization

programming. These functional aspects of military manpower spaces are

not considered and coordinated until fairly late in the programming cycle
31when the Army staff capabilities study is made of the budget year Army

(F.22
Force Program (AFF). (See App D.)
Summary•

The use of the multiple program classification structures in Fig. C-6

is a major aspect of the DOD-DA methods of control on manpower programming.
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II
Each of the programming classification systems examined in the foregoing

discussion fulfills a different function at various points in the PPBS

cycle. Despite the elaborate detail and extensive coordination required

in the FYDP, FGC, and ANS structures, the relation between military and

civilian authorizations and costs (TOA) is obscure. The LFCS structure

closely relates force programming and military manpower programming.

However, military manpower data and information in the FYDP, FGC, and A.MS

is not comparable with that for civilian uanpower, owing to the funda-

mentally different ways in which authorizations are developed and allo-

cated in response to DA management controls. The volume and extent of

data detail in the multiple program classification structures, in con-

junction with the extensive coordination requirements imposed by DA

management controls, are critical to efficient manpower programming and

effective staff response to DA management manpower information needs in

the PPBS cycle. Serious internal DA constraints of process complexity

and tIe contribute further to this condition.
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GENERAL

The material in this appendix supplements Chap. 2. It should be

reviewed in conjunction with the analysis of the controls and constraints

on Army manpower programming contuined in App C.

By means of a task analysis of the current system operations, the

dissimilar military and civilian manpower programming paths in the

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PFBS) cycle initiated in

CY7O are identified. The principal problems and deficiencies identified

here provide the basis for the general approach to integrated manpower

programming and the methodological concept outlined in Chaps. 3 and h

respectively.

Owing to LMP-I time and study resource limitations, it was not

possible to compare the manpower programming operations examined herein

with those in the subsequent cycle for the Army PQM FY73-'•Y77 and FY73

program and budget formulation which was in process during the conclud-

Ing phase of IMP-I. Informal information from Office of the Assistant

Chief of Staff for Force Development (OACSFOR) sources indicated, how-

ever, that only relatively minor changes in procedures and timing were

involved. Thus the major phases, events, and programming operations to

be described are considered current as of July 1971.

SYSTEM TIME-FUNCTION PHASING

The current manpower programming process is best described as a
Ssystem comprised of two subsystems whose particular elements (tasks) are

related by time and function. As outlined in Chap. 2, the first grouping

of tasks related to the manpower programming process is described as the
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Program Development Phase. The Office of the Scrutary of D, fense (OsD),

joint and Department of the Army (dA) strategic planning and coiferences

concerning force and resource requirements preceded thin phase and

generally covered the period June-December 1i69. The revised DOD PIU'

programming procedures thren began in January 1970 and extended through

mid-May for the detaileI development of the Army's fiscally constrain•d

force structure and projected military and civilian nanpower authoriza-

tions prograins required for the Army PT'ogram Objective Memorandum (PR4)

72-76.

The Program and Budget Formulation Phase includes those programming

tasks required to translate the OSD decisions on the Army force structure

and military and civilian manpower programs in the POM into the budgfe•t

submissions to OSD, Office of Manage,ment and Bud.et (OMB), the Executiv!

Office, and Congress. Also included within this phase of tho sys tenm wan

the monitorship and management of the current year (E'71) and budget

year (P772) Army Force Program (AFP) and related military and civilian

manpower programs through the development and dissemination of DA Pro-

gram and Budget Guidance (PBG),1 8 the p)rocessing of Manpower Vouche!r',, 7 ' V(

and the ciisposition of unprogrammed manpower actions. The time pI~an

covered by this phase was from mid-May 1970 to June 1971.

SYSTEAI NCTWORK AND PROGRANNING PATHS

To aid in the description of the manpower nregra . infg system., two

graphic representations cre included as Figs. D-1 and D-2. The task

relations that evolved during the two phases arc shown in Fig. D-1 in

network form. The circles in Fig. D-1 represent organizations and

organizational] elements; the lines between circles represent the

activity performed by the precedinlg orgranization. These will be

referred to as task and referenced throughout the system description.

Figure D-2 shows uhe: timc- i'sed organizational responsibilities, staff

actions and coordination, and iý-sultant outputs involved in the develop;-

ment of the BY72 force structure and manpower programs, with emphasis

on OACSFOR Manpower and Forces Directorate (mFmD) organizational elements.

D-3
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PROGRA4 LEVELOUMENT PMAEE

The preliminary strategic and broad resource planning aspects lead-

Ing to this phase are represented at the beginning of the system network

in Fig. D-1, to Indicate the relation to program development. This

deecription is an extension of the revised DOD PPBS procedures outlined

in Chap. 2 and :anyzed ýn network form in App C (Fig. C-2).
Tasks 1-2..... Strategic and resource playming began with the prepara-

tion of the JSOPI-I, by the JCS. JSOP-I provides the JCS statement of

nationul security strategy and supporting military objectives. Although

OACSFOR makes no direct input into JSOP-I, Force Development Plans

Division (FDPD), as the OACSFOR point of contact, was responsiblc for

staffing the document within OACSFOR. *ISOP-I was reviewed in OZD, which

then issued DOD policy guidance on strategic concepts for commient by the

JCS.

Tasks 3-4. After consideration of the JCS response, OSD issued

the final SGM. JSOP-I and the SGM served as the planning basis in the

preparation of JSOP-II and the JROD, as well as in the preparation of

the JFM.

Tasks 5-6. FDPD structured several alternative objective forces

and the accompanying rationale for Am'y forces and force tabulations as

part of the ACSFOP input for the ASOP. Alternative force structurez

were developed, in part, by performing successive rurs of the automated

Force Accounting System (PAS)26 under varying parameters. The FAS also

has the capability of maintaining "packaged" force structures on file.

Du2:ing force planning, the FAS planning file is updated frequently to

keep abreast of force structure changes. The ASOP sets forth the force

objectives and serves as the basic resource requirements planning docu-
13ment of the Army Planning System. The primary purposes of the ASOP

are (1) to determine the force levels and resource requirements necessary

to support the strategy presented in JSOP-I and (2) to develop Army

input to JSOP-II (Analysis and Force Tabulations).

Tasks 7-11. FDPD also had responsibility for the preparation of 4

the force utructure development concept as part of the AFDP-I. The DA

..

All staff divisions and branches referred to are part of MFD
GACSFOR, unless otherwise ntuted. J
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objective for AFDP-I is to postulate an Army with a structure of balanced

combat, combat support, and combat service support force and an overall

balance between structure, manpower, modernization, and readiness. The

FAS also supports this effort. The AFDP-I was published in November so

as to influence the JCS preparation of JSOP-II in December and the OSD

formulation of the TFGM in January 1970. FDPD is responsible for coor-

dinating the DA response to the TFG4 within the Army staff and forwarding

the recommended DA position to CSA and Secretariat levels for review

and decision.

Tasks 12-13. The final FGM was issued in early March. As described

in App C (Table C-l) the FGM established the fiscal constraints applicable

for the development of the Army POM force and programb. It was also the

basis for the JCS formulation of the JFM.

Tasks 14-16. Based on the FGM, FDPD adjusted the AFDP-I Army force

structure to fall within the boundaries of the FUM constraints and the

related Army Secretariat-CSA guidance and allocation decisions. Manpower

program coordination was effected by the FDPD FDP-FS with the PDMP and

PDCP of PDD.

Tasks 17-18. PDCP was provided with the force structures, deploy-

ments, and associated military manpower aggregations prepared by FDP-FS

for the PC4 forces. A current FYDP civilian manpower printout was also

obtained from the COA.36 All this material was analyzed by PDCP in

light of policies and guidance for POM development from the SELC94, 8

PGRC,9 and AVCSA. PDCP developed an initial "first-cut" approximation

of civilian manpower space and cost allocations distributed by appro-

priations and budget programs and FYDP programs. Concurrently, COA had

furnished Army staff appropriations and program directors with the

Total Obligational Authority (TOA) allocations applicable to their

particular appropriations and programs (App C). PDCP coordinated the

initial civilian manpower space and cost allocations spread with each

appropriation and program director to reconcile and adjust civilian

spaces and costs with the TGA allocated to each appropriation and program

by COA.

Task9. Based on similar guidance to that furnished PDCP (Task 17

above) and a current FYDP military manpower printout, PDMP interacted
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with FDP-FS to derive military manpower allocation inputs in the LFCS

trained-strength categories of the force structure and in FYDP program

summary form. PDMP also provided a military manpower LFCS trained-

strength breakout to ODCSPER (MPA Appropriation Director) for computation I
of MPA costs. In this process ODCSPER also computed and added in the

nonstructure individual manpower account (LFCS Category D: transients,
trainees, patients, prisoners, students, cadets, etc). P•INP coordinated

with ODCSPER in subsequent adjustments of military manpower and man-years

relative to the initial TOA allocation for the MPA Appropriation. PEZP

further coordinated with operations and maintenance, Army (OMA) (and

FYDP) program and subprogram directors on military manpower strength

allocations relative to OMA program TOA adequacy for support of force

structure military manning levels and proposed total end-strength

authorizations.

Task 20. Following civilian manpower and TOA adjustments with

appropriations and program directors, PDCP developed the civilian man-

power programs by major command and agencies in PE detail for the

budget year (FY72) and 4 out-years (Y73-FY76). This extensive manual

process was based on current fiscal year civilian end strength, pro-

jected civilian man-years, average salaries, and expected salary

increases related to each of approximately 145 PEs applicable to each

type of civilian manpower (US and foreign national direct hire and

indirect hire, graded, and wage board) in the Army Management Structure

(AYS)-FYDP-FGC (Fiscal Guidance Category) classifications. Civilian

manpower allocations and costs at PE level were developed for each of

the cases prescribed for the Army POM by the OSD M•.

Task 21. Concurrent with Task 20, FDP-FS in coordination with PDMP

structured the PCM forces in detail and developed the P%1 military man-

power programs in LF^S categories and in PE detail for each LFCS structure

category and FYDP program. F.DPD was the designated OACSFOR organizational

element for coordinating and integrating the preparation of the Pk1

throughout the Army staff prior to its review by AVCSA. (See also

Chap. 2, Fig. 2-2C, and App C, Fig. C-4.)

Tasks 22-23. The submission of the Army PO.i FY72-FT76 in mid-May

generally concluded the Program Development Phase, although continuing
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adjustments in POM force and manpower programs were made as a result of

Army Secretariat-CSA review, before transmission of the POM to OSD by

the Secretary of the Army.1
6

To obtain clarity of the graphic presentation in Fig. D-l, it was

necessary to represent the operations, programming activities, and

organizational interfaces as one-time events. In actuality, numerous

iterations and recycling of these various tasks occurred over the time

span covered by the receipt of the OSD FGM through final PO4 submission

to OSD. For example, at least 15 editions of the "Force Structure

Account Display" (Table C-2, App C) were disseminated by the PGRC 3 3 a.

changes in guidance to one or more of the required POM programs (i.e.,

base case, Army alternate, decremented). This iterative programming

requirement stemmed from the frequent SELCOM-PGRC program development

reviews and Secretariat-CSA management reviews (Fig. D-2) resulting in

reallocation of forces and resources.

PROGRAM AND BUDGET FORMJIATION PHASE

Tasks 24-25. Within OACSFOR the Program and Budget Formulation

phase began with FDPD passing responsibility for subsequent detailed

development of the budget year (FY72) force program and military and

civilian manpower programs to PDD, concurrent with the June F`YDP update.

During the program and budget formulation phase, the OACSFOR-MPD

programming effort had two principal purposes with respect to force

structure and military and civilian manpower programs. First was the

finalization of the budget year (FY72) force structure and the initia-

tion of detailed piogram distribution of military and civilian manpower

authorizations for the budget year force as an input to the preparation

of the Army budget submission under COA-BRC.

The second main purpose was the monitorship and management of the

current FY71 force and military and civilian manpower authorizations so

as to attain directed -- and frequently changing -- Army year-end

strengths. At the same time there was the need for continuing detailed

adjustments to the budget year force troop lists and manpower programs.

This ensued from the results of capabilities studies, the interchange

* !of HQ DA guidance to the field and subsequent command responses, and

DOD-DA budget reviews and decisions.

S~D-9
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To display graphically the interdependencies of the numerous activ-

ities required to achieve these two purposes above -- even at an

aggregate level of detail -- exceeds the capabilities of any one chart

or diagram. Hence, the use of both Fig. D-1 and Fig. D-2 to display

the process.

Figure D-1 delineates the principal tasks in the network which

separate the program and budget formulation phase into several paths of

related events. These paths -- moving from the bottom of Fig. Df-I to

the top are:

(i) (Tasks 4o-43), the Army Staff Force Program Capabilities study

for the budget year force. 2 2' 31

(2) (Tasks 26-39), the PBG1 8 and Manpower Voucher cycle. 7 ' 37

(3) (Tasks 44- 5 3 ), the development and subsequent updating of DA

and command plan troop lists.14, 22

(4) (Tasks 54-67), the process of programming military and civilian

manpower spaces for the budget submission and the adjustments made to

reflect OSD PBDs. 1 7

Figure D-1 sequentially reflects the critical events occurring

throughout the program and budget formulation phase, and Fig. D-2 aligns

the organizational responsibilities of the agencies involved in a proper

perspective. The latter more clearly represents the high degree of

coordination and information flow required between organization elements --

both internal and external to ACSFOR -- and also the cyclic occurrence of

many of the events connected with the development of the budget year

force and manpower programs and management of the current year force and

manpower. This figure, in particular, will be referred to in describing

the various points of the ACSFOR Force Development Management Information

System (FDMIS)20 interface in the manpower programming process.

Army Force Program Capabilities Study

Tasks 40-43. As shown in both Figs. D-1 and D-2, the Army staff

conducted the AFP capabilities study throughout the program and budget

formulation phase. Among other things the study is a coordinated staff

analysis of the Army's ability to provide trained military personnel and

materiel to fuifill budget year force and manpower authorization programs.

A principal vehicle was the revised DA troop list inputs supplied
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(Task 41) by PDTP to Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel

(ODCSPER) and Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (ODCSLOG).

Program Budget Guidance and Manpower Voucher Cycle

Tasks 26-28. The cycle begins with the June PBG manpower annexes

update accomplished by PDD (FDMP and PDCP) and the issuance of the June

PBG. This action updates the new fiscal year manpower programs and

provides the initial projections for the coming budget year to tho field.

Preceding this action Command Requirements and Allocation Division (CRA)

had issued the first quarter manpower voucher (MV) (July-September) for

the new fiscal year military and civilian manpower programs. Thus in

June 1970 the first quarter MV was issued for FY71, and FY70 was closed

out. Monitorship of the BY72 programs continued under PDD. The quarterly

MV reflects all DOD-DA manpower decisions and unprogrammed changes

approved subsequent to the last PBG edition. M4anpower decisions reflected

in a given quarterly MV are carried forward to the subsequent PBG (see

Fig. D-2). Thus the MV provides an audit trail by identifying and

recording all decisions and reprogramming actions in detail. As shown

in Fig. D-2, CRA coordinates the MV with PDMP and PDCP to keep the PBG

.- -manpower annexes and MV system in track with each other. Unit manpower

* changes reflected in the MVs are also coordinated with PDTP, relative to

the quarterly TAB for the current fiscal year and the budget year AFP.

The MV system is entirely manual. Each quarter some 235 MVs are

calculated and distributed as follows: major commands, 25; DA field

activities, 50; Army elements of DOD joint activities, 160.

Task 29. In response to the quarterly MV, each vouchered command

"and agency is required to submit the CSFOR-1283 8 and CSFOR-783 0 reports

• - to CRA. The ýSFOR-128 Report is a manual report reflecting how the

current fiscal year bulk military and civilian spaces allocated by DA

Manpower Vouchers were distributed to the TOE/TDA units in the reporting '

command, down to unit identification code (UIC) level. The report dis-

plays various categories of military and civilian manpower in terms of

current quarter authorizations and personnel utilization infcrmation.

There is no association of either military or civilian data in the

CSFOR-128 Report with AMS or FYDP PE codes. Conversely the CSFOR-78

Report (Part A) does reflect current year military and civilian manpower

D-11
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by AMS code, func"- i, and related workload factors, as well as civilian

dollar costs, but with no UIC association.

The command or agency totals on the quarterly CSFOR-128 and C3FOR-',8

reports must balance with the corresponding MV. CSFOR-128 is used as a

source of current manpower distribution information by the Army 3taff

and Secretariat. CSFOR-78 is generally submitted in automated form by

commands but is manually maintained by CRA, with no automated storage or

data retrieval available. Civilian costs and workload data from the

CSFOR.78 are also used by other MFD activities such as PDD and Utiliza-

tion and Standards Division (US).

Neither the MV nor the two associated reports above are directly

involved in the ACSFOR EDMIS. The MV does serve ultimately to trigger

action documents from the field which are processed through The Arrmv

Authorization Documents System (TAADS) 2 3 and eventually reflected in

the TA.ADS file (if the MV action causes a change in end-year strength).
This does create a time discrepancy between what is reflected In the

TAADS files vs the manpower allocated by current MVs. Moreover, since

the MV does not contain either B'YDP PE or AMS detail, it does not pro-

vide input data for the update of either the FYDP manpower annexes or

the quarterly AFP TAB.

Tasks 30-3 . As the fiscal year progreoses, CRA coordination with

PDD on the budget year programs becomes more detailed in prepnr!tnn for

the next Ju",e PBG update and the new PBG-MV cycle. The tasks _ _-bed

above for the first quarter PBG MV (Tasks 26-29) are repeated for the

second, third, and fourth quarter MVs and shown as Tasks 30-39 in

Fig. D-1.

Development and Updating of the DA end Command Troop Lists

Tasks 40-46. The major functions of developing, analyzing, and

producing the DA Troop Lists for the current and budget year force

structure was begun in June by PDTP following the turnover of respon-

sibility for the P0M budget year force and military and civilian manpoweL

programs to PDD. Whereas the PBG and its manpower annexes reflect pro-

jected unit actions schedules, aggregated manpower spaces, and fiscal

data for each major command and agency, the AFDP-TT and AFP detail

military manpower strength on a UIC basis in the form of trcop lists.
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As the AFDP-II and the AFP undergo revision during the staff capabilities A

study (Tasks 40-43), these troop lists are continually refined in inter-

action between the DA and the field commands. These troop lists are

reflected in AFP Annex B TAB, which is updated quarterly. This is

accomplished by the FAS, which receives input from TAADS and other

sources (e.g., command plans and related troop lists).

Civilian manpower spaces as well as military are reflected in the

DA troop lists. However, the data on civiliar, spaces are derived from

command plan inputs and TAADS TDA files rather than input directly from

PDCP. Civilian spaces are aggregated to the UIC level in the troop lists

and are not broken out in PE detail below the major FE associated with

the UIC.

Tasks 47-50. PDTP develops "programming a.-sumaptions" trool, iLst

to reflect the tentative 1A unit allocation of' directed bulk military

manpower changes and reductions to selected repressntative units in the

field conmands resulting from DOD-DA decisions. However, the programming

assumptions do not reflect how the commands actually allocate manpower

changes to their units. This is derived by PDTP from subsequent command

plan troop list submissions and approvals. PDTP maintains coordinatiorn

with PDMP as revisions are made to the DA troop lists. Adjustments to

these troop lists are also made for all applicable OSD F, issued during

the period between PO4 review and initial budget submission. Continuing

coordination of these adjustments is also required with other Army staff

agencies concerned.

Task 51. The command troop lists developed by PDTP do not reflect

actual manpower distribution in the field. Rather they are used 'o

maintain a force structure that reflects DOD-LD unit and military man-

power decisions pending responses from commands. The "real-world" troop

list composition and UIC manpower strengths are strongly influenced by

the command plan inputs to DA. The troop lists developed and used by

PDTP are maintained within the FAS, through coordination with MF-FA.

Unit and military manpower changes to FAS troop list printouts are sent

to FA and updated in the FAS by US Army Management System Support Agency

* (UsAMZSA) .
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Tasks 52-53. As shown in Fig. D-2, the AFP-72 was to be published

in March 1971 following the Army staff capabilities study and updated

quarterly throughout the year of execution through the TAB.

Military and Civilian Manpower Programming Paths
Following the June FYDP update for which they provided the updated

FYDP military and civilian manpower annexes, PDMP and PDCP concurrently

(see Fig. D-2) initiated programming of manpower inputs for the October

Army budget submission and preparation of the June PBG manpower annexes.

Tasks 54-55. in W'ig. U-1, two paths are shown which separate at

point 54, indicating the independent operations involved in programming

military manpower and iii iUrograrmning civilian manpower during program

and budget formulation. Referring to thc ).pper path, which depicts the

operations and coordination performed by PD4P1, the BY72 force and mil-

itary manpower programs are received (Task 55) and broken down in three

separate ways:

(1) By FYDP FE detail, with military manpower distributed to the

10 FYDP programs.

(2) By LFCS categories, with manpower distributed by force plan

codes (FPLAN) to commands and agencies.

(3) By LFCS force structure TOE/TDA spaces, authorized level of

organization (ALO), and related trained-manpower end strengths.

Tasks 56-57. PDMP analyzed these breakdowns from the June. FYDP

update across the board for all FYDP programs and by LFCS unit and

military manpower allocations to Army commands and agencies. Adjust-

ments were made to reflect all DOD-DA policy changes, force structure,

and manpower decisions and other factors that had ensued since the PO4

force structures and manpower progr&ms were submitted. These changes

were quite numerous owing to changing TOE/TDA and end-strength decisions,

TOA redistributions, and structure additions and deletions affecting the

FY72 force in different programs and categories. Throughout this period,

continuing coordination was effected with appropriate staff WMA program

and subprogram directors for their evaluation of the adequacy of O01A

resources to support military strengths (see Fig. D-2). Concurrently,

.
In actual fact, this schedule was not met for AFP-72, owing to

various slippages and administrative problems within HQ DA.
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PDMP initiated action on the subsequent update of the PBG and FYDP

military manpower annexes.

Task 58. PDTMP consolidated all military manpower programs for the

current fiscal year and budget year in a worldwide "exploded" LFCS

otructure, matched with the corresponding force structure and UA troop

lists prepared by PDTP. The "exploded" LFCS displayed by quarter all

current year and budget year military manpower and manning levels (ALO)

by comnand, agency, and geographic location in audit trail detail (i.e.,

LFCS FPIAN code) as well as in FE audit trail detail by FYDP programs.

The foregoing traces the military manpower programming path to the

double bars in Fig. D-1. Returning to point 54, the civilian program-

mning path, commencing with the June FYDP update, is next considered.

Tasks 59-60. The civilian manpcwer programs used the FY72 segment

of the June FYDP as the point of departure:. As shown in Fig. D-2, POCP

also wa3 involved throughout the programming proct.ss in the updating of

both the FYDP civilian manpower annexes and the PBG civilian manpower

annexes. Coordination was necessary throughout this period with appro-

priations and budget program directors concerning changes of civilian

man-years relative to TeA availability. The civilian manpower programs

wcre developed in the same PE level of detail for the budget submission

as was accomplished for the POMI. These were then cast in A.S appropria-

tion and budget rrogram terms.

Late in September 1970 was the first ti-ne in the program and budget

tormulation phase that civilian and military manpower data were avail-

able for analysis on a comparative basis in PE detail within ACSFOR-MD.

This is indicated in Fig. D-1 by the translation path (double bar)

between the military and civilian manpower programming paths. Under

current practices this represented the only feasible point at which

military and civilian tradeoffs could be logically made within existing

allocations to commands and agencies. Several factors operated to

minimize the validity of military and civilian comparison at this point,

however. Among these were (a) thp relatively "locked-in" status of

the force and deployments, related military strength allocations, and

MPA TGA; (b) the differing bases of computation of military and civilian

manpower content in FYDP program r plements throughout preceding prograraming
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operations; and (c) the volume of detail and manual processing involved

in -iaking such comparative analysis relative to the critical time con-

straints on Army oudget preparation.

lAsks 6i-64. The schedule for issuance of OSD DM1 on the PW, pro-

grams (Fig. D-1) was not met by DOD. Instead, in September 1970 DOD

directed HQ, DA to use the Army POM alternative force and manpower pro-

grams as the basis for the development of the initial Army FY72 budget

submission. Owing to th2 continuing unprogrammed changes and detailed

DOD-DA changes in current FY Army units, manpower, and funding, a major

effort was necessary by PDD programming activities to make detailed

adjustments in the budget year troop lists and military and civilian

prIgrams submitted to DOD for the POM alternative case. After effecting

the additional coordination necessary with program and subprograrn

directors and ODCSPER (military manpower programs only) and BRC-SELC(M-

Secretariat roview, changes, and approval, tho• detailed PDD military and

civilian manpower programs provided input to COA for the October Army

budget submission and the October PBG.18 The FYDP was updated to

reflect the Army budget submission with P1M4P and PDCP again developing,

the update inputs to ttio manpower annexes. 3Y PUMP and PDCP then partic-

ipated in and assisted the Army staff appropriations and program

directors at the DOD-OMB budget hearings on matters related to force

structure and military and civilian manpower authorization programs.

Tasksý 65-67. Followi;ng the budget hearings, O1SD issued PBDs (Fig.

D-2) to reflect changes required to the Army budget to be incorporated

in the Defense budget for submission to the OVB. PL.4P and PDCP coordineted

with the pertinent appropriations and program directors on the budget

program revisions required rhere manpower was affected by the PBDs.

These changes were then reflected in the January 1971 FYDP update

(Task 67) and the January PBG (Task 37). Subsequent to this point in

progri. and budget formulation, budget year manpower activities in PDD

shifted to emphasis on detailed reprogramming actions resulting from

the AFP-72 developrment, iA appro'.al of comr.and plan program inputs, and

changes stemsming from Congressional actions on the budget submission.

Although not shown on Figs. D-1 or D-2 for purposes of clarity, this

period of the FY72 program and budget formulation phase after January
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was overlapped by initiation of the program development phase for the

next annual cycle with the DA response to the OSD tentative fiscal
gitidance issued for FY73-FY77.

It should be noted th.at, as was the case in the preceding program

development phase, both military and civilian manpower programming tasks

described above for the program and budget formulation phase are essen-

tially manually performed. The PDD interface with the EDMIS (FAS) was

principally by means of computer-produced detailed data listings.2 6

These were used as the basis for manual calculation of various updates,

programaing extrepolations, and information summaries to higher echelons

of 0ACSFOR and iA management.

EVALUATION OF PROGRAN.IING SYSTE4 OPERATIONS

Environment of System Operations

The preceding analysis highlights i'he extremely complex organiza-

tioral and management environment within which current manpower program-

ming operations are performed under the DOD-iA controls and const!-aints

and diffusion of HI DA responsibilities (Chap. 2 and App C). Within Uhc

scope of fI4P-I and the governing study condition stated in Chap. 2 (no

change in OSD munagement ajd controls can be assumed), the DOD aspects

of this environmental complexity are regarded as immutable. "owever, it

is recognized that these aspects do impose additiont.1 and increasingly

stringent problems on all levels of MQ DA from high.echelon manegement

through functional staff agency heads to programming activity elements.

It is also beyond the D4P-I purview to addres. the overall organiza-

tion, fuzictions, and direction of IQ DA and the Army staff. At the same

time these considerations of internal DA compartmentalization and com-

plexity bear strongly on the efficacy, shortcomings, and problems of

current military and civilian manpower programming system operations

within OACSFOR-MFD.

Concomitantly the differing planning-programming approaches,

organizational responsibilities, and practices within MFD are also con-

sidered as contributing factors to the system environment, as discussed

subsequently.
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Programming Turbulence

There is a continuous flux of DOD-DA management "decisions in detail"

affecting the current year and budget year force and manpower programs.

This creates a hiE-h degree of turbulence in manpower programming opera-

tions within OACSFOR; for instance, in the volume of changes required in

the periodic updates of the FYDP and PBG manpower annexes; the changes

occurring between the submission and approval of the P0M programs and

subsequent budget program formulation; the AFP troop list revisions and

the changes nummarized in the quarterly MVs. All the foregoing occur at

different times in the PPBS cycle, and each affects the others. This

condition imposes a vast job of detailed staff coordination and data

management to keep all these detailed changes in track with each other

in the various ways in which triey must be recorded in the various program

classification structures. During the IMP-I interview program, i.t was

estimated that these detailed decisions affecting the current and budget

year programs may average as high as 150 per month.

The other side of the decision problem is a lack of major decisions

essential for firm premises from which to project force and manpower

programs. An example might be the absence of a timely decision on what

the current year manpower enOd strengths and force composition of the

Army are to be, as the logical starting point for developing the budget

year and out-year programs.

The intense difficulties confronting the higher echelons of the DOD

and DA in making these major decisions under lkn existing dynamics and

uncertainties of domestic and international affairs and changing national

policies are understandable. However, lacking such decisions, resource

and manpower programs must be developed from various assumptions regard-

ing the current force and manpower authorizations. In view of the great

amount of detail subsumed in present programming procedures, as these

assumptions frequently change, reprogramming turmoil results. Question-

able validity of resultant programs would appear to be a probable

consequence.

Figure D-3 provides a general overview of the relation of the

DOD-DA decision process to the principal ACSFOR FDMIS Rithorizations

data systems, TAADS and FAS. When considered from the viewpoint of too
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many decisions, these key systems can become saturated with unprocessed

inputs resulting from the many authorizations changes required. This

condition can be further compounded by the time it takes the field

commands to respond with appropriate inputs to DA-directed manpower

authorization changes in MV or PBG. Conversely the lack of decisions

mentioned earlier can also diminish systems effectiveness. This is

because these systems require such decisions on strengths and structure

in order to verify, control, and manage the authorizations data inputs

and changes from higher management, the field, and other sources.

Although the TAADS is not directly involved in programming system

operations, it is an important source of current year force and manpower

authorizations data inputs through the FDMIS interface with the FAS. 2 0 ' 23

Separate Programming Paths

Fundamental Differences. The factors involved in the fundamentally

different approaches to military and civilian manpower progran.ming in

current system operations are summarized in Table D-1. The differing

programming factors outlined in Table D-l, to-ether with the nature of

the multiple programming classifications and complex program coordina-

tion and direction processes, precludrs the integrated military and

civilian manpower authorizations programming even where the two kinds of

manpower are mutually substitutable in the TDA portic.is of the Army

force structure. HQ DA policy in DA Pan 570-4 3 7 does identify these

areas of military and civilian commonality in TDA organizations. How-

ever, these policies do not appear operable in DA-level program guidance,

program development, or budget program formulation.

As mentioned previously the reason for this condition relates to

the significantly different ways in which military and civilian manpower

are treated. This difference begins in the requirements planning and

is projected throughout the program development and program budget

formulation phase. The basic aggregation level used for military man-

power planning programming in the LFCS, FYDP, and FGC are TOE/TDA units.

Thus the FYDP-AMS PE codes for these units used in military manpower

programming represent unit aggregations of military manpower spaces.

Civilian spaces are related not to overall unit missions on a force

structure basis but to the functions and workloads performed by a
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Table D-1

SUMMARY OF THE SEPARATE MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PROGRAMA PATHS,
CURRENT MANPOWER PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

Military Manpower
Authorizations Civilian Manpower Authorizations

Programming Force structure units Static support and overhead funictions
Basis- and missions (both and workloads (peace and noncombat

peace and combat con- conditions only)
ditions)

Programming Man the maximum combat Supplement or substitute for mili-
Objectives- and combat support units tary manpower in noncombat support

(TOE and essential sup- and overhead activities (fixed
port units/activities) installations and HQ)

(TDA)a
Program I-LFCS; 2-FYDP; I-ANS apropriations and programs;
Classification 3-OSD FuC; 4-AMS 2-FYDP; 3-OSD FGC; (LFCS not appli-
Systems in appropriations and ce-ble)
Order of programsImportance-

Authorizations Aggregated spaces TOA converted to aggregated spaces
Basis- derived from force for functional workloads relative

structure TOE/TDAs, con- to AMS appropriations and programs
verted to MPA TOA

Manpower MPA appropriation-- 0X'A (Principal), PEIMA, MCA, RDTE,
Authorizations Active Army; Reserve Reserve appropriations budget
Pundin--- appropriations-{-SAR programs and subprograms

and ARNG (Inactive)

Manpower Officers, warrant US and foreign national direct and
Authorization officers, enlisted indirect hire by salary classifi-
Entities- cations (graded, wage board) with

geographic differences

Programmed By LFCS categories By AIMS budget programn and subpro-
Manpower and force packages to gram functions to major commnands
Distribution- major commands and and agencies

agencies

Principal ACSFOR FAS files and A(:SFOR workload factors (AS);
Manpower troop lists; FYDP mil- civilian compensation factors;
Program Data itary manpower file F'YDP civilian manpower file
Sources- (V,/ANEX) (MANEX)

aThe FYDP program classifications and program element structure are the
principal means used for comparison of military and civilian authorizations
and allocations.
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variety of civilian classifications relative to the dollars that might

be available for civilian hiring from the various functional AMS budget

programs. Thus, from the outset, development of civilian manpower

authorizations progranming appears to be strongly influenced by the
same factors and procedures by which the individual civilian employee

in the current work force is justified, hired, assigned, administered,

and paid at the local level. Put another way, the abstract distinction

between civilian manpower (spaces) and civilian personnel (faces) in

programming seems much less distinct than between military manpower and

military personnel. As a result, under current procedures civilian

authorizations programming must deal with literally thousands of work-

load-based individual authorizations aggregated by functional descrip-

tions associated with AMS-FYDP programs and stratified by Civil Service

and other classifications, with no unit or force structure association.

This cost-based functional orientation of civilian manpower authoriza-

tions makes civilian manpower programs much more difficult to modify

and adjust during programming, as compared with military manpower.

With active military manpower costs carried in a single MPA budget

appropriation -- separately from force structure unit costs -- consider-

able flexibility obtains in military manpower reprogramming, so long as

LFCS category and total military end strengths are observed. This

contrast with civilian manpower tends to cause military manpower

authorizations to be regarded as "cost free" resources in programming

activities.

Lack of Military and Civilian Manpower Visibility. Because of the

disassociation of military and civilian manpower -- both in planning and

subsequent programming operations -- the separate programming paths do

not produce information with the essential degree of visibility of pro-

grammed military and civiliun manpower as the basis for analysis of
allocations and tradeoff decisions. This deficiency prevails both in

MFD programming operations as well as at higher DA management echelons.

Despite the detail encompassed by the DOD-DA program classifications

and controls (i.e., FYDP, OSD FGC, and AMS Appropriations), these
classifications tend to obscure rather than clarify military and civil-

ian manpower authorizations relations. Military and civilian manpower
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authorizations data and information (spaces and/or costn) summarized in

these various fiscal program classifications do not provide an effective

means of reflecting the visible mix and balance of military and civilian

authorizations and costs, relative to Army force structure, missions,

and deployments in meaningful terms for internal ACSFOR or DA management

needs. The emphasis on the FYDP structure as a central reference for

attempting to compare and evaluate military and civilian manpower alloca-

tions -- either in program sunjnary or PE detail -- appears to be largely

invalid owing to the widely differing bases and methods by which military

and civilian manpower data in PEs are developed in the separate manpower

programming paths. Between this complex mass of differing FE content

detail and the unrelatable program information summaries, the Army command

structure of commands and agencies is used to display and compare military
and civilian manpower programmed allocations. In view of the force

structure derivation of military manpower and the budget-based develop-

ment of civilian manpower, it is questionable whether this summary

approach provides any level of DA management or staff with the necessary

insights as to the rationality of these military and civilian allocAtions

relative to command missions or the Army as a whole.

An important related effect is that force structure ard associated

military manpower development takes precedence over and is subject to

earlier decision than civilian manpower. This creates a built-in "lag"

effect in civilian manpower programming operations. This would appear

to make logical tradeoffs between military and civilian marpower diffi-

cult to achieve.

Tradeoff Problem. The worldwide allocations of military manpower

are shaped from the outset by force planning objectives (e.g., AFDP-I)

and high-level DA management decisions concerning the major Army forces

deemed necessary in the light of Army strategic responsibilities,

missions and probable institutional considerations. Following the

reallocation of OSD fiscal constraints by Secretariat-CSA levels (App C),

these factors appear to "fix" fairly ea! '', the overall constrained mil-

itary manpower program parameters for th,ý budget year, with a related

"locking in" of MPA TCAs for the budget submission. As mentioned

earlier, consideration of civilian manpower beginr much later in the
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annual cycle. Civilian allocations appear to be more heavily weighted

by policy judgments relative to "floors" and "ceilings" established for

various appropriations programs by DA management. The crux of this

matter seems to lie in the difficulty in shifting or reprogramming MPA

TCAt' to other appropriations programs, or vice versa. This is because

any change in MPh has the effect of changing military manpower end

strengths, the maintenance of which is the logical and principal aim

of fQ DA.

Manual Programming Procedures vs Automated Capabilities

Manual Procedures Problem. During the IMP-I interviews and analysis

of system operations, it became evident that much of the data processing

involved In manpower data computations, projections, translations between

program classification structures, and information summarization relied

extensively on manual clerical procedures throughout current programming

system operations.

A variety of automated manpower data printouts is produced by

USAKSSA, as well as force program troop lists -- principally from the
26

FAS and MANEX files. However, during manpower programming the manipu-

lation, projection, and updating of these data in the various program

classification4 appeared to depend largely on handwritten spread sheets

and coding forms, desk calculators, and adding machines, with final out-

put by typewriter and office reproduction machine. With this there is

an accompanying practice of the various program offices to maintain

manually extensive sets of data books and programming factors.

The resultant staff and clerical workloads in OACSFOR-MFD prograM-

ming activities appeared formidable, particularly when program and budget

changes and decisions must be analyzed rapidly and data recomputed,

extrapolated, and coordinated, all under the usual tight deadlines pre-

vailing in current system operations.

The volume and level of detail involved in these manual procedures

presents significant possibilities for errors, data discrepancies, and

inconsistencies. In view of the time-consuming aspects of reviewing

and checking computational results, it further possible for these

deficiencies to be carried forward in the manually summarized manpower

program information that may be the basis of higher DA management
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decisions. Inadequate data discipline and control, data redundancy, and

data element inconsistency result from extensive reliance on manual

programming procedures.

Illustrative of these manual procedures were the detailed calcula-

tions made by PDCP in arriving at the civilian manpower TOA and space

allocations. These allocations were computed by AMS budget programs

and subprograms for currently about 131 AMS-FYDP PE codes, based on the

various civilian manpower categories and salary classifications, then

distriuuted to commands and agencies. This extensive computational

operation was reiterated at various points in the POM program development

and budget formulation phases as the result of required program coordina-

tion with program and subprogram directors, management reviews, and other

changes affecting civilian program content.

M4ilitary manpower programs were also manually derived, based on

force program troop lists. An example was the preparation of the

"exploded" LFCS, which displayed for each LFCS category and FMIAN code

all military manpower spaces, worldwide. This war.; done for each command

and agency for each of the more than currently about 173 MS-FYDP pro-

gram elements associated with the TOE/TDA units in the budget year force

programs.

The recurring updates of the military and civilian manpower annexes

of the FYDP36 and PBG18 were also prepared manually by PDD branches and

furnished to COA in hard-copy form. The PDD input to the IMDP manpower

annexes are subsequently reduced to automated files at Lhe Finance and

Comptroller Information Systems Command (F-NCISCO.), the COA computer

facility.

A lack of confidence in automated data was foui.d to Justify the

various manual bookeeping operations within PIM) manFower programming

activities. This view also appeared to underlie the extensive reliance

on manual programming procedures, coupled with inferences of untimely

response from automated system. and purported costliness of computer

operations relative to manual methods.

Also evident in LMP-I interviews and discussions was lack of know-

ledge and understanding and various biases with regLrd to automated

system capabilities for program analysis and development, existing FDMIS
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computer program libraries and user-computer input-output relationi. In

general, it was found that little appreciation existed at programming

activity levels for the potential and uses of computer systems as hMgh-

capacity extremely fast computational, programnming, and analytical tools.

A frequently expressed view was that much "expert judg:ent" by staff

analysts is required to develop manpower authorization programs, and

that automated systems and methods make application of' such Judgment

more difficult and time-consuming than manual procedures. Also noted

were widely different views and corresponding lack of acceptance of the

importance of a consistent manpower data base and consistent data element

content in those programs where military and civilian manpower have

commonality or substitutability. In the main this condition reflected

the different approaches to military and civilian manpowe.r relations

engendered by traditionally different practices and current policies

reflected in current sy:,tem operations.

Automated Capabilities and Systems Management. OACSFOR is supported

by a powerful third-generation computer system operated and maintained

by USkMSSA. Such systems are characterized by high-speed multiple pro-

cessing, extensive mass data storage, flexible peripheral processing,

and random access data retrieval. The latter capability includes remote

devices affording direct access to automated files. Such remote devices

can provide for both data input and selective output from computer mass

storage.

The ACSFOR FDMIS systems maintained by USAMSSA are an extensive

complex of computer programs, automated files, and data elements relevant

to force and manpower authorizations and other planning and prograrming

data.

The purposes, uses, and general data element specifications of the

FDMIS subsystems are outlined in CSR 18-11.20 Of the latter, the FAS is

the major subsystem spanning all time phases of the PPBS cycle with

regard to force structure units and both military and civilian manpower

data related to units of the force structure.

ln consonance with DA management information systems policy, the

F7MIS as a whole is under the technical supervision and management

direction of the ACSFOR Information Data Syrtems Office (IDSO), reporting
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directly to the Deputy ACSFOR. This is in order to obtain the most

efficient and economical use of FDMIS capabilities and applications in

support of all ACSFOR operations and authorizations data requirements

of other Army Staff functional agencies (e.g., DCSPER for military man-

power authorizations, DCSLOG for equipment authorizations). CSR 18-11 I
also designates QACSFOR system managers for each of the FDMIS subsystems.

These system managers are staff divisions of and act for the ACSFOR

directorate that is the prime user of' the particular subsystem; e.g.,

MF-FA is system manager for the F'AS.

In addition to management and coordination of FDMIS subsystem sup-

port for their respective directorates, system managers are also

required to coordinate with the IDSO and other system managers.

The system management concept prescribed for the FDMIS is a theo-

retically sound application of functional management principles for

computerized systerms support of a large diversified organization such

as 0ACSFOR. By centralizing subsystem management at the prime user

directorate level, a user-oriented source of system expertise should

be available to support and to participate in the functional activities

of the other organizational elements as first-level users. This should

include advising on, coordinatinr, and cxploiting the full range of the

automated capabilities and data content of the subsystem concerned. in

practice the system manager should be a principal catalyst in a close

user-system relation founded on mutual mission-oriented responsibilities

of their parent directorate. Such a relation works to the advantage of

both staff users and systems in terms of increased efficiency and

improved outputs in support of higher management echelons. The elements

of an effective user-system relation are a mix of internai organizational

policy, informal two-way coimmunications, attitudinal flexibility, and

close cooperation.

Extenslqe uct is made of automated FAS capabilities for force

analysis and c,.i"tioral work during force development planning and

force program (t ci, list) development. The impetus for this use stems

from the DA imp!, Ji.ation of the key recommendations of the PRD.IAR II

Study Project 3-2.' As indicated by the discussion of manual pro-

gramriing procedures above, however, the utilization of the lAS and
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computer support capabilities did not seem to prevail to a comparable

degree in manpower authorizations programming, even for military man-

power. This may be indicative of the need for an internal review within

ACSFOR IDSO and MFD with regard to strengthening FAS-user relations and

improving the uses of USAMSSA automated capabilities apropos of MFD

manpower programming activities and procedures.

For example, the CSFOR-78 Report, required by AR 1-4630 is submitted

to CRA by all commands and agencies principally in automated form. How-

ever, the reported data is not filed and maintained in automated form at

DA for ready retrieval and use. This system has been in existence under

OACSFOR cognizance since at least December 1966. The empirical military

civilian functional workload data and civilian cost data generated by

the CSFOR-78 reporting system is of considerable importance in PDD man-

power program development and analysis as a current source of actual

and historical workload factors for support manpower programming. A

capability for automated storage, selective retrieval, and computer

manipulation of CSFOR-78 data in conjunction with FAS manpower data in

a computerized manpower analytical modeling system would be a major

requirement in a streamlined integrated manpower prograftuing system. In

current system operations what should be a readily available and respon-

sive source of important manpower programming factors was evidently

neither fully exploited nor adequately integrated into MFD manpower

programming procedures as an adjunct of the FAS.

).he quarterly MVs prepared by CRA are a tool of current year man-

power authorization control that affect the budget year programs. The

MV records and confirms directed and unprogrammed manpower actions

normally effected by letter or TWX between issues of the PBG military

and civilian manpower annexes prepared by PDD branches. Some 235 MVs

are manually prepared, collated, and coordinated each quarter for world-

wide distribubion to commands and agencies. However, the military and

civilian authorizations changes effectFd by V4Vs are not direct inputs

into either TAADS or 7AS files. These changes come back to FQ !1A and

the FDv4IS through TAADS submissions by commands. Thus a time lag is

created in current year manpower authorizations data in TAADS-FAS files.I: 26
Owing to the update relations between the time-phased FAS files and
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" Updatinf-r thm budget year manpower authorizations, data in the automated

phase are also affected.

To summarize, the existing problems-in the interfaces between man-

power programming procedures and J4IS automated system support indicated

in the foregoing reflect a significant lack of organizational synergism.

This condition may be a major obstacle to increased efficiency of pro-

gramming system operations.

CONCLUSION

The nature and application of the controls and constraints (App C)

and the current manpower programming system operations analyzed and

evaluated in App D indicate certain major areas that should be addressed

to attain integrated manpower programming. These are concluded to be

the following:

1. Within the prescribed multiple program classification systems

to which the Army must respond, a unified DA program classification

method with compatible and comparable data elements for Army military

and civilian manpower is necessary. This classification structure

should portray in visible and meaningful ways the program mix and

relation of military and civilian manpower in aggregations ranging from

PE detail up to high-level information summaries.

2. Directly related to conclusion 1 above, a common data base,

with consistent data element content and coding structure for military

and civilian manpower programming is a major requirement. This implies

improved input-output data control and translation to all required pro-

gram classification structures within manpower programming operations.

3. Attainment of conclusions 1 and 2 above will depend on improved

interfaces between mannower programming organizations, staff procedures,

data sources, and existing automated systems capabilities for greater

programm, ing cfficiency and staff responsiveness to management needs

within OACSFOR and high DA management echelons.

4. increased flexibility in manpower nros, ram develop..ment and

rccyclinog will require develonment and use of integrated commuter-

az;si.ted analytical tectniques in all pha•es of military and civilian

man:,owo.r activity, from requirements jlannin!- through protgram development
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ard program and budget formulation. This ii; necessary to eliminate time-

consuming procedures, reduce staff workloads, and make programming

operations more use±Nl to DA management and decision making.

I.
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FDMIS MANPOWER DATA COMPARISONS

During the course of the IMP study, analysis was devoted to several

aspects of current Force Development Management Information System's

(FDMIS) manpower data relations and computer processing capabilities that

affect the production of comparative output displays of military and

civilian manpower.

A Force Accounting Terminal System (FACTS) extract from the Force

Accounting System (FAS) for 13 sample table of distribution and allowances

(TDA) units (specific TDA units arc identified in Table E-l) was provided

by Force Accounting Division, Manpower and Foices Directorate OThD)

(IMF-FA). Although the FACTS extract was limited to 13 TDA units repre-

senting a relatively insignificant sample of' total Army TDA units, an

attempt was made to gain the -'idest possible range of geographically dis-

tributed and functionally disparate units. The purpose of the data analy-

sis was to determine if unit level authorization data ccuid be tracked

using Program Element Code (PEC), Command Code (CMD), and unit number

(UNMiBR) identifiers between the FACTS retrieval and the detailed military

and civilian manpower annexes currently used by r,'D-PD (Program Develop-

ment) manpower programmers. Results of the data match are shown ir Table

E-2 and warrant several tentative conclusions.

- From, the limited sample of' TDA units examined, the possibility of

matching civilian and military authorizations by C,4D code and UTrfl3R ap-

pears promising. Once a PE match is achieved, CMD code and .VUT3R match

up on a one-for-one bais. The exceptions to this can be accounted for

by all-militax'y or all-civilian TDA units.

* -Several PEs [22312A - Major Depot Act ivity (USAREU11), 231l,'A Area

Support Activity (fJSAREUR), 728)PA - JFQ Commodity Commaid (USkRADCOM),
E-
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Table E-2

PEC-CMD-UNMBR MATCH BETWEEN FAS-FACTS EXTRACT, MILITARY

MANPOWER ANNEX, AND CIVILIAN MANPOWER ANNEX

Military Civilian

UNMBR FACTS Extract Manpower Annex Manpower Annex

23193A HQ USAREUR

WOAN + + +
WOBX + + +
WlAU 0 + +
WlLU + + +
W2BZ + + +
W2B0 + + 4.

W2B1 + + +
W2B3 + + +
W2B5 + + +
W2B6 + + +
W2B7 + + +
W2B8 + + +
W2B9 + + +
W2CB + + +
W2CC + + +

2. 22311A Army and Corps Support Activity

Command Program 0 + +
WIEM 0 + +

3. 2•UAMajor Depot Activity - PE did not appear in extract

Command Program NA + +
WOAP NA + +
WOA9 NA + +
WOBB NA + +
WODM NA + +
WOGH NA +
WIYB NA + +
W230 NA + +

W266 NA + +
POOl NA + 0
WlPX NA 0 +
W27C NA 0 +

E-4
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,A

I Military Civilian
UXMBR FACTS extract Manpower Annex Manpower Annex

4. 23196A Area Support Activity - PE did not appear in extract

WOB5 NA + .

Jo6B NA + +
W077 NA 0 +
WIEH NA + +

5. 12898A Reg!oxnal (Bde) HQS

Command Program 0 + +

6. 12896A Support Installation

PE appeared in annexes, but no USARADCOM code for eithcr military
ur civilian

7. 72898A HQ Commodity Command - FO did not appear in extract

Command Program NA + 0
WOJ2 NA + +
WOJO NA + +
WOJI NA + +
WOKR NA 4 +

WIlL NA + +
W2GB NA + .

W2GJ NA + +
W215 NA + +
WOKZ NA 0 +

W149 NA 0 +
W2S5 DA 0 +

8. 72111A Commodity Depot

PE did not appear in any of the three sources.

9. 72207A Depot Maintenance Faciity

Command Program 0 + +
WOZB + + +

W2GN + + G
WOL3 + 0 +
WOM3 + 0 +
WOY9 + 0 +
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UNMBR FACTS extract Manpower Annex Manpower Annex

10. 72896A Class II Installation - PE did not appear in extract

Command Program NA + +
WOL3 NA + +
WOMN NA + +
WOWP NA + +
WOZB NA 0 +
WOY9 NA 0 +
W22D NA 0 +

II. 91114A HQ CONUS Army

Command Program 0 + +
WOGS + + +
W17F 0 + ÷
W17G + + +

W17H + + +
W24B 0 0 +

12. 81111A USATC

Command Program 0 + +

13. 81211.A Army Hospital (Post)

Command Program + +

Legend:
+ = Manpower authorizations shown for unit number wit-inE
0 = Manpower authorizations not shown for n it number within PE.

NA = Manpower authorizations not shown bf:ause PE not available.
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72111A -Coimmodity Depot (USAMC), and 72896A -Class !I Installation

(USAMC)] were not picked up in the FACTS extract. In one casQ the wrong

FE was entered (7lllLlA instead of' 72111A) Lind In another (23196A) the

user-supplied Force Plsin criteria were not met. The high incidence of

FACTS nonmatches rit PEC (IJNPEC) level would *,'e unacceptable for both de-

tailed manpower programming applications and PE, Command, and Force Plan

Summary displays, particularly so in the summary displays where Individual

program elemnent and unit number omi~ssions would likely pass undetectedi.

To prevent such an occurrence greater system safegu~ards, are neces.sary,

which should include printouts of unmatched queries and the sort sequence

and compilation method used to aggregate manpower totRls for rumm~ary

displays.

-The remaining mismatches can be accounted for and arie not the

resul~t of data inconsistencies between the FACTS extract and the civilian

and military manpower annexes. A number of' mismatches resulted from

Command Programn summnaries not being cerried in the extract. In addition,

two of the PEs (81111A - Training Centers, and 812121A - Post Hospitals)

were only traced to Command i?-ogram sutpme-ry. A more detailed breakout

of these two F-Ss could have been made had Army area codes been used in-

stead of the USACONARC codle.

ILLUSTRAT1VE 24P OUTPUT DISPLAYS

The following descriptions of the attached IMP display flormnats con-

sider pertinent data characteristics. relatizuns between the display, in.

the data hierarchy, anri the application of the displaay, to the prc-cesses
occrrig drig te pogr -1cvl'e& Ad orcarrani and budget formula-

tion phases. These diurlays c*,uid bc generated using the system- logic,.

shownr in Fig. 4-7.

Detailed ManpowerDatuDisp;ays

This level o." output formats featu,,res bnsl, ;nLit and fu-nction dacaz

suitable for detailed staff' analyses and backup fcr more afrgregfated op-

erational and manafgement displays fetuig A'CS, TYDP, FGC, and. AlAS

classifications- of' the force st-cu' n arso~ .ng in :'j.ktar- andi

civilian -nanpower s;paccu; and- trtal oblJ17at~oraL authority ('rCA).

Di-splay Al ro-rczponds to two date. rirtu currertly being- pro-

duced] fro,-, the o aJ•.u Ann-.x Data (i:X) f Le. It is intended as a
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standardized military and civilian manpower annex that would utilize

exLsting FAS-MANEX data elements. Such a display would serve as a working

document for use in preparing manpower space adjustments at a PE level

and as a detailed supporting documant for oper'ation- an6 managcmcnt-level

displays featuring aggregrations and restructuring of' PE dse . (This wrnidd
include displays Bl-B6, Cl, C4, and C5.)

An addoi-onai detal?½.d format, Display iA2, provides sub-1FE detail

(subunits below P-EC level.) for military and civilizin manpower. Data

summrnizatior wjx.ld be by, unit FEC anid Ibudget function (sub-FLEC) showingf

militury and civiliar aggregate spaces and TOA. Encompassing only sup-

poi't mý.npower, this display accounts for the approzit~nxtely 300 unit identi-

fication codes (UICs) with more than one PE associated with them and wo'ýlr]

provide the detailed datk necessary for profgram and budgYet analyzois and

backup to more aggregate rnanpowot' space and cost displayss (Displays PBh-

BlO anid C2-C"-).

Operational Dis-play.;

These displays; would be appropriate for less detailed staff analysis

and also serve as a medium for coordination bef.wcen ?M'D--?D program analyrts

and Program -Sub prog-ram - PT Directors- durinii; civil ian i4nd military manpower

program d]evelopment. Manpower spaces and TOAs could be examined by FES

and commands in terms of' the I.FCS, FYDP, FGC, and PAMS structurem.

At present a significant percentage of manpower spaces (particularly

civilian) are carried or-. the MANEX files rxs unnistributed tspaoee in i-ioi-

vidual FE commnand programs; these s-pances, whether undistributed or d-j;

tributed as programming assumptions;, are accouinted for in Displays Bl and
B~2 with FE and command totals.

The remaining operationa). and manaGement displays combine r 4 .stributed'

and undistri~butod spaces in their manipower snace and TOA totalts. Several

formats (Displays Bh-B36) would be ideally suitel for conferences between

program analysts and affected lrogramn Directors. With the addition of a

look-up table, individlual reports could be prepared for affected Pro,ýrarr-

Subprogram-PE Directors. AMditicnal operating-l-evel reports would nr0-
vide further Intermediate breako-uts of -military rnnd civilian, anid M-IsFion

and supporls manpower agg-re gat iorfs.
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Management Displays

These formats providc a summarization of force structure and inan-

power program composition using the LFCS, FYDI-, FGC, and AIMS classification

systems, and miffht serve asý enclosures- For principal DA-produced documents

as the Army Force Development Plan (AFDP), the DA response to the Tenta-

tive Fiscal Guidance fMemorandum, POM, and manpower inputs to budget

formulation.

Displayr C! represents thc hi4ghest level of aifgreg~ation indicati rip;

nuilor FYDP programs with space totals anown for each of eigt ilitary

arid rcivilian manpow-er categoric.; within ma~jor FYfDP profgrams. These totals,

~wji'.iJ are: fsummar izat ions of data provided in Displays Al. and RR, Could

N! incorpornted as ami enclosure to the AFDP.

Disp~lay:; C2 and C3 are envisioned is the basic integrated displays

of mii; ..crv and civilian manpower in a i'orce structure relation. Man-

I-wor tcotaic: are presented in termp, of' mission programi (TOE military)

and support proi-ra-ii (MDp military and civilian). These formats would be

appropriate! Ior AFDP purposes anid POM program allocations reviews and

guidance. Supplementing these formats, Display C14 enables military sup-

potMa.nj (Iewer to bef asociated it c ivilian manpower on an kMS budget

program (functional) bas-i:-. Data displayed is a roll-up of bUdgret pro-

gram militury anid (-ilvilian space an TOE PE aggregates from Display .16.
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MILITARY AIM CIVILIAN MANPOWER - FORCE PACKAGE SPACE SULMARY

END FY-*

MISSION PROGRAM SUPPORT PROGRAM
FPiAN FORCE PACKAGE TITLE TO MIL TD MIL TD CIV

A DIV. FORCES (AGGREGATE) NNNN NNNN N1JNN
AN NATO FORCE (TOTAL) NNNN NNNNI NNNN
ANE EUROPE FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNNN NUNN NN1N
ANG NATO RES. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNNN NNNN N'14N
AP PACIFIC FORCE (TOTAL) NNIJN NNUT1 1NNN
APK KOREA (SUBTOTAL) NNNN 1NNN'ff NNNN
APS SEASIA FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNNW INNNU NNNI'
APX PACIFIC RES. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNlIF1 NNNN NNITNN
AZ OTHER THeaTER FORCE (TOTAL) TfJN NNNN NNN`N
AZX OTILER DEPr4 OYED FORCES (TOTAL) NN14Tr 1=1 1=4
AZC OTHER THEATER RES. FORCES (TOTAL) NNNN Iw um
AVC ACTIVE STRAT. RES. FORCE (TOTAL) NNNNI NNIN NNNh

B SPL. MSN. FORCES (AGGREGATE) NNNN ImNNN NNNN
BAX COIflS AIR/MSL DEF. (TOTAL) NNNN NU•? NNNN
BD DEFENSE FORCES (TOTAL) NNNJN NNNN NN?.1N
BDA ALASKA (SUBTOTAL) NNN-1 UNNI NNIJN
BDP PANAMA (SUBTOTAL) NNNN NN1N 17 fUN
BDB BERLIN (SUBTOTAL) NN INNN1 m N NNN
BDI ICELAND (SUBTOTAL) 1NNN NNNN TrnTNN
BDD CARIBBEAN (SUBTOTAL) NIJWN N=I•N NNTNN
BM MISSILE FORCES (TOTAL) NI-RIN NNNN NNNN
BME NATO MSL, FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNNN rINwI NH-1I
BMX PAC. I.MSL. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNNN INU MINN
BMC CONUS MqL. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) NNNN NNI'J I'IN
BIX STRAT.INTELL. & SEC. (TOTAL) NNNfN NNNN N•NN
BGX STRAT. CO24UhICATIONS (TOTAL) NNNN NNNN N1 'NN
BJX DOD/JT ACTIVITIES (TOTAL) NNNN NNNN NNN N
BGX OTHER SVC. SUPPORT (TOTAL) NNNN NNN1M NNNN
BFX FREE WORLD SPT. (TOTAL) NNNN h141 NIATN

C GENERAL SPT. FORCES (AGGREGATE) _NUN NNNN N__N
CTX TRAINING ESTAB. (TOTAL) N4 iTNhNN NNNN
CSX SUPPORT ESTAB. (TOTAL) m\?1MN hM1 NNW
CLX LOGISTIC ESTAB. (TOTAL) NNIiN NUNN NNNN
CKX 14VMT. SPT. (TOTAL) NIN IPMN NNNN
CEX CMBT. DEVELOPKENT (TOTAL) NNNNN NIN TJ NNT1
C R & D (TOTAL) NNflN NNNN NWNN
CHX HQX/FLC ACTIV. (TOTAL) TOM NNNN NIN
COX THEATER SUPPORT (TOTAL) MNNN tJNam NNNN

AGGREGATE TOTALS-ALL CATEGORIES II -;iWN NIYNNNN NNNNIM

TOTAL MAN YEARS- ALL CATEGORIES NNNNNN NI-NNN 0=04

TOTAL MILITARY TRAINED STR01GTH NNhNNNN

CAT D- TIPS, NONSTRUCTURE NmrmfNl

TOTAL MILITARY MANPOWER AUTH. NNITMN

*i *Option to display remaining five outyears
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MILITrY AN~D CIVILIAN MANP(YJE - FORCE PACKAGE COST SUMýMARY

END FY_*

MISSION PROGRAM SUPPORT PROGRAM.

FPLANi FORCE PACKAGE TITLE TO MIL TD MIL TD CIV

*A DIV. FORCES9 (AGGREGATE) $NNNDJNN $1NWNN1NN $NNNI-1TTN
Ali NATO FORCE (TOTAL) $rN'NNNN $NNN1RM14 $14,114HUN
ANE EUROPE FORCE (SUTTOTAL) $UNNN1NN $NNNNNN .$NN`NUTh1
AUG NATO RES. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) $NNNNN$NN4'TrN1 $14NNITINu
AP PACIFIC FORCE (TOTAL) $N14`NN1NN $mmmNN $NIR'Innmw

AIK KOREA (SUBTOTAL) $N1VN1NrI $NIJr1TTNNi $1TWNrm
APS SEASSIA FORCE (SUB3TOTAL) $NNr4IfN $NNNNNN $NT1NNim

*APX PACIFIC RES. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) $NTImNrNN $11NuNmi' $mN7nnrn41
AZ OTHER THETER FORCE (TOTAL) $W1NiNUN $NNViW1inr $NMIrnrrn1
AZX OTHER DEPLOYED FORCES (TOTAL) $NN1rNi $NnuNmJil $HNNHHHJ
AZC OTHE THEATER RES. FORCES (TOT.) $N~mNNIJN $Nf147MN1 $NNNN1'J1
AVC ACTIVE STRAT. RES. FORCE (TOTAL) $NIiMu n $rmr~w.'Ni $IINNIchJ

B SPI,.MSN4. FORCES (AGGREGATE) $1NNHNWm $IIN1WJT1N $NiNfIrN~
BAX CONUS AIR/MSL DEF. (TOTAL.) $1Him$rnnJNi sNNIJWN
BD DEFIZISE FORCES (TOTA-L) $N1NTINN $wR MI $041117-2
BDA ALASKA (SUBTOTAL) 14rNNNWN =4~NINN $NNI~N1171I

*BDP PANAM~A (SUBTOTAL) $N1NNNUN $NNNNNrN $NN747INN
BDB BERLIN (SUBTOTAL) $MNNNWN $ ~1MRlTMN $NWIPT14
BDI ICELAND (SUBTOTAL) $1=1NTNN $HimNNT $N1'..NTr
BDD CARIB3BEAN (SUBTOTAL) $NN1NNIN $NN1NNTW $1NIR M14
BM MISSILE FORCES (TOTAL) $1NIM47'JN $NNINuU,, NVIINNN
BME HATO MSL. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) $NNNNN71 $N4ROITNIJ VINNNWN
BMX P'AC. I145L. FORCE (SUBTOTAL) $NNNNNI $N1NTfITIN $N1WNTINN
BMC COH-US MSL. FORCE, (SUBTOTAL) $NNN0111 VwNTirJN1 $NN14mriTn-
BIX STRAT. INTELL. & SEC. (TO'rzkL) $N1NNNN f11N $NN7NT N 14l'IN
BGX STRAT. CO,4TUNICATIONS (TOTAL) $NNNNNN $NNWWTNN $NNNrThr]
BJX DOD/JTR ACTrIVITIES (TOTAL) $NNNNNN $N1NNNNN $NNNNNN~
BGX OTHER SVC SUPPORT (TOTAL) $NNNITri $NTNNNNN $NNNNNNl
BIX FREE WORLD SF'S. (TOTAL) $17NMIJN1h $IN1ThNTN $1NNNNIJN4

C GEUERAL SPT. FORCES (AGGREGATE) $NNNNIIU$f0WR $NNIM-1~
CTX TRAINING ESTAB. (TOTAL) $NNNNNN $NINNTJN $NrNiNW,
CSX SUPPORT ESTAB. (TOTAL) INT~NDNN $N1NWN~ $r1a1TN1
CLX LOGISTIC ESTAB. (TOTAL) $HHW $NNNNNNq $WNNN1N
CIOC MVMT. SPT. (TOTAL) $II-rUNNU $NNNNN $N1NN1'IN
CEX CBT. DEVELORCNT (TOTAL) $-,UNNN1 WNWN~ $NN1NNN

CRX R & D (TOTAL) $NNNNNN ,N' N u Nm $NNNNNNr
CIIX IqX/F'rC ACTIV. (TOTAL) $NNM MmI $ITNWMI $1NNINNNi
COX TH{EATER SUPPORT (TOTAL) $HHNNNNN $N1JNN"NN $NTfNM=

AGGREGATE TOTALS-ALL CATEGORIES $NNNfNNWN $NT1TNINNN $N~NN11N-

*Option to display remaining five outyears.
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